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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The Accountants’ Index is a standard reference work published as a ser­vice to the accounting profession.
This twentieth supplement to the Accountants’ Index is a continuation 
of the preceding nineteen supplements to the original volume. The original 
Index was published in 1920, and supplements issued periodically thereafter 
have kept the material up to date.
To find data on any subject, the reader should look for the subject, author, 
or title, as in an encyclopedia.
Names of authors, subjects, and titles are arranged in a single alphabet, 
with information relating to publisher, place of publication, date, and number 
of pages. The addresses of publishers and periodicals will be found in the direc­
tory at the end of the volume.
KATHERINE I. MICHAELSEN, 
Librarian
666 Fifth Avenue, New York 
January 1972
A
A-B-C FINANCIAL COMMUNICATIONS FORUM, Chicago, 
1971
Current issues in corporate financial reporting; a symposium. 
Chicago, 1971. 91 p. (Sponsors: Illinois society of certified 
public accountants; Robert Morris associates; Chicago- 
Midwest credit management association.) [*150 A]
ABCs of a company plane. Business management, v. 40, Sept. 
1971, p. 28-9.
ACASS consolidates its success. Accountant (Eng.), v. 164, 
March 11, 1971, p. 324-6.
ACASS sorts itself out. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 82, April 1971, p. 
215-16.
ADAPSO
See Association of data processing service organiza­
tions, inc.
AICPA academic requirements opposed. (Random sampling) 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Summer 1971, p. 25-6.
AICPA awards five dissertation grants to accounting students. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, May 1971, p. 9.
AICPA committee announces grant to Southern university. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 
16.
AICPA Council urges continuing education requirement. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 9-10.
AICPA exposes audit guide on savings and loan associations. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, March 1971, p. 9.
AICPA exposes draft of broker-dealer audit guide. CPA (Amer­
ican institute of CPAs) v. 51, July-Aug. 1971, p. 1,3.
AICPA exposes drafts of two Statements on auditing procedure. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, April 1971, p. 3.
AICPA form bill is available. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, March 1971, p. 11.
AICPA gives grant to Ph.D. candidate to survey Spanish- 
American accountants. CPA (American institute of CPAs), 
v. 51, April 1971, p. 13.
AICPA gold medal citation lists Trueblood’s achievements. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 12.
AICPA insurance trust refund exceeds the $6 million mark. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, July-Aug. 1971, p. 5.
AICPA issues draft on reliance on other auditors. (News report)
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, April 1971, p. 10,12.
AICPA-NASBA committees to study national CPA certificate, 
ethical enforcement. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
51, Feb. 1971, p. 7.
AICPA 1971 annual meeting to view the CPA in a decade of 
transition. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, March 
1971, p. 12.
AICPA reaffirms position on GAAP-tax conformity. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Nov. 1971, p. 13-14.
AICPA rejects meeting with NSPA. (Washington reporter) 
National public accountant, v. 16, Feb. 1971, p. 41, 47.
AICPA resolution on continuing education. Colorado CPA 
report, v. 36, Summer 1971, p. 23-4.
AICPA responds to SEC proposals on change of firm. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 12.
AICPA seeks comment on life insurance audit guide draft. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 
14.
AICPA seeks comments on broker dealer guide. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 1971, p. 22.
AICPA taxation division testifies on IRS proposal. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 20, 22.
AICPA testing program begins 25th year. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51, Feb. 1971, p. 9.
AICPAIT nears the $1.2 billion mark. CPA (American institute 
of CPAs), v. 51, March 1971, p. 4.
AMA: voice of American medicine
Burrow, James G. AMA: voice of American medicine. Bal­
timore, Johns Hopkins press, c1963. 430 p. [250 Phy]
APB approves two draft Opinions for exposure. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51, Jan. 1971, p. 1.
APB committee considers views on equity security reporting. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 
9-10, 12.
APB exposes drafts of equity and funds opinions. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 16, 18.
APB holds public hearing on accounting for leases. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Dec. 1971, p. 12,
14, 16.
APB issues memorandum about change to Lifo inventory 
method. (News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, 
Feb. 1971, p. 18.
1
APB public hearing ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
APB public hearing
American institute of certified public accountants. Accounting 
principles board. APB public hearing on accounting for 
investments in equity securities not qualifying for the 
equity method. Chicago, Arthur Andersen and co., c1971. 
559 p. (Cases in public accounting practice, v. 8.) [250 Acc]
APB reschedules hearing on accounting for leases. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 1971, p. 22.
APB’s first public hearing. (Editors’ notebook) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 33.
AUDEX
See Audit extract system
A PRIORI research in accounting
Nelson, Carl L. A priori research in accounting. New York? 
1971. 8 typewritten pages. (Paper to be presented at the 
Conference on accounting research 1960-70, University of 
Illinois, April 5-6, 1971.) [*111.1 N]
AAKER, DAVID A.
New-trier stochastic model of brand choice. Management 
science, v. 17, April 1971, p. B-435 — B-450.
ABBAS. M. B. A.
Revolving funds — their mechanics and dynamics. Federal 
accountant, v. 20, Sept. 1971, p. 52-68.
ABBEY, DANA L.
Production planning and cost reporting for toys. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 53, Dec. 1971, p. 9-11, 34.
ABBIN, BYRLE M.
How to break joint ownership of real estate without gift tax. 
(Estate planning) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 543-7.
Significant recent developments concerning estate planning. 
(Estate planning) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 222-30.
ABBOUD, A. ROBERT.
Proposed course for U. S. trade and investment policies. 
Financial executive, v, 39, April 1971, p. 8-15.
ABBREVIATIONS
See Designations and degrees
ABDEL-KHALIK, A. RASHAD.
Gordon, Myron J. Method of pricing for a socialist economy, 
a reply. Accounting review, v. 46, Oct. 1971, p. 788-90.
On Gordon’s model of transfer-pricing system. (Correspon­
dence) Accounting review, v. 46, Oct. 1971, p. 783-7.
 User preference ordering value: a model. Accounting review, 
v. 46, July 1971, p. 457-71.
ABDEL-RAHMAN, IBRAHIM HELMI.
Industrial promotion: UNIDO is the middleman. Columbia 
journal of world business, v. 6, May-June 1971, p. 38-44.
ABDULLA, AHMEN.
Current price situation. Finance, taxation and company law 
(Pakistan), v. 3, Feb. 1971, p. 49-50, 78.
ABEL, HARRY.
Home-office deductions can boomerang. (Tax clinic) Tax
adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 301-2.
ABEL, KENNETH R., jt. auth.
Diamond, Lawrence. Computer power: the use of financial 
models in the real estate industry, by Lawrence Diamond 
and Kenneth R. Abel. Footnotes (Kenneth Leventhal and 
co.). Spring 1971, p. 9-16.
ABELL, J. N.
Canadian capital movements. Conference board record, v. 8, 
Dec. 1971, p. 21-3.
ABELLE, BARNIE E.
Separate accounts. (Trusts, estates & life insurance) Trusts 
and estates, v. 110, March 1971, p. 219-21.
ABERNATHY, WILLIAM J.
Subjective estimates and scheduling decisions. Management 
science, v. 18, Oct. 1971, p. B-80 — B-88.  
ABEYNAIKE, D. L.
Feec’s and the replacement price of fixed assets. Accountancy 
journal (Ceylon) v. 1, Jan. 1971, p. 17-18.
ABEYSINGHE, A. M. ARIYA.
Some thoughts on industrial planning for socialism in Ceylon. 
Accountancy journal (Ceylon), v. 1, Jan. 1971, p. 13-16.
ABLON, BENJAMIN M.
Tax planning guide for casualty gains and losses. Practical 
accountant, v. 4, March-April 1971, p. 26-32.
ABODELLY, JOHN E.
Effect or reorganization, merger or acquisition on the ap­
propriate bargaining unit. George Washington law review, v. 
39, March 1971, p. 488-531.
ABOUCHAR, ROGER J.
Perspective on bill paying services. Magazine of bank administ­
ration. v. 47, Nov. 1971, p. 26-9.
ABRAHAM, ALFRED B.
Factoring — the new frontier for commercial banks. Journal of 
commercial bank lending, v. 53, april 1971, p. 32-43.
ABRAMOWITZ, GEORGE R., jt. auth.
Libin, Jerome B. Multiple corporations: a surprising interp­
retation of Sec. 1563(a)(2) in temporary regulations, by 
Jerome B. Libin and George R. Abramowitz. Tax adviser, 
v. 2, June 1971, p. 326-30.
ABRAMS, H. J.
Extended yield method and optimal replacement problems. 
Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 3, Summer 1971, p. 26- 
34.
ABRAMS, MAURICE.
Closely-held U.S. corporations with “close” U. K. subsidiaries 
face many problems, by Maurice Abrams and Douglas P. 
Garrett. (International trade) Journal of taxation, v. 34, 
Feb. 1971, p. 123-4.
ABRAMS, REUBEN W.
Business solution to overcrowding and inflation. Management 
adviser, v. 8, May-June 1971, p. 21-7. LKHH accountant, v. 
51, no. 3, 1971, p. 2-7.
ABSORPTION COSTS
Broster, E. J. Folly called absorption costing. Certified accoun­
tants journal (Eng.), April 1971, p. 209-10, 223.
Dowell, Ronald B. Indirect approach to direct costing. 
Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 10, Winter 1971, p. 12-14, 16.
2
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Frye, Delbert J. Combined costing method: absorption and 
direct. Management accounting (NAA), v. 52, Jan. 1971, p. 
18-20.
Sharp, Douglas. Effect of direct costing on the relative size, 
reliability, and meaning of financial ratios. 1969. 306 p. 
(Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Missouri.) (Photocopy of 





Future of management; practice and teaching: proceedings, 
papers presented at the 30th annual meeting, San Diego, 
California, August 24-26 1970. Edited by T. J. Archison and 
J. V. Ghorpade. Norman, Olka ? 1970. 404 p. [*201 A]
ACCELERATED accounting
Nelson, A. Tom. Accelerated accounting: a managerial 
approach. Pacific Palisades, Calif., Goodyear pub. co., 1971. 
492 p. [110 N]
ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION
See Depreciation, depletion of obsolescence — Accel­
erated
ACCENT on youth. (Editor’s notebook) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 131, May 1971, p. 37-8.
ACCENTUATING accountability
Savoie, Leonard M. Accentuating accountability. Before the 
Hawaii society of CPAs, May 21, 1971, Honolulu. New 
York? 1971. 19 typewritten pages. [*111.1 S]
ACCEPTED standard. (Editorial) Accountant (Eng.), v. 164, Jan. 






Hoffman, Jack. How to create a desire for safety. (Under 
control) Retail control, v. 39, March 1971, p. 53-6.
Costs
Bombaugh, Robert L. Department of transportation’s auto 
insurance study and auto accident compensation reform. 
Columbia law review, v. 71, Feb. 1971, p. 207-40.
Mitra, B. K. Cost reduction in industrial accidents. Man­
agement accountant (India), v. 6, June 1971, p. 341-3.
New York (state). Insurance department. Proposal for a 
better system. Columbia law review, v. 71, Feb. 1971, p. 194- 
206.
ACCOUNT NUMBERING
See Also Banks and Banking - Numbering system
ACCOUNTANCY; a sourcebook of readings
Parker, John R. E., ed. Accountancy; a sourcebook of read­
ings. Toronto, Ontario institute school of accountancy, 
c1971. 515 p. [110 P]0
ACCOUNTANCY in Europe: UEC 1971 study conference. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Oct. 14, 1971, p. 516-18.
ACCOUNTANCY LAW AND LEGISLATION
AICPA form bill is available. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, March 1971, p. 11.
AICPA resolution on continuing education. Colorado CPA 
report, v. 36, Summer 1971, p. 23-4.
American institute of certified public accountants. Committee 
on state legislation. Form of regulatory public accountancy 
bill. Amended January 1971. New York, 1971. 34 p.
Heintzelman, F. Willard. Meeting a public need. (Executive 
director’s report) Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, Oct. 
1971, p. 26-7.
Stone, Marvin. Arguments for requiring continuing education 
by legislation. Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Summer 1971, p. 
12-17.
Williamson, Harold E. Arguments against requiring contin­
uing education by legislation. Colorado CPA report, v. 36, 
Summer 1971, p. 18-22.
Australia
Institute of chartered accountants in Australia. General 
council. Royal charter and bye-laws: amendments 
proposed by Council. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 
42, Oct. 1971, p. 4-6.
Institute of chartered accountants in Australia. Parliamentary 
and laws committee Further submission by accountancy 
profession to Standing committee of attorneys-general. 
Australian accountant, v. 41, March 1971, p. 53-8.
Europe
Dieterich, Wilhelm. First recommendations for a directive of 
the EEC Commission on the freedom of the expert cotn- 
patable to establish a practice and render professional 
services. Journal UEC, April 1971, p. 85-92.
Great Britain
Monopolies commission and the accountancy profession. 
Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 75, June 1971, p. 293-7.
India
Cost audit (qualification) rules. (Editorial) Management ac­
countant (India), v. 5, June 1970, p. 323-6.
Institute of cost and works accountants of India. Notification 
(Cost accountant), dated 20th April 1970. Management 
accountant (India), v. 5, May 1970, p. 295-6.
Indiana
Greene, George E. Privileged communications. (Letters) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 28.
Japan
Japanese institute of certified public accountants. Inter­
national affairs committee. CPAs in Japan. Rev., 1970. 
Tokyo, 1970. 10, 6, 44 p. (Originally prepared by the 
Technical program committee; original text drafted by 
Shigeo Shirata; this revision by Masaru Kobayashi.) (Con­
tents.--Appendix I. Rules of conduct (Japanese institute of 
CPAs). 6 p.-Appendix II. Certified public accountant act of 
Japan, as of Aug. 1, 1967. 44p.) [*104 J]
Maryland
Everstine, Carl N. Synopsis of laws of interest to CPA’s 
enacted at the 1971 regular session of the General assem­
bly of Maryland and special session of December 16, 1969. 
Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 11, Oct. 1971, p. 38-42.
Massachusetts
Laws affecting accounting enacted in four states. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 12, 14.
Nebraska
Laws affecting accounting enacted in four states. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 12, 14.
Philippines
Philippines. Board of accounting education. Rules and reg­
ulations governing experience requirements for CPA can­
didates. Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 20, Dec. 1970, p. 166- 
70.
Vera, Luis P. Experience requirements for CPA candidates. 
Accountants’ journal (P. I), v. 20, Dec. 1970, p. 160-5, 175.
3
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Saudi Arabia
Sbinawi, Ahmed Abdul Kadir. Emergence of professional 
public accounting in Audi Arabia, by Ahmed Abdul Kadir 
Shinawi and William F. Crum. International Journal of 
accounting education and research, v. 6, Spring 1971, p. 103- 
10.
South Africa
South Africa. Public accountants’ and auditors’ board. Com­
panies and partnerships with unregistered persons. Johan­
nesburg, 1967 . 8 p. (No. B.2/1967. Text in English and 
Afrikaans) [*108.2 S]
South Dakota
Laws affecting accounting enacted in four states. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 12, 14.
Utah
Utah repeals restriction on corporate practice. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, April 1971, p. 14.
Virginia
Laws affecting accounting enacted in four states. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 12, 14.
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Armstrong, Marshall S. Pressures for progress. California CPA 
quarterly, v. 39, Sept. 1971, p. 9, 11, 13-14, 16.
Armstrong, Marshall S. Unified profession. (From the Pres­
ident) CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Oct. 1971, 
p. 2-3, 8. (Adapted from address before American account­
ing association, Lexington, Ky., Aug. 1971)
Barfield, Jesse T. Inquiry into specialization for certified 
public accountants. Baton Rouge, Louisiana state univer­
sity and Agricultural and mechanical college, 1971. 196 
typewritten pages. (Ph.D. thesis in Department of account­
ing.) [100 B]
Bifurcation. (Editorial) Management accountant (India), v. 6, 
April 1971, p. 207-8.
Burton, John C. “Criticism with love.” An educator views the 
public accounting profession. Arthur Young journal, Winter- 
Spring 1971, p. 16-22.
Burton, John C. Educator views the public accounting profes­
sion. Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 1971, p. 47-53.
Business week magazine sees accounting revolution. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 16-17.
Changing role of the accountant. Report of the conference 
held at the Royal York hotel, Toronto, Ontario, November 
7-9, 1966. Hamilton, Ont., Society of industrial and cost 
accountants of Canada, 1967. 63 p. [*102 C]
Chetkovich, Michael N. Evolving structure of the profession. 
(In Haskins and Sells. Selected papers 1970. New York, 
1971, p. 5-16.) [110 H]
Chetkovich, Michael N. Evolving structure of the profession. 
(In Moonitz, Maurice, ed. Public accounting - 1980. Palo 
Alto, Calif., 1971. p. 86-97.) [102 M]
Crabtree, James R. Attributes of the profession. (Letters) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 28.
Drucker, Ted. Attributes of the profession. (Letters) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 28-9.
Fitzpatrick, Robert J. Ecology of the non-public accountant. 
Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45, May-June 1971, p. 14-16, 
18.
Griffin, Charleton H. Tired and lonely CPA. Oklahoma CPA, 
v. 10, April 1971, p. 19-20. (Reprinted from Colorado CPA 
report, v. 35, Fall 1970, p. 2-3.)
Growth trend of U.S. accounting profession is still on the 
increase. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Jan. 
1971, p. 3.
Harbin, Wayne D. Changing environment of accounting. (In 
Conference of accountants, 25th, University of Tulsa, 1971. 
Accounting papers. Tulsa, Okla., 1971. p. 5-12.)
Heintzelman, F. Willard. Meeting a public need. (Executive 
director’s report) Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, Oct. 
1971, p. 26-7.
Herbert, Leo. Challenges to creativity. (In Conference of 
accountants, 25th, University of Tulsa, 1971. Accounting 
papers. Tulsa, Okla., 1971. p. 42-53.)
Hines, George H. Motivating the accountant. Accountants’ 
journal (N.Z.), v. 49, July 1971, p. 441-7.
Iyengar, M. R. S. Bifurcation of accountancy profession.
Management accountant (India), v. 6, April 1971, p. 218-20. 
Jobe, Larry A. Environment in which we practice — 1980. (In
Moonitz, Maurice, ed. Public accounting — 1980. Palo Alto, 
Calif., 1971. p. 12-41.) [102 M]
Kissack, William F. Accountancy in an industrial society. I — 
double entry in historical perspective. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
164, April 15, 1971, p. 474-6.
Kissack, William F. Accountancy in an industrial society, II — 
state capitalism, industry and accountancy. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 164, April 22, 1971, p. 517-19.
Lawler, John Accounting: a bridge across the generation gap. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 44-8.
Lawler, John. Who’s saying what to whom? Georgia CPA, v. 
13, no. 1, 1971-72, p. 7-10, 12, 14, 16-17.
LeBlanc, Paul. Accounting as a consumer protector. Business 
lawyer, v. 27, Nov. 1971, p. 75-84.
Loeb, Stephen E. Attributes of the profession. (Letters) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 28.
Loeb, Stephen E. Current problems of professional practice. 
(Education and professional training) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 132, Aug. 1971, p. 83-5.
Love, David. There must be a better way. (Comment) LKHH 
accountant, v. 51, no. 1, 1971, Inside front and back covers. 
Luton, James P., Jr. Editorially speaking. Oklahoma CPA, v.
10, July 1971, p. 3.
MacNeill, James H. Image of the profession in 1980. (In 
Moonitz, Maurice, ed. Public accounting — 1980. Palo Alto, 
Calif., 1971. p. 42-55.) [102 M]
Miller, James H. Is accounting relevant? (Letters) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 30.
Miller, M. C. Future of the auditor. Chartered accountant in 
Australia, v. 41, March 1971, p. 4, 7-16.
Moonitz, Maurice, ed. Public accounting — 1980. Proceedings 
of 1970 Graduate study conference. Palo Alto, Calif., 
California certified public accountants foundation for 
education and research, 1971. 178 p. [102 M]
Most, Kenneth S. Accountants in the year 2000: limitations of 
the monetary unit. Accountant (Eng ), v. 165, July 29, 1971, 
p. 152-4.
Nolan, James. CPA labors in what president Nixon calls “the 
jungles of the federal bureaucracy.” (Profile) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 1971, p. 28, 30, 32.
Nolan, James. For Larry Jobe, the goal’s the thing. (Profile) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Dec. 1971, p. 22-4.
Odiorne, George S. New generation and the accounting 
profession. Journal of accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 39- 
43.
Oliphant, Walter J. Institute — a movement as well as an 
institution. (From the president) CPA (American institute 
of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 2, 10-12, 17.
On forecasting and planning. (Editor’s notebook) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, April 1971, p. 31-2.
Outgoing president Armstrong stresses the need for profes­
sional unity. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 
1971, p. 4.
Parker, John R. E., ed. Accountancy; a sourcebook of read­
ings. Toronto, Ontario institute school of accountancy, 
c1971. 515 p. [110 P]
Paton, William A. Earmarks of a profession — and the APB. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 37-45.
Pinto, Michael A. Watcher of the sky. Colorado CPA report, v. 
36, Summer 1971, p. 4-6.
Robinson, Leonard A. Are accountants adjusting to change? 
By Leonard A. Robinson and Milton J. Alexander. Man­
agement accounting (NAA), v. 53, Nov. 1971, p. 11-14, 19.
4
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Ross, Howard. Wonderful world of accounting. (In Confer­
ence on empirical research in accounting, 5th, University of 
Chicago, 1970. Empirical research in accounting. Chicago, 
c1971.p. 108-15.) [*102 C]
Rousseau, Jean-Guy. Comptable existera-t-il demain? 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, July 1971, p. 61-4.
Sargent, Arthur M. Time. (In Moonitz, Maurice, ed. Public 
accounting — 1980. Palo Alto, Calif., 1971. p. 5-11.) [102 M]
Savoie, Leonard M. Accountability of the accounting profes­
sion. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Dec. 1971, p. 
3-4, 9-10.
Savoie, Leonard M. Time for self-renewal in the accounting 
profession. Before the 56th annual meeting of the Texas 
society of CPAs, Austin, June 21, 1971. New York? 1971. 18 
typewritten pages. [*100 S]
Schlosser, Robert E. “A climate for Columbus.” New York,
1968. 10 typewritten pages (carbon). (Speech presented 
before Texas society of certified public accountants, May 
18, 1968.) [*103.5 S]
Shenkin, Arthur F. Excellence: hallmark of the true profes­
sional. Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Summer 1971, p. 2-3.
Shenkir, William G. Is accounting relevant? (Letters) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 30, 32.
Shenkir, William G. State societies of CPAs: a profile. 
Virginia accountant, v. 23, June 1971, p. 21, 25-8.
Spacek, Leonard P. Public accounting — dynamism or dino­
saur. (Speech) before the Institute of chartered accountants 
of Ontario, Carleton university, Ottawa, Canada, June 2,
1969. 20 p. (Subject file AD 7220, item 88). [*100.4 S]
Spring Council meeting to cover major professional issues.
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, May 1971, p. 1.
Trueblood, Robert M. Don’t be too sure. California CPA 
quarterly, v. 39, Sept. 1971, p. 23-6.
As a career
American institute of certified public accountants. Career as a 
certified public accountant. New York, c1970. 32 p. 
[*100.1 A]
American institute of certified public accountants. Supply of 
accounting graduates and the demand for public account­
ing recruits. Spring 1971. Prepared by Park E. Leathers and 
Howard P. Sanders. New York, 1971. Unpaged (1 vol.). 
[*103.2 A]
Carlson, Raymond E. Challenge of internal auditing. (Educa­
tion) Internal auditor, v. 28, May-June 1971, p. 67-70.
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Meeting the expectations of the 
young accountant. (Accounting and auditing problems) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 71-3.
Istvan, Donald F. Experiment in modern-times staff develop­
ment. New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Aug. 1971, 
p. 582-7.
Kaiser, Charles, Jr. New breed of accountant or whatever 
happened to the roll top desk, green eye shade and sleeve 
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accountant in Australia, v. 41, June 1971, p. 4-14.
Miller, M. C. Future of the auditor. Chartered accountant in 
Australia, v. 41, March 1971, p. 4, 7-16.
Nash, Gerard. Negligent advice. (Some recent decisions 
reversed) Australian accountant, v. 41, April 1971, p. 127-9.
---------Ceylon
Benedict, A. T. Liability of an auditor. (Mainly for students) 
Accountancy journal (Ceylon), v. 1, Jan 1971, p. 29-33.
Negro
See Also Race discrimination in accounting
Another look at minority recruitment. (Editors’ notebook) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 33.
Black CPAs take on teaching assignments at black campuses 
for BEEP. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, March 
1971, p. 9.
Nolan, James. Black accounting firm faces future. (News 
feature) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 22, 
24, 26.
Panelists discuss the black accountant. (News report) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 20.
---------Great Britain
Smith, Ken. Employment problem of the qualified coloured 
immigrant. Certified accountants journal (Eng.), Sept. 1971, 
p. 461, 464.
Opportunities




See Also Accountancy profession — Selection of 
personnel
Accountants’ office — Personnel 
Accounting testing program 
Education
AICPA academic requirements opposed. (Random sampling) 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Summer 1971, p. 25-6.
Fitzpatrick, Robert J. Ecology of the non-public accountant. 
Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45, May-June 1971, p. 14-16, 
18.
Sarjeant, J. A. Changing role of management accounting for 
industry. IV. Accounting for industrial management. Cost 
and management (Canada), v. 45, May-June 1971, p. 9-13.
Schlosser, Robert E. “A climate for Columbus.” New York, 
1968. 10 typewritten pages (carbon). (Speech presented 
before Texas society of certified public accountants. May 
18, 1968.) [*103.5 S]
Stone, Williard E. Challenge of the Beamer committee 
report. (Education and professional training) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 86-8.
Technical proficiency for auditing computer processed 
accounting records, by Richard W. Cutting and others. 
(Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 132, Oct. 1971, p. 74, 76, 78, 80, 82.
---------Canada
Mackintosh, W. A. Report to the councils of the Provincial 
institutes of chartered accountants in Canada on educa­
tional plans, March 20, 1967. Toronto, Institute of chartered 
accountants of Ontario, 1967. 20 p. [*107.7 C]
Society of commercial accountants. Educational entrance 
requirements. CCA, v. 5, March-April 1971, p. 14-16. (Also 
in French, p. 16-18.)
---------Europe
Crayencour, J. P. ed. Right to establish a practice and the 
accountant — a commentary upon Dr. Dieterich’s article. 
(Exchange of opinions) Journal UEC, no. 3, July 1971, p. 
191-2.
---------Philippines
Philippines. Board of accounting education. Rules and reg­
ulations governing experience requirements for CPA can­
didates. Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 20, Dec. 1970, p. 166- 
70.
Vera, Luis P. Experience requirements for CPA candidates. 
Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 20, Dec. 1970, p. 160-5, 175.
---------South Africa
Fielding, W. D. My impressions on changing over from an 
accountant in public practice to an executive in industry; 
an address presented at the Diamond jubilee summer 
school arranged by the Society, February, 1965. Johannes­
burg, Transvaal society of accountants, 1965. 27 p. 
[100.9 S]
Relation to bankers and credit men
See Bankers and credit men — Cooperation with
Relation to business




Relation to credit men
See Bankers and credit men - Cooperation with
Relation to internal auditors
See Internal auditors - Relation to certified public 
accountants
Relation to labor
See Accountancy profession - Relation to labor
Relation to management




Relation to tax administration
See Accountancy profession — Relation to tax 
administration
Taxation, Administration, under name of country
Requirements
See Accountants — Qualifications
Rotation
AICPA responds to SEC proposals on change of firm. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 12.
American institute of certified public accountants. (Letter to 
SEC) regarding Securities exchange act release no. 9169, by 
Leonard M. Savoie. New York, 1971. 5 typewritten pages. 
(Submitted on behalf of the AICPA.) [*721 A]
Barr sees little benefit in rotation of auditors. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Nov. 1971, p. 20, 22.
SEC proposes that firm replacement be disclosed. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 14, 16.
Selection
See Accountancy profession — Selection of personnel 
Accountants’ office — Personnel 
Accounting testing program 
Auditors — Selection 
Recruitment
Social responsibility
Addison, Stuart. Project cornerstone — an auditor’s chance to 
think of his social responsibility. Federal accountant, v. 20, 
1971, p. 64-72.
Archie, Willard. Meeting our social responsibilities, by Wil­
lard Archie and Alford Sweet. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 
31, June 1971, p. 12-15.
Austin, Richard H. CPA’s social, civic and political respon­
sibilities. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 
132, Dec. 1971, p. 64-6.
Buckley, John W. Accounting principles and the social ethic. 
Financial executive, v. 39, Oct. 1971, p. 32-4, 36, 38, 40, 42, 
44, 46.
Burton, John C. Educator views the public accounting profes­
sion. Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 1971, p. 47-53.
CPAs invited to take lead in solving plight of cities. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 14, 16.
Churchman, C. West. On the facility, felicity, and morality of 
measuring social change. Accounting review, v. 46, Jan. 
1971, p. 30-5.
Contributions from AICPA members aid students at five 
black colleges. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, 
Feb. 1971, p. 3.
Hefner, William K. Social responsibility. (Letters) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 30, 32.
Lang, Edwin R. Integration in fact — a test of the profes­
sional accountant as a citizen, by Edwin R. Lang and John 
Ashworth. Journal of accountancy, v. 131, April 1971, p. 41-6.
Lawler, John. Accounting: a bridge across the generation 
gap. Journal of accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 44-8.
Lawler, John. Professional responsibility of the CPA to 
society. Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, Aug. 1971, p. 
4-5.
LeBlanc, Paul. Accounting as a consumer protector. Business 
lawyer, v. 27, Nov. 1971, p. 75-84.
Linowes, David F. Disturbed society and our profession. 
Woman CPA, v. 33, Jan. 1971, p. 5-8.
Linowes, David F. Social responsibility of the profession. (In 
Moonitz, Maurice, ed. Public accounting — 1980. Palo Alto, 
Calif., 1971. p. 70-81.) [102 M]
Linowes, David F. Social responsibility of the profession. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 
1971, p. 66-9. (Excerpts from address, before the California 
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CPA Foundation for education and research, Monterey, 
Aug. 17, 1970.)
Neubauer, John C. Accounting aid society. Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 55-9.
Parker, James E. Accounting and ecology: a perspective. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Oct. 1971, p. 41-6.
Profession urged to focus on problems of society. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, April 1971, p. 12.
Regional meetings help states with minority business enter­
prise programs. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, 
April 1971, p. 14.
Sawin, Henry S. CPA’s role in restoring the ecological 
balance. Management adviser, v. 8, March-April 1971, p. 23- 
9.
Social obligations of chartered accountants. Finance and 
commerce (India), v. 13, Oct. 1970, p. 837-8.
Social responsibilities of chartered accountants. (President’s 
page) Chartered accountant (India), v. 19, Jan. 1971, p. 471-2.
Switkes, Joseph N. Excess prophet. Connecticut CPA, v. 35, 
Dec. 1971, p. 14-19.
Wheaton, Perry. Black capitalism and the social role of the 
CPA. Lybrand  journal, v. 52, 1971, p. 47-50.
---------Great Britain
Whitman, George E. Industry, society and the professions. 
Certified accountants journal (Eng.), July-Aug. 1971, p. 365-6, 
371-3.
Whitman, George E. Nation environed. Certified accountants 
journal (Eng.), June 1971, p. 297-8, 303-4.
---------India
Bhandari, M. C. Contribute in the coming socio-economic 
change. (President’s page) Chartered accountant (India), v. 
20, Aug. 1971, p. 102a-b.
Statistics
American institute of certified public accountants. Supply of 
accounting graduates and the demand for public account­
ing recruits, Spring 1971. Prepared by Park E. Leathers and 
Howard P. Sanders. New York, 1971. Unpaged (1 vol.)
[103.2 A]
CPAs comprise a third of chief financial officers. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 17, 20.
Growth trend of U.S. accounting profession is still on the 
increase. CPA (American institute of CPAs) v. 51, Jan. 1971, 
p. 3.
Illinois society of certified public accountants. Committee for 
members in industry, education and government. Profile of 
the CPA in industry, education and government; a report, 
by William Culkin, Robert Cox and Myron Hass. Chicago,
1968. 9 p. [*103 I]
Membership of accountancy bodies as at January 1st (1971). 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, July 1, 1971, p. 21.
---------British Columbia
Institute of chartered accountants of British Columbia. Long- 
range educational planning committee. Report on univer­
sity degree requirement in 1970 to the Council, 12 March, 
1966. Vancouver, 1966. 43 p. [107.7 C]
---------Texas
Smith, C. Aubrey. Statistical and economic study of the 
practicing certified public accountant in Texas. Austin, 
Graduate school of business, University of Texas, 1968. 36 
p. (Working paper 69-12). [103.9 T]
Students
Hamre, James C. “Now” accounting students. (Letters) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 30.
Women
See Women in accountancy
ACCOUNTANTS best qualified. Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Nov. 
11, 1971, p. 641-2.
ACCOUNTANTS beware! — distraints. International accountant, 
v. 40, Oct.-Dec. 1970, p. 99-100.
ACCOUNTANTS beware — insurance agency promises. Intern­
ational accountant, v. 41, April-June 1971, p. 49-50.
ACCOUNTANT’S diary and year book 1971. 96th ed. London, 
Gee & co., 1971. 220 p. (Partial contents:—Directory of 
accountancy bodies, p. 64-8.) [250 Acc]
ACCOUNTANTS’ FEES
See Wages, fees, salaries — Accountants fees
ACCOUNTANTS for management 
Society of industrial accountants of Canada Accountants for
management. Hamilton, Ont., 1969? 24 p. [*103.8 C]
ACCOUNTANTS’ index
American institute of certified public accountants. Accoun­
tants’ index; a bibliography of accounting literature, 
January 1969 — December 1970 (inclusive). 19th suppl. New 
York, c1971. 1627 p. [115 A]
ACCOUNTANTS INTERNATIONAL STUDY GROUP
Accounting for corporate income taxes; current recom­
mended practices in Canada, the United Kingdom and the 
United States. New York, American institute of certified 
public accountants, c1971.22 p. [*117 A]
International study group issues tax accounting report. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 18.
Thomas, R. Douglas. Accountants international study group 
— the first three years. International journal of accounting 
education and research, v. 6, Fall 1970, p. 59-65. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 99, Sept. 1971, p. 224-6.
ACCOUNTANTS’ JOINT PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE
Finance bill 1971 — Memorandum to the Chanellor. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 164, June 10, 1971, p. 765-7.
ACCOUNTANT’S master guide to profitable practice man­
agement
Schley, Norman E. Accountant’s master guide to profitable 
practice management. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Executive 
reports corp., 1971. 1 v. (loose leaf) [250 Acc]
ACCOUNTANTS’ OFFICE
See Also Accounting firms
Blake, Matthew F. Identifying your firm’s objectives. (MAP — 
the name of the game) Texas CPA, v. 43, Jan. 1971, p. 63-9. 
Virginia accountant, v. 23, March 1971, p. 23, 26-32.
Constantino, Emilio F. How relevant is accountancy today? 
(Practitioner’s corner) Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 21, 
June 1971, p. 105-7.
Nest, Richard A. Recruitment and retention in the medium­
sized firm. New Jersey CPA, v. 42, Summer 1971, p. 10, 12, 
14-15, 18.
Rohn, Fred H. Master guide to high-level accounting. Eng­
lewood Cliffs, N.J., Executive reports, 1971. 1 v. (various 
pagings, loose-leaf) [250 Acc]
Schley, Norman E. Accountant’s master guide to profitable 
practice management. Englewood ClifTs, N.J., Executive 
reports corp. 1971. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Acc]
Accounting and timekeeping
Better tax season billing system. (Workpaper techniques) 
Practical accountant, v. 4, March-April 1971, p. 24-5.
Israeloff, Robert L. Combining accountants’ time recording 
and analysis, and accounts receivable bookkeeping. (Ad­
ministration of accountants practice) New York certified 
public accountant, v. 41, July 1971, p. 523-4.
Lewak, D. S. Computerized time records. Accountant (Eng.), 
v. 265, July 19, 1971, p. 154-5.
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Weil, Robert I. “Tear and paste” system for keeping client 
time records. (Accountant’s fees) Practical accountant, v. 4, 
Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 40-1.
Billing
Better tax season billing system. (Workpaper techniques) 
Practical accountant, v. 4, March-April 1971, p. 24-5.
Eichler, Lawrence B. Improving the CPA firm’s cash flow. 
(Administration of accountants practice) New York certified 
public accountant, v. 41, April 1971, p. 300-1.
Starting an audit. (In Auditing: principles and procedure, by 
Arthur W. Holmes and Wayne S. Overmyer. 7th ed. 
Homewood, Ill., 1971. p. 136-59.) [170 H]
Ware, Luke. Fees. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 77-9.
Budgeting
See Also Accountants’ office — Time budgets
Kranz, Jerome E. Audit budgets, by Jerome E. Kranz and 
Martin Prague. (Administration of accountants practice) 
New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Oct. 1971, p. 757- 
9.
Building a practice.
See Accountants’ office — Organization and procedure
Clients
Armstrong, Marshall S. Displacement of accounting firms. 
(From the president) CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
51, March 1971, p. 2, 11.
Bersch, Neil R. Responsibilities in tax practice. Ohio CPA, v. 
30, Spring 1971, p. 45-51, (Reprinted from Touche Ross 
tempo, v. 16, Summer-Fall 1970, p. 11-16.) California CPA 
quarterly, v. 38, March 1971, p. 20-2, 24, 26, 35.
Borelli, Chester J. Motivating complacent clients. National 
public accountant, v. 16, Feb. 1971, p. 12-13,29.
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Client imposed restrictions on 
scope. (Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132, Aug. 1971, p. 70-1.
Hughes, P. J. Hazards of practice — risks and remedies. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 164, April 1, 1971, p. 417-19.
Hunt, George E., Jr. Audit Field work- your office or theirs? 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Dec. 
1971, p. 83.
Jensen, Earl A. Analyzing your firm’s growth. (Managing 
your practice) Practical accountant, v. 4, July-Aug. 1971, p. 
39-40.
Obtaining new clients. National public accounting, v. 16, Jan. 
1971, p. 34-6.
Pyfer, S. Clark. Reader writes on CPA firm displacement. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, May 1971, p. 3.
Some new ideas for client instruction letters. (Managing your 
practice) Practical accountant, v. 4, Jan.-Feb. 1971. p. 44-9.
 What do your clients really think of you? (Managing your 
practice) Practical accountant, v. 4, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 32.
Communication
Hascal, Albert. Handling memos efficiently. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 82-3.
Corporate practice
See Professional corporations and associations
Costs
Freeman, David D. Reduction of operating costs by use of 
para-professional personnel. (Administration of accoun­
tants practice) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, 
Sept. 1971, p. 678-80.
Jermyn, H. Cecil. Are your clerical costs too high? Accoun­
tancy Ireland, v. 3, June 1971, p. 11-14.
Rawnsley, J. L. Running a public accountant’s office. Aust­
ralian accountant, v. 41, July 1971, p. 264-8.
Data processing
See Also Computers — Effect on accountants
Accountants choosing a computer service are faced with 
embarrassment of riches. Taxation for accountants, v. 5, 
Nov. 1970, p. 414-21.
Aiken, John. Independence and computer processing. (Prac­
titioners forum) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 98, April 
1971, p. 281-3.
Champion, R. S. E.D.P. and the accounting profession. 
Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42, Oct. 1971, p. 14-17.
Dorricott, Keith. Management information systems for CAs? 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, Nov. 1971, p. 379-84.
Ellenberger, Frederick H. Accountant and the time-share 
terminal. Management accounting (NAA), v. 52, May 1971, 
p. 39-40.
Freeman, David D. Reduction of operating costs by use of 
para-professional personnel. (Administration of accoun­
tants practice) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, 
Sept. 1971, p. 678-80.
Gargiulo, Granville R. Remote computer usage — profes­
sional support activities. (Management services) New York 
certified public accountant, v. 41, Nov. 1971, p. 844-5.
Kadin, Morris B. Computerization in the medium-sized CPA 
firm, by Morris B. Kadin and Robert Green. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 44-9.
Miller, Donald L. “Do we have to love computers” or “How 
does the small practitioner approach the horrible problem 
of EDP.” (Practitioners’ bulletin board) Oklahoma CPA, v. 
9, Jan. 1971, p. 22-3, 32.
Rogers, David A. Use of accounting office management 
techniques for law offices. (MAS notebook) Texas CPA, v. 
44, July 1971, p. 59-60.
Dictation equipment
Hascal, Albert. Handling memos efficiently. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 82-3.
Emergency assistance
See Accountants’ office — Continuing a practice
Employment
See Accountancy profession — Selection of personnel 
Accountants — Employment 
Accountants’ office — Personnel 
Recruitment
Engagements
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Engagement letter for unaudited 
statements. (Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 69-70.
Fritzemeyer, Joe R. Alternative to the engagement letter for 
unaudited statements, by Joe R. Fritzemeyer and Douglas 
R. Carmichael. (Accounting and auditing problems) Jour­
nal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 73-4.
Fritzemeyer, Joe R. “Letter of understanding” for unaudited 
statements, by Joe R. Fritzemeyer and Douglas R. 
Carmichael. (Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132, Nov. 1971, p. 74-5.
Gray, Robert L. Letters of engagement. (Executive director’s 
page) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Oct. 1971, 
p. 719.
Guide on documentation of MAS work issued. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 14.
Hunt, George E., Jr. Audit field work — your office or theirs? 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Dec. 
1971, p. 83.
Lieberman, George. Management (post audit) letter — aval- 
uable client — relations tool. (Administration of accoun­
tants practice) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, 
Nov. 1971, p. 850-2.
Mulcahy, Gertrude. Unaudited financial statements: ap­
proach to accountants’ responsibilities. (Research) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99. July 1971, p. 79-82.
National council of chartered accountants (S.A.). South 
African chartered accountant’s handbook. Section B, Gen­
eral statements: B3, Practitioners’ engagement letters. 
Johannesburg? 1971. 13 p. (Text in English and Afrikaans.)
[*250 Acc]
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Starting an audit. (In Auditing: principles and procedure, by 
Arthur W. Holmes and Wayne S. Overmyer. 7th ed. 
Homewood, Ill., 1971. p. 136-59.) [170 H]
Fees
See Wages, fees, salaries — Accountants' fees
Finance
Waldron, Robin. Organizing and financing the practice. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 164, May 20, 1971, p. 664-6.
Forms
Braff, Arnold. Pointers on designing business forms. (Man­
agement services) New York certified public accountant, v. 
41, May 1971, p. 383-5.
Some new ideas for client instruction letters. (Managing your 
practice) Practical accountant, v. 4, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 44-9.
Goodwill
See Accountants’ office — Valuation and goodwill
Hours of labor
See Hours of labor — Accountants
Incentives
See Also Pensions — Accountants
Profit sharing — Accountants
India
Chakrabortz, A. K. Problems of young members in practice. 
Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, Oct. 1971, p. 333-6.
Insurance
See Also Insurance, Accountants’ group 
Insurance, Accountants’ liability
Gaselee, John. Accountant’s insurances. Accountant’s mag­
azine (Scot.), v. 75, May 1971, p. 226-8.
Internship
Cashin, James A. Internship program in internal auditing. 
(Education) Internal auditor, v. 28, March-April 1971, p. 75-
8.
Leewong, James. My life as an intern. LKHH accountant, v. 
50, Fall 1970, p. 44-7.
Letter writing
Barker, Kenneth L. Disclaimers on unaudited statements. 
(Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Dec. 1971, p. 28.
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Diclaimer on unaudited 
statements. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Dec. 
1971, p. 28.
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Engagement letter for unaudited 
statements. (Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 69-70.
Fritzemeyer, Joe R. “Letter of understanding” for unaudited 
statements, by Joe R. Fritzemeyer and Douglas R. 
Carmichael. (Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132, Nov. 1971, p. 74-5.
Gray, Robert L. Letters of engagement. (Executive director’s 
page) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Oct. 1971, 
p. 719.
Lieberman, George. Management (post audit) letter — a 
valuable client-relations tool. (Administration of accoun­
tants practice) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, 




Borelli, Chester J. Adding the professional touch to your 
office. National public accountant, v. 15, July 1970, p. 20-1.
Crafford, J. A. Organization and control in a chartered 
accountant’s office. An address presented at the Diamond 
jubilee summer school arranged by the Society, February,
1965. Translated by U. M. M. Howell. Johannesburg?
Transvaal society of accountants, 1965, 44, 17 p. 
[*250 Acc]
Morgan, W. H. Does your firm have a planner? (Practitioners’ 
forum) Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 49, Feb. 1971, p. 262- 
3.
Rawnsley, J. L. Running a public accountant’s office. Aust­
ralian accountant, v. 41, July 1971, p. 264-8.
Rogers, David A. Use of accounting office management 
techniques for law offices. (MAS notebook) Texas CPA, v. 
44, July 1971, p. 59-60.
Schley, Norman E. Accountant’s master guide to profitable 
practice management. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Executive 
reports corp., 1971. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [250 Acc]
Vause, Robert. Planning in the professional firm, by R. Vause 
and No. Woodward. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 82, April 1971, 
p. 177-83.
Manuals
Engel, Lee. Constructing a staff manual. (Practitioners forum) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 80-1.
Memo writing
Hascal, Albert. Handling memos efficiently. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 82-3.
Mergers
Blake, Matthew, F. Identifying your firm’s objectives. (MAP 
— the name of the game) Texas CPA, v. 43, Jan. 1971, p. 
63-9. Virginia accountant, v. 23, March 1971, p. 23, 26-32.
Local firms unite: what can you lose but your company? 
Practical accountant, v. 4, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 59.
Motivation
See Accountants’ office — Incentives
On-the-job training
See Education — On-the-job training
Organization and procedure
Crafford, J. A. Organization and control in a chartered 
accountant’s office. An address presented at the Diamond 
jubilee summer school arranged by the Society, February, 
1965. Translated by U. M. M. Howell. Johannesburg? 
Transvaal society of accountants, 1965. 44, 17 p.
[*250 Acc]
Damania, Homi M. Ideal structure for a professional organ­
ization. Chartered accountant (India), v. 19, April 1971, p. 
719-29.
Gray, P. C. Organization of a practicing chartered accoun­
tant’s office. (Practitioners forum) Accountants’ journal 
(N.Z.), v. 49, April 1971, p. 347-50.
Obtaining new clients. National public accounting, v. 16, Jan. 
1971, p. 34-6.
Rosario, Anselmo T. Del. Opportunities and problems of a 
CPA practitioner. Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 21, March 
1971, p. 16-27.
Waldron, Robin. Organizing and financing the practice. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 164, May 20, 1971, p. 664-6.
Witte, Arthur E. Blueprint for growth for the local firm. 
(Managing your practice) Practical accountant, v. 4, March- 
April 1971, p. 51-3.
Partnerships
Chilton, Carl M., Jr. Relations between partners. (Practition­
ers forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Oct. 1971, p. 93.
Partnership agreements (MAP — the name of the game) 
Texas CPA, v. 44, Oct. 1971, p. 44-8.
Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants. Partnership 
agreement checklist. (Practitioners forum) Journal of ac­
countancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 77-9.
---------South Africa
South Africa. Public accountants’ and auditors’ board Com­
panies and partnerships with unregistered persons. Johan­
nesburg, 1967. 8 p. (No. B.2/1967. Text in English and 
Afrikaans) [*108.2 S]
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Pensions
See Pensions, under subheadings: Accountants; Self- 
employed
Personnel
See Also Accountancy profession — Selection of per­
sonnel
Alexander, Michael O. Investments in people. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 99, July 1971, p. 38-45.
Alternatives facing smaller firms who need to attract young 
people for their staffs. (Practitioner’s notebook) Colorado 
CPA report, v. 35, Spring 1971, p. 27-8.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Role of 
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Progress on the Uniform probate code. Real property, probate 
and trust journal, v. 6, Fall 1971, p. 375-7.
---------Section of taxation
Accounting principles for pooling of interests. Tax lawyer, v. 
25, Fall 1971, p. 29-55.
Annual report. Tax lawyer, v. 24, Summer 1971, entire issue.
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economic policy of August 1971. Washington, American 
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AMERICAN FINANCE ASSOCIATION.
Papers and proceedings of the twenty-ninth annual meeting 
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entire issue.
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION.
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changes. Washington? 1971. 25 typewritten pages. (“Pre­
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Florida, May 28, 1971”) [*501 L]
Tankersley, G. J. AGA progress on the supply problem. 
Public utilities fortnightly, v. 88, Oct. 14, 1971, p. 23-5.
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1971. New York, First Manhattan co., c1971. 7 typewritten 
pages. [*541 T]
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ers forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Aug. 1971, p. 75-9.
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION.
Budgeting procedures for hospitals. Chicago, c1971. 88 p. 
(Financial management series) [*250 Ins]
Galinski, Thomas P. What the statement on financial 
requirements will mean to future reimbursement. Hospital 
financial management, v. 25, Jan. 1971, p. 11-14, 31.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS.
Roberts, Alfred Robert. Robert H. Montgomery; a pioneer 
leader of American accounting. University, Graduate 
school of business in the Graduate school of the University 
of Alabama, 1971. 361 p. (Ph.D. thesis.) [992 M]
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Financial management for architectural firms; a manual of 
accounting procedures, prepared by the American institute 
of architects with the assistance of Arthur Andersen and 
co. Washington, c1970. 163 p. [*250 Arc]
Statement of the architect’s services. Washington, 1971. 12 p. 
(AJA document B551) [*250 Arc]
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUN­
TANTS.
AICPA gold medal citation lists True-blood’s achievements. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 12.
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CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, July-Aug. 1971, p. 
5.
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ethical enforcement. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
51, Feb. 1971, p. 7.
AICPA 1971 annual meeting to view the CPA in a decade of 
transition. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, March 
1971, p. 12.
AICPA rejects meeting with NSPA. (Washington reporter) 
National public accountant, v. 16, Feb. 1971, p. 41, 47.
AICPAIT nears the $1.2 billion mark. CPA (American inst­
itute of CPAs), v. 51, March 1971, p. 4.
Accountants’ index; a bibliography of accounting literature, 
January 1969 — December 1970 (inclusive). 19th suppl. New 
York, c1971. 1627 p. [115 A]
Accountants international study group Accounting for corpo­
rate income taxes; current recommended practices in 
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States. New 
York, American institute of certified public accountants, 
c1971.22 p. [’117 A]
Accounting study groups invite interested parties to partic­
ipate. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, July-Aug. 
1971, p. 1.
American institute of certified public accountants. Council 
‘70’s; a decade for decision: 1971 report of Council to the 
membership. New York, c1971. 53 p. [*106.1 A]
Analysis of the Tax reform act of 1969, edited by Gilbert 
Simonetti, Jr. and Harry Z. Garian. New York, c1971. 466 
p. (“Each of the 21 articles... originally appeared in the Tax 
adviser. ”) [*751.5 A]
Annual meeting highlights. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 1.
Annual meeting program features Ralph Nader and Alvin 
Eurich. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, April 1971, 
p. 12.
Annual meeting program in planning stages. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51, Feb. 1971, p. 9.
Armstrong, Marjorie. Detroit — it’s more than cars. A word to 
the wives...from Mrs. Marchall S. Armstrong. CPA (Amer­
ican institute of CPAs), v. 51, June 1971, p. 2.
Armstrong, Marshall S. American institute’s professional 
liability insurance program. (From the president) CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Jan. 1971, p. 2, 4.
Ashworth, John. Recruiting accountants: the Institute’s role, 
by John Ashworth and Martin Rosenberg. New York, 
American institute of certified public accountants, 1970. 1 v. 
(various pagings) [*100.1 A]
Astronaut Alan Shepard to speak at annual meeting. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, June 1971, p. 16.
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(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 
12.
Business week magazine sees accounting revolution. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 16-17.
CPAs invited to take lead in solving plight of cities. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 14, 16.
CPA’s role in solving economic problems is theme at annual 
meeting. (News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Nov. 
1971, p. 9-10, 12.
Career as a certified public accountant. New York, c1970. 32 
p. [*100.1 A]
Committee handbook, 1971-2. New York, 1971, 150 p. 
(Previous editions have title: Officers and council, commit­
tee structure....) [*106.1 A]
Conference recommends study of efforts to establish account­
ing principles. (News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, 
Feb. 1971, p. 11-12, 14.
Corcoran, Eileen T. Current studies and concepts. (Theory 
and practice) Woman CPA, v. 33, Jan. 1971, p. 12-14.
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Conference board record, v. 8, April 1971, p. 33-8.
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v. 51, June 1971, p. 7.
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ethics and legislation. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
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11, 1971. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 
1971, p. 18-19.
Mr. Bennett celebrates 50th year with American institute. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, May 1971, p. 4.
More details on AICPA annual meeting in Detroit. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Sept. 1971, p. 3.
Objectives of accounting study groups. Statements of the 
charges to the two study groups to deal with the establi­
shment of accounting principles and the improvement of 
financial reporting. (Statements in quotes) Journal of ac­
countancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 70-1.
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institute of CPAs), v. 51, April 1971, p. 1. (Erratum, May 
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16.
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(Eng.), v. 2, Winter 1970, p. 51-64.
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Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 69-72. 
[*111.1 A]
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and auditing procedure) Texas CPA, v. 44, July 1971, p. 48- 
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Role of the American accounting association in the develop­
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Savoie, Leonard M. Accentuating accountability. Before the 
Hawaii society of CPAs, May 21, 1971, Honolulu. New 
York? 1971. 19 typewritten pages. [*111.1 S]
Savoie, Leonard M. Current developments in accounting 
standards. An address...before the New York society of 
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typewritten pages. [*100 S]
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principles parody. Financial executive, v. 39, Oct. 1971, p. 
54-6, 58.
Spacek, Leonard P. What is profit? Summer course of the 
Institute of chartered accountants in England and Wales, 
Churchill college, Cambridge, England, September 19,
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Wilson, Lawrence R. AICPA efforts to curb abuses in
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and a proposed solution. (Notes) Arizona law review, v. 12, 
Fall 1970, p. 543-71.
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procedure. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, April 
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accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 72-3. [*170 A]
Savoie, Leonard M. Time for self-renewal in the accounting 
profession. Before the 56th annual meeting of the Texas 
society of CPAs, Austin, June 21, 1971. New York? 1971. 18 
typewritten pages. [*100 S]
Statement on auditing procedure no. 45: using the work and 
reports of other auditors. (Statement in quotes) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132 Sept. 1971, p. 68-71.
Statement on auditing procedure no. 46: piecemeal opinions. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 
1971, p. 71-3.
Statement on auditing procedure no. 47: subsequent events. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Nov. 
1971, p. 63-7.
Subsequent events. New York, c1971. p. 111-21. (Statement on 
auditing procedure, no. 47) [*170 A]
Using the work and reports of other auditors. New York, 
c1971. p. 92-101. (Statement on auditing procedure, 45)
[*170 A]
---------Committee on awards
Robert M. Trueblood to receive distinguished service award. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Sept. 1971, p. 1.
---------Committee on displacement
Carpenter, Charles G. Displacement of auditors when clients 
go public, by Charles G. Carpenter and Robert H. Straw- 
ser. Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 55-8.
---------Committee on economic opportunity
Boyer reports on Institute program to aid minority business 
enterprise. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 
1971, p. 6.
Regional meetings help states with minority business enter­
prise programs. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, 
April 1971, p. 14.
---------Committee on education. Subcommittee on staff
retention
American institute of certified public accountants. Staff 
retention problem in public accounting; background and 
questions for discussion. Submitted to the Subcommittee 
on staff retention of the Committee on education. Prepared 
by Park E. Leathers. New York, 1970. various paging.
[*250 Acc]
---------Committee on education and experience
requirements for CPAs
Causey, Denzil Y., Jr. Critical inventory of proposals for the 
education of accountants. Florida certified public accountant, 
v. 11, June 1971, p. 24-7.
Fess, Philip E. Academic preparation for a CPA — an 
alternative to AICPA. New York certified public accountant, 
v. 41, May 1971, p. 357-62.
Haskins and Sells. Higher education and the accounting 
profession; a summary report on the Haskins and Sells 75th 
anniversary symposiums, by W. Thomas Porter, Jr. New 
York, 1971. 24 p. [*107 H]
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Stone, Williard E. Challenge of the Beamer committee 
report. (Education and professional training) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 86-8.
---------Committee on federal taxation
See Also American institute of certified public accoun­
tants — Division of federal taxation (new 
name)
---------Committee on health care institutions
Cisneros, Raymond J. Hospitals have CPAs too. (Members in 
industry, government and education) Pennsylvania CPA 
spokesman, v. 41, June 1971, p. 16.
Fiettag, William. How AICPA developed the hospital audit 
guide. Hospital financial management, v. 25, March 1971, p. 
3-5, 38.
---------Committee on insurance accounting and auditing
AICPA seeks comment on life insurance audit guide draft. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 
14.
---------Committee on international taxation
Second series of PD international tax lectures to be offered in 
November. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Sept. 
1971, p. 5.
---------Committee on management services
Documentation guides for administration of management 
advisory services engagements;'staff study. New York, 
c1971. 124 p. (Management advisory services guideline series, 
no. 2) [*250 Acc]
---------Committee on Medicare
See American institute of certified accountants —
Committee on health care institutions
---------Committee on minority recruitment and equal
opportunity
See Also American institute of certified public accoun­
tants — Committee on recruitment from 
disadvantaged groups (former name)
AICPA gives grant to Ph.D. candidate to survey Spanish- 
American accountants. CPA (American institute of CPAs), 
v. 51, April 1971, p. 13.
Another look at minority recruitment. (Editors' notebook) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 33.
Black CPAs take on teaching assignments at black campuses 
for BEEP. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, March 
1971, p. 9.
Contributions from AICPA members aid students at five 
black colleges. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, 
Feb. 1971, p. 3.
Cramer, Joe J., Jr. Expanded opportunities for minority 
students in the accounting profession, by Joe J. Cramer, Jr. 
and Robert H. Strawser. Michigan certified public accoun­
tant, v. 22, May-June 1971, p. 26-32.
Institute committee studies problems of recruiting Chicano 
accounting students. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
51. May 1971, p. 7.
Need for more accounting faculty at black colleges is 
revealed at faculty seminar. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, July-Aug. 1971, p. 7.
---------Committee on nominations
Report. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, May 1971, 
p. 8-9.
---------Committee on professional ethics
See Also American institute of certified public accoun­
tants — Division of professional ethics 
(new name)
Ethics committee answers member’s query. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51, July-Aug. 1971, p. 4.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS.— Committee on education and experience 
requirements for CPAs
______Committee on recruitment from disadvantaged
groups
See Also American institute of certified public accoun­
tants — Committee on minority recruit­
ment and equal opportunity (new name)
AICPA committee announces grant to Southern university. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 
16.
Rise in minority recruitment noted as grants announced. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 
21.
---------Committee on relations with state societies
Tasker reports to Council on concurrent membership. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 7.
--------- Committee on relations with the Securities and
exchange commission and stock exchanges
Pacter, Paul. Reports to the SEC. (Accounting and auditing 
problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 1971, p. 78.
--------- Committee on responsibilities in tax practice
Bersch, Neil R. Responsibilities in tax practice. Ohio CPA, v. 
30, Spring 1971, p. 45-51. (Reprinted from Touche Ross 
tempo, v. 16, Summer-Fall 1970, p. 11-16.) California CPA 
quarterly, v. 38, March 1971, p. 20-2, 24, 26, 35.
---------Committee on specialization
Proposal would create an associate class in Institute for 
management consultants. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, June 1971, p. 8.
---------Committee on staff retention
American institute of certified public accountants Role of the 
accounting technician in public accounting; a proposed 
report submitted for review to the Committee on staff 
retention of the American institute of certified public 
accountants. Prepared by Park E. Leathers. New York, 
1971. 16 p. [*250 Acc]
---------Committee on state legislation
Form of regulatory public accountancy bill. Amended Janu­
ary 1971. New York, 1971, 34 p. [*108 A]
---------Council
AICPA Council urges continuing education requirement. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 
9-10.
American institute of certified public accountants Institute at 
midyear, 1970-71. A program and interim report for the 
spring meeting of Council. Edited by Rex B. Cruse, Jr. 
New York,c1971. 55 p. [*106.1 A[
Council approves proposals on continuing education and 
dues increase. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, 
June 1971, p. 1.
Council election returns are announced. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51, Oct. 1971, p. 1, 4.
Council hears of differences between 1970 and 1971 drafts on 
code restatement. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, 
June 1971, p. 3, 15.
Council urges states to adopt continuing education 
requirement. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, June 
1971, p. 4-5, 17.
NASBA, CPA-SEA leaders address Council. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51. June 1971, p. 13.
Results of Council elections. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 28.
‘70’s; a decade for decision: 1971 report of Council to the 
membership. New York, c1971. 53 p. [*106.1 A]
Spring Council meeting to cover major professional issues. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, May 1971, p. 1.
Tasker reports to Council on concurrent membership. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 7.
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---------Division of federal taxation
See Also American institute of certified public accoun­
tants — Committee on federal taxation 
(old name)
AICPA taxation division testifies on IRS proposal. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 20, 22.
Comments on private foundation taxes. (Taxation) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132, Nov. 1971, p. 80-3.
Council hears early results of the tax practice survey. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, June 1971, p. 6.
Division of federal taxation, 1970-1971; administrative man­
ual. New York, 1971. Various paging. [*106.1 A]
Finkston, Herbert. Recommendations regarding IRS proce­
dures and Sec. 334(b) (2) regulations. (Professions at work) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 99-102.
Guide to federal tax elections, edited by Joel M. Forster. 
New York, c1971. 1 v. (loose-leaf) (Studies in federal 
taxation, 3. Tax study, no. 3) [753 A]
Josephs, Stuart R. Tax planning techniques for individuals. 
New York, American institute of certified public accoun­
tants, c1971. 417 p. (Studies in federal taxation, no. 2. Tax 
study, no. 2.) [*753 J]
Recommendations for amendments to the Internal revenue 
code; submitted to the Committee on ways and means, 
House of representatives, August 1971. New York, 1971. 99 
p. [*751 A]
Simonetti, Gilbert, Jr. Tax division recommends changes in 
the revenue code. (Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, 
Oct. 1971, p. 84, 86, 88-9.
---------Division of management advisory services
Boe, Edmund S. Progress report on the Institute’s new MAS 
division. (Management advisory services) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 83-5.
Council hears about the expanded management advisory 
services program. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, 
June 1971, p. 6.
---------Division of professional ethics
See Also American institute of certified public accoun­
tants — Committee on professional ethics 
(former name)
Ethics committee answers members’ queries. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51, Jan. 1971, p. 10.
Ethics opinion no. 22: Impact of data processing services on 
audit independence. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
51, June 1971, p. 14-15.
---------Information task force
Task forces are appointed for Institute information retrieval 
project. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, May 1971, 
p.3.
---------Library committee
Rea, Richard C. How does your library grow? (Practitioner 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Dec. 1971, p. 78-82.
---------Medicare task force
See American institute of certified public accountants
— Committee on health care institutions
---------Professional development division
PD combines workbooks and cassettes for new series of self- 
study courses. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, 
Sept. 1971, p. 5.
Second series of PD international tax lectures to be offered in 
November. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Sept. 
1971, p. 5.
---------Quality review (advisory) committee
Culp describes quality review program at Council meeting. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 3.
Ould, James P. Wanted — CPAs with quality to share. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, June 1971, p. 13.
---------Special committee to study displacement of CPA
firms
Armstrong, Marshall S. Displacement of accounting firms. 
(From the president) CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
51, March 1971, p. 2, 11.
Hoyt suggests ways to avoid displacement. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51, June 1971, p. 16.
---------Study on establishment of accounting principles
Accounting principles hearing reveals consensus on reforms. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Dec. 1971, p. 
9-10, 12.
American institute of certified public accountants. Objectives 
of accounting study groups. Statements of the charges to 
the two study groups to deal with the establishment of 
accounting principles and the improvement of financial 
reporting. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 
132, July 1971, p. 70-1.
Chairmen Trueblood and Wheat discuss objectives of 
accounting study groups. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 5.
Format announced for hearings on accounting principles. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 1971, p. 
22.
Nolan, James. Institute president assigns place in history to 
two accounting study groups. (Profile) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 132, Nov. 1971, p. 24-6.
---------Systems task force
Task forces are appointed for Institute information retrieval 
project. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, May 1971, 
p. 3.
---------Trial board
Application of automatic disciplinary provisions of bylaws 
affects four members. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
51, Sept. 1971, p. 3.
Briloff, Abraham J. Painted scrotum syndrome; the account­
ing profession in this age of deception: an address before 
the National association of accountants, Tampa, Florida, 
November 17, 1971. New York? 1971. 17 typewritten pages.
[*103.4 B]
Council elects seven to Trial board. CPA (American institute 
of CPAs), v. 51, June 1971, p. 17.
Member is expelled from institute. CPA (American institute 
of CPAs), v. 51, July-Aug. 1971, p. 3.
Trial board disciplines seven members. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51, Oct. 1971, p. 6-7.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUN­
TANTS, amicus curiae.
Brief in 1136 tenants’ corporation, plaintiff-respondent, against 
Max Rothenberg and company, defendant-appellant. Su­
preme court of the state of New York, Appellate division, 
First department. Submitted by the American institute of 
certified public accountants and the New York State 
society of certified public accountants, amici curiae. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, 
March 1971, p. 57-63.
Mulcahy, Gertrude. Unaudited financial statements: ap­
proach to accountants’ responsibilities. (Research) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, July 1971, p. 79-82.
New York state society of certified public accountants, amicus 
curiae 1136 tenants’ corporation, plaintiff-respondent, against 
Max Rothenberg and company, defendant-appellant: 
AICPA-NYSSCPA brief amicus curiae submitted to the 
Court of appeals of the state of New York, Aug. 12, 1971. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 0 Nov. 
1971, p. 68-73.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS. 
---------Committee for special research project on diver­
gencies in right-of-way valuations
Divergencies in right-of-way valuations, Appraisal journal, v. 
39, Oct. 1971, p. 485-94.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
Accounting manual. New York, c1970. 110 p. [*250 Iro 2]
AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE.
---------Joint committee on continuing legal education
of the American law institute and the American bar 
association
See Joint committee on continuing legal education of 
the American law institute and the American 
bar association
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION.
Hill. Roger W., Jr. Cash management techniques. New York,
American management association, c1970. 79 p. [142.1 H]
AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE.
Meatfacts 71; a statistical summary about America’s largest 
food industry. Chicago, 1971. 22 p. [*250 Pac)
---------Department of marketing
Financial facts about the meat packing industry, 1970. 
Chicago, cl 971.24 p. [*250 Pac]
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Burrow, James G. AMA: voice of American medicine. Bal­
timore, John Hopkins press, c1963. 430 p. [250 Phy]
AMERICAN MEDICORP, INC.
Korman, Bernard J. Forces of change in health care delivery 
system. LKHH accountant, v. 51, no. 1, 1971, p. 6-12.
AMERICAN MOTORS CORPORATION.
Mervin, Michael N. Robinson-patman act cost justifications 
and CPAs. Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 59- 
62.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES 
Webster, George D. Law of associations; an operating legal
manual for executives and counsel. Washington, American 
society of association executives, c1971. 596 p. [250 Soc 2]
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF WOMEN ACCOUNTANTS.
Women in accounting elect officers. (News report) Journal of
accountancy, v. 132, Aug. 1971, p. 22.
AMERICAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION, INC.
See United States of America standards institute (new name)
AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE.
Reilly, Frank K. Price changes in NYSE, AMEX and OTC
stocks compared. Financial analysts journal, v. 27, March- 
April 1971, p. 54-9.
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.
Bickley, John H. Cosmetic accounting and financial reporting.
Public utilities fortnightly, v. 87, Jan. 21, 1971, p. 21-30. 
deButts, John D. Management of complexity. Public utilities
fortnightly, v. 88, Oct. 28, 1971, p. 21-6.
Hawk, Stephen L. Treatment of right offerings in common
stock valuation, by Stephen L. Hawk and Lionel W. 
Thatcher. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 88, Nov. 11, 1971, p. 
23-31.
Miller, Alexander B. How to call your convertibles. Harvard 
business review, v. 49, May-June 1971, p. 66-70
Nelson, F. Barry. Data transmission in transition. Dat­
amation, v. 17, Oct. 1, 1971, p. 20-4.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION, 
INC.
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, INC.
---------Department of public relations.
American Trucking Associations, Inc. Department of research 
and transport economics. American trucking trends, 1970- 
71. Prepared by Departments of research and transport 
economics and Public relations, American trucking associa­
tions, inc. Washington, 1971, 36 p. [*250 Mot 5]
---------Department of research and transport economics
American trucking trends, 1970-71. Prepared by Departments 
of research and transport economics and Public relations, 
American trucking associations, inc. Washington, 1971. 36 
p. [*250 Mot 5]
---------National accounting and finance council
Proposed uniform system of accounts for class I and class II 
motor carriers, prepared by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and 
company. Rev. ed. Washington, 1970. 1 v. (various pagings)
[*250 Mot 5]
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION.
Baxter, Samuel S. Principles of rate making for publicly 
owned utilities. A paper presented on May 17, 1960, at the 
Annual conference, American water works association, Bal 
Harbour, Florida. Journal of the American water works 
association, v. 52, no. 10, Oct. 1960, p. 1225-38. (reprint) [*J]
---------Nebraska section.
Planned replacement of water utility plant and equipment; a 
joint discussion presented on April 25, 1963, at the 
Nebraska section meeting, Omaha, Nebraska, by Richard 
D. Hawes (and others). Journal of the American water works 
association, Feb. 1964, p. 132-42. (reprint) [*J]
AMERICAN WOMAN’S SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
Women in accounting elect officers. (News report) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132, Aug. 1971, p. 22.
AMERICA’S doctors write their prescription for national health 
insurance. Medical economics, v. 48, Aug. 30, 1971, p. 63-5.
AMERICA’S 100 largest and fastest growing industries. Business 
management, v. 40, April 1971, p. 33-7.
AMERONGEN, F. van.
Using the work and report of another auditor. Journal UEC, 
no. 3, July 1971, p. 141-7.
AMES, B. CHARLES.
Dilemma of product/market management. Harvard business 
review, v. 49, March-April 1971, p. 66-74.
AMMER, DEAN S.
Our antitrust laws are anticompetitive. Business horizons, v. 
14, Oct. 1971, p. 37-48.
AMMONS, NEIL.
Automatic system helps motel to increase occupancy. Motel 
/ motor inn journal, v. 34, Jan. 1971, p. 28-30.
AMORTIZATION
See Also Depreciation, depletion and obsolescence
Compound interest and annuities: accounting applications. 
(In Finney and Miller’s Principles of accounting, advanced, by 
James A. Gentry, Jr. and Glenn L. Johnson, 6th ed., 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., c1971, p. 323-44.) [110 F]
Financial Publishing Co. Monthly payment direct reduction 
loan amortization schedules. I2th ed. Boston, c1970. 1867 p. 
(Publication no. 185) [197 F]
Gilbert, G. Taylor. Accounting for goodwill — anything goes. 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 98, April 1971, p. 250-5.
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Thomas, Arthur L. Useful arbitrary allocations (with a 
comment on the neutrality of financial accounting reports). 
Accounting review, v. 46, July 1971, p. 472-9.
Williams, Jan Robert. Accounting misconception of cost and 
value — one writer’s opinion. Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 1, 
1971-72, p. 18-19, 22.
AMOS TUCK SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.
See Dartmouth college — Amos Tuck school of busi­
ness administration.
AMOUNTS witheld may not necessarily do the job. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 7, July 1971, p. 48.
AMSPOKER, ROBERT D.
Environmental uncertainty and capital budgeting: a sequen­
tial decision analysis. Akron business and economic review, v. 
2, Fall 1971, p. 9-14.
AMUSEMENT PARKS
Accounting
Jones, James W. Accounting for amusement parks. Man­
agement accounting (NAA), v. 52, April 1971, p. 20-1.
ANALYSIS for replacement of fixed assets
Gynther, Merle M. Analysis for replacement of fixed assets. 
St. Lucia, University of Queensland press, 1968. p. 173-212. 
(University of Queensland papers, Department of accountancy, 
v. l,no. 6) [*140.7 G]
ANALYSIS of the Canadian tax reform bill
CCH Canadian Limited. Analysis of the Canadian tax reform 
bill, 1971. Don Mills, Ont., CCH Canadian limited, c1971. 
295 p. (Canadian tax reports, no. 1314, Sept. 1, 1971. Extra 
edition.) [*759.1 C]
ANALYSIS of the Tax reform act of 1969
American institute of certified public accountants. Analysis of 
the Tax reform act of 1969, edited by Gilbert Simonetti, Jr. 
and Harry Z. Garian. New York, c1971. 466 p. (“Each of 
the 21 articles. . . orgininally appeared in the Tax adviser. ”)
[*751.5 A]
ANALYSTS weigh significance of corporate social responsibil­
ity. Trusts and estates, v. 110, Sept. 1971, p. 756-7, 791-2.
ANAND, VALERIE.
Calculations or accountancy? (Machines in business) Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 82, Sept. 1971, p. 537-9.
ANANTHAN, S.
Statistical analysis in staffing proposals. (Students’ section) 
Management accountant (India), v. 6, June 1971, p. 350-1.
ANDEAN COMMON MARKET
Weekly, James K. Andean common market foreign invest­
ment code. MSU business topics, v. 19, Autumn 1971, p. 19-
24.
AND whose little marketing dollar are you? (Marketing man­
agement) Business management, v. 40, Sept. 1971, p. 30-2.
ANDERS, EVELYN,, jt, auth.
Becker, Esther R. Successful secretary’s handbook, by Esther
R. Becker and Evelyn Anders. New York, Harper and 
Row, c1971. 418 p. [030 B]
ANDERSEN, ANKER V.
Accounting for leases. (Accounting theory and practice) 
Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 28, 34.
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR, AND CO.
American institute of architects. Financial management for 
architectural firms; a manual of accounting procedures, 
prepared by the American institute of architects with the 
assistance of Arthur Andersen and co. Washington, c1970. 
163 p. [*250 Arc]
American institute of certified public accountants. Accounting 
principles board. APB public hearing on accounting for 
investments in equity securities not qualifying for the 
equity method. Chicago, Arthur Andersen and co., c1971. 
559 p. (Cases in public accounting practice, v. 8.) [250 Acc]
Canada. Chicago, c1971. 184 p. (Tax and trade guide) 
[759.1 C]
Ecuador. Chicago, c1971. 134 p. (Tax and trade guide) 
[759.1 E]
Tax and trade guide, France. 2d ed. Chicago, c1971. 187 p. 
[759.1 F]
ANDERSEN, C. W.
Tenth international congress of accountants: Australia as 
host to the profession. Accountant (Eng.), v. 164, April 29, 
1971, Australian supplement, p. 6-7, 9.
ANDERSEN, KENNETH A.
Bank-supported credit counseling. Burroughs clearing house, v. 
56, Nov. 1971, p. 26, 53-4.
ANDERSEN, LEONALL C.
Impact of monetary policies on the growth of banking in the 
’70s. Financial analysts journal, v. 27, July-Aug. 1971, p. 45-8, 
87.
ANDERSON, CHARLES H.
Memoirs of a has-been. Hospital financial management, v. 25, 
Aug. 1971, p. 14-15.
ANDERSON, DONALD S.
Supervisors as work measurement analysts. Management 
services, v. 8, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 20-6.
ANDERSON, GORDON A.
Plain man’s guide to accounting standards. Accountant’s 
magazine (Scot.), v. 75, Sept. 1971, p. 476-86.
ANDERSON, HARRY L.
One computer serves twelve hospitals. Hospital financial 
management, v. 25, March 1971, p. 6-8.
ANDERSON, HENRY R.
Capital facility decision, by Henry R. Anderson and Richard 
P. Schwartz. Management accounting (NAA), v. 52, 1971, p. 
28-32.
ANDERSON, HERSHEL M., jt. auth.
Sommerfeld, Ray M. Introduction to taxation, by Ray M. 
Sommerfeld, Hershel M. Anderson and Horace R. Brock. 
New York, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1969. 495 p. [754 S]
ANDERSON, JOHN E.
Private annuities in action, by John E. Anderson and Robert
L. Whitmire. CLU journal, v. 25, April 1971, p. 9-13.
ANDERSON, JOHN J.
Accounting for equity securities held by fire and casualty 
insurance companies. New York certified public accountant, 
v. 41, Nov. 1971, p. 813-19.
ANDERSON, LESLIE M.
ROI? getting it all back in spades. Office products, v. 132, Dec. 
1970, p. 18-23.
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ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX ANDERSON, MARVIN J.
ANDERSON, MARVIN J.
Clinical legal education: a growing reform, by Marvin J. 
Anderson and Guy O. Komblum. American bar association 
journal, v. 57, June 1971, p. 591-3.
ANDERSON, PAUL E.
Some tax aspects of the condominium. Tax counselor’s quar­
terly, v. 15, March 1971, p. 125-39.
Tax planning of real estate. 6th ed. Philadelphia, Joint 
committee on continuing legal education of the American 
law institute and the American bas association, c1970. 259 
p. [*250 Rea]
ANDERSON, RODNEY J.
New techniques for evaluation of accounting controls. (In 
Conference of accountants, 25th, University of Tulsa, 1971. 
Accounting papers. Tulsa, Okla., 1971. p. 60-82.) [102 C]
ANDERSON, RONALD A.
Anderson on the Uniform commercial code. 2d ed. Roches­
ter, N.Y., Lawyers so-operative publishing co.; San Fran­
cisco, Bancroft-Whitney, 1970-71. 4 v. [820 A]
Business law principles and cases, by Ronald A. Anderson, 
Walter A. Kumpf and Robert E. Kendrick. 5th ed. Uniform 
commercial code. Cincinnati, South-Western, 1971. 1030, 
32, 127, 16 p. (Appendices:-Glossary. 32 p.:-Uniform com­
mercial code. 127 p.) [820 A]
Part-payment check under the Code. (Uniform commercial 
code department) American business law journal, v. 9, Fall 
1971, p. 103-31.
ANDERSON, STEVEN T.
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Information storage and retrieval. Data management, v. 9, 
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ANEJA, KISHORI LAL.
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ANNUAL meeting highlights. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 1971, p. 1.
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institute of CPAs), v. 51, Feb. 1971, p. 9.
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method of competition. (Notes) Yale law journal, v. 80, 
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ANNUITIES
See Also Taxation, United States — Annuities 
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presentation to securities held by banks. Rev. ed. Park 
Ridge, Ill., c1971. 11 p. (Accounting bulletin, 1. Cover title: 
Securities accounting) [*601 B]
APPLYING APB Opinion no. 18
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Bank administration institute. Accounting commission. Ap­
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sentations to bank capital and income. Rev. ed. Park 
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State securities regulation of tender offers, by Edward Ross 
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Ontario capital tax - a new area for tax planning. (Tax talk) 
Cost and management (Canada), v. 45, May-June 1971, p. 44- 
7.
ARCH, TERRY B., jt. auth.
Lalley, Robert B. Pennsylvania sales tax, by Robert B. Lalley 
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1971, p. 7-8.
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Foreign investment. Conference board record, v. 8, Dec. 1971, p. 
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12-15.
ARCHITECTS
American institute of architects. Statement of the architect’s 
services. Washington, 1971. 12 p. (AIA document B551)
[*250 Arc]
Accounting
American institute of architects. Financial management for 
architectural firms; a manual of accounting procedures, 
prepared by the American institute of architects with the 
assistance of Arthur Andersen and co. Washington, c1970. 
163 p. [*250 Arc]
Budgeting
American institute of architects. Financial management for 
architectural firms; a manual of accounting procedures, 
prepared by the American institute of architects with the 
assistance of Arthur Andersen and co. Washington, c1970. 
163 p. [*250 Arc]
Corporate practice
See Professional corporations and associations
Cost accounting
American institute of architects. Financial management for 
architectural firms; a manual of accounting procedures, 
prepared by the American institute of architects with the 
assistance of Arthur Andersen and co. Washington, c1970. 
163 p. [*250 Arc]
Data processing
Miller, William P., Computers in architecture. Datamation, v. 
17, Sept. 15, 1971, p. 20-6.
Financial management
American institute of architects. Financial management for 
architectural firms; a manual of accounting procedures, 
prepared by the American institute of architects with the 
assistance of Arthur Andersen and co. Washington, c1970. 
163 p. [*250 Arc]
Management
American institute of architects. Financial management for 
architectural firms; a manual of accounting procedures, 
prepared by the American institute of architects with the 
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Discounting for weapon systems acquisition — why not? 
Armed forces comptroller, v. 16, Winter 1971, p. 6-9.
ARDITTI, FRED D.
Another look at mutual fund performance. Journal of financial 
and quantitative analysis, v. 6, June 1971, p. 909-12.
ARE loans to Sub. S corporations a second class of stock? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 6, March 1971, p. 151.
ARE payments to protect an image deductible? (Shop talk) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Nov. 1971, p. 327.
ARE “requalifying” educational expenses deductible? Taxation 
for accountants, v. 6, May 1971, p. 302-3.
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tant, v. 4, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 36-7. Oklahoma CPA, v. 10, 
April 1971, p. 25-6.
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Ernst and Ernst. Argentina; characteristics of business en­
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B-275 - B-292.
ARKY, STEPHEN W., jt. auth.
Bell, John P. A. Public investor protection and the need for 
regulation of transfer agents, by John P. A. Bell and 




Branick, Mary Jane. Accounting for nonappropriated funds 
in the U. S. Air force. Woman CPA, v. 33, May 1971, p. 10-11.
Costs
Davis, Norman B. Second challenge. Air force comptroller, v. 
5, July 1971, p. 14-15.
Smith, T. Arthur. “Should cost.” Armed forces comptroller, v. 
16, Winter 1971, p. 20-3.
Data processing
Ballard, Clyde. Commander’s management information 
system. Air force comptroller, v. 5, July 1971, p. 27-8.
Ulrey, Ivon W. Output — how to measure it. Armed services 
comptroller, v. 16, Winter 1971, p. 3-5; Summer 1971, p. 5-8.
Management
United States. Army. Logistics management center Readings 
in management. Fort Lee, Va., 1971. 3 v. [*201 U]
Management accounting
Bennewitz, Eckhart. Role of the military comptroller. Armed 
forces comptroller, v. 16, Summer 1971, p. 9-14.
 
ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS
Grossbaum, John J. Procedural fairness in public contracts: 
the procurement regulations. Virginia law review, v. 57, 
March 1971, p. 171-263.
Hughes, J. C. Improving the procurement process. (Legal 
notes) U. S. army audit agency bulletin, Summer 1971, p. 49- 
54.
Kurth, Edward H. “Cost or pricing data” isn’t one word, Mr. 
Malloy. Business lawyer, v. 26, Jan. 1971, p. 953-8.
Northwood, William M. Audit responsibilities in connection 
with architect-engineer contracts. Federal accountant, v. 20, 
March 1971, p. 72-82.
Trueger, Paul M. New field for cost principles: fixed-price 
defense contracts. Financial executive, v. 39, Sept. 1971, p. 
52-4, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66.
Welch, J. Edward. Formal advertising versus negotiation. 
GAO review, Winter 1971, p. 15-23.
ARMITAGE, A. C., jt. auth.
McNelly, M. J. Nuclear economics and change, by M. J. 
McNelly and A. C. Armitage. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 
88, Sept. 16,1971, p. 19-26.
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Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Arm’s-length transactions in 
accounting and auditing. (Accounting and auditing prob­
lems) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Dec. 1971, p. 67-9.
ARMSTRONG, DAVID H.
Financing public utilities — a regulatory view. (Appendix) 
Public utilities fortnightly, v. 88, Sept. 2, 1971, p. 64-9.
ARMSTRONG, JAMES J.
How to evaluate a real estate investment. Practical accoun­
tant, v. 4, July-Aug. 1971, p. 41-6.
Limited partnership is ideal vehicle for real estate, other tax- 
sheltered investments. Taxation for accountants, v. 6, April 
1971, p. 202-5.
ARMSTRONG, JAMES S.
Professional associations in Mississippi. (Student comments) 
Mississippi law journal, v. 42, Spring 1971, p. 195-212.
ARMSTRONG, MARJORIE.
Detroit — it’s more than cars. A word to the wives... from 
Mrs. Marshall S. Armstrong. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, June 1971, p. 2.
ARMSTRONG, MARSHALL S.
AICPA task force to study services by non-CPA firms. (From 
the president) CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, 
April 1971, p. 2,13.
APB and corporate accountability. Financial executive, v. 39, 
Aug. 1971, p. 28-32, 34.
American institute’s professional liability insurance program. 
(From the president) CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
51, Jan. 1971, p. 2, 4.
Armstrong discusses call for more accountability. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 14,16.
CPAs and the golden rule. (From the president) CPA (Amer­
ican institute of CPAs), v. 51, July-Aug. 1971, p. 2, 6.
Conference recommends study of efforts to establish account­
ing principles. (News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, 
Feb. 1971, p. 11-12,14.
Corporate accountability: a challenge to business. Conference 
board record, v. 8, Aug. 1971, p. 28-31.
Corporate accountability; a challenge to business. (Speech) 
before the Economic club of Detroit, April 12, 1971. 17 
typewritten pages. [*150 A]
Displacement of accounting firms. (From the president) CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 51, March 1971, p. 2,11.
New thinking on environmental and social problems. 
Adapted from a speech before Town hall of California, Los 
Angeles, February 23, 1971. New York, 1971.16 p. [*314.1 A]
Organizing the disciplinary effort of the accounting profes­
sion. (From the president) CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 51, Feb. 1971, p. 2, 8.
Outgoing president Armstrong stresses the need for profes­
sional unity. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, Nov. 
1971, p. 4.
Pressures for progress. California CPA quarterly, v. 39, Sept. 
1971, p. 9,11,13-14,16.
Profession urged to focus on problems of society. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, April 1971, p. 12.
Pyfer, S. Clark. Reader writes on CPA firm displacement. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 51, May 1971, p. 3.
Stans urges broader role for accountants in keynote speech at 
AAA. convention. (News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 
132, Oct. 1971, p. 9-10, 12,14.
Unified profession. (From the President) CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 51, Oct. 1971, p. 2-3, 8. (Adapted from 
address before American accounting association, Lexing­
ton, Ky., Aug. 1971)
ARMSTRONG discusses call for more accountability. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 14,16.
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ARNAUDO, DAVID.
Trends in foreign regional development programs and impl­
ications for the United States, by David Arnaudo and 
Victor Roterus. Land economics, v. 47, Feb. 1971, p. 73-9.
ARNOFF, E. LEONARD.
Cost-cutting that works. Management adviser, v. 8, Sept.-Oct. 
1971, p. 35-8.
Successful models I have known. (Functional and behavioral 
application) Decision sciences, v. 22, April 1971, p. 141-8.
ARNOLD, E. ALLEN.
Inflation and pensions. Pension and welfare news, v. 7, April 
1971, p. 15-16, 18, 37.
ARNOULD, RICHARD J.
Changing patterns of concentration in American meat pack­
ing, 1880-1963. Business history review, v. 45, Spring 1971, p. 
18-34.
Fee schedules should be abolished, Joy Richard J. Amould 
and Robert N. Corley. American bar association journal, v. 
57, July 1971, p. 655-62.
ARNSTEIN, WILLIAM E.
Relating pricing to costs. Financial executive, v. 39, Dec. 1971, 
p. 38-43, 47.
ARONSOHN, ALAN J. B.
Real estate limited partnership and other joint ventures. Real 
estate review, v. 1, Spring 1971, p. 43-9.
Rehabilitation projects and middle and low income housing: 
a panel discussion, by Alan J. B. Aronsohn, Gerald Silbert, 
(co-chairmen), Stanley Berman, A. Carleton Dukess and 
Joel Pashcow. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New 
York university, 1970. Proceedings, p. 1159-93.) [751 N]
ARONSON, J. RICHARD.
Comment on optimality in local debt limitation. National tax 
journal, v. 24, March 1971, p. 107-8.
Wagner, Richard E. Optimality in local debt limitation: reply. 
National tax journal, v. 24, March 1971, p. 109-11.
ARPAN, JEFFREY S.
International differences in disclosure practices. Business 
horizons, v. 14, Oct. 1971, p. 67-70.
ARSAN, NOYAN.jt. auth.
Henry, James B. Disclosure and tax aspects of executory 
contracts — the executor’s position, by James B. Henry and 
Noyan Arsan. New York certified public accountant, v. 41, 
Nov. 1971, p. 807-11.
ART
Dugdale, James. Art as an investment. International accoun­
tant, v. 4, Jan.-March 1971, p. 12-14.
ART of systems analysis
Rothery, Brian, ed. Art of systems analysis, by Brendan 
Byrne, Alan Mullally and Brian Rothery. Prentice-Hall, inc. 
ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall; London, Busi­
ness books; 1971, c1969. 259 p. [201.8 R]
ASBURY, N. G.
Formula for financing mobile housing developments, mobile 
home subdivisions, mobile home parks. Chicago, Mobile 
homes manufacturers association, 1970.103 p. [250 Mob]
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ASCHER, LEONARD W.
Selecting bonds for capital gains. Financial analysts journal, v. 
27, March-April 1971, p. 74-9.
ASCHINGER, F. E.
Eurocurrency market and national credit policy. Bankers 
magazine, v. 154, Spring 1971, p. 64-9.
ASH, ROY L.
Realities vs. rhetoric: the dilemma of social cost. Conference 
board record, v. 8, July 1971, p. 38-40.
Reorganizing the executive branch for national economic 
growth. Conference board record, v. 8, April 1971, p. 7-9.
ASH COUNCIL
See United States — President’s advisory council on 
executive organization
ASHENFELTER, ORLEY.
Discrimination and income differentials: comment, by Orley 
Ashenfelter and Michael K. Taussig. (Communications) 
American economic review, v. 61, Sept. 1971, p. 746-50.
Gwartney, James. Discrimination and income differentials: 
reply. (Communications) American economic review, v. 61, 
Sept. 1971, p. 751-5.
ASHLEY, GEORGE E.
Response to the rapidly growing need for international 
communications facilities by the industry and the govern­
ments involved. (Appendix) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 88, 
Sept. 16, 1971, p. 65-7.
ASHLEY, THOMAS L.
Urban growth and new community development act. Mort­
gage banker, v. 31, Feb. 1971, p. 20, 22-3.
ASHWORTH, JOHN.
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Bargain stock subscription agreement yields immediate in­
come — pre-TRA, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 382.
Barring perennial bachelors for dependent care deduction is 
constitutional. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, 
p. 188.
Bonus due on contested increase in “net income” not ac­
cruable until dispute settled. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Feb. 1971, p. 121-2.
Book reversal of accrued expense liabilities creates taxable 
income — even after limitations period for collection 
expired. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 123-4.
“Business connected” expenditures to finance political cam­
paign held non-taxable gifts, by Harry Z. Garian and John
F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 378- 
9.
“C” reorganization does not affect subchapter S election or 
treatment of distributions, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 502-3. 
CPA review course expenses not deductible by staff accoun­
tant. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 62.
CPA’s country club dues and expenses were neither “ord­
inary and necessary” nor substantiated. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 760-1.
Cancellation of partnership liability correction to “Reflect­
ions.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 639.
Casualty loss measured by before and after FMV test, not 
restoration costs — IRS bucks regulations. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 698-700.
Charitable contribution keyed to “adjusted gross estate” 
must be based on alternate valuation (if elected). (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 123.
Charitable remainder deduction saved by waiver of dis­
cretionary corpus distribution power before estate tax 
return due. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 764- 
5.
Charitable remainder trusts may be based on revised 
proposed regulations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 
1971, p. 693-4.
Christmas trees’ shearing costs are ordinary expenses — IRS 
concedes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 635. 
“Claim of right” deduction denied for “voluntary” repayment
of improper withdrawal from pension trusts, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
June 1971, p. 372-3.
Commissions earned by majority stockholder of corporate 
member of stock exchange are not PHC income. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 697.
Community property: NOL carryback from separate to joint 
return. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 702.
Commuted value of support payments due separated wife 
held claim against the estate, by Harry Z. Garian and John 
F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 504.
Company-aided child day care center ruled tax exempt. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 124.
Compelling business reasons may extend two-year period for 
Sec. 334 (b) (2) liquidations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Oct. 1971, p. 631.
Conforming income accrual to new billing cycle is a change 
of accounting method. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 
1971, p. 689-90.
Consolidated profit-sharing plan: forfeiture reallocations, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 508-9.
Consolidated returns subject to tax surcharge. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 121.
Consolidation of 123 corporations held “F” reorganization: 
NOL carrybacks allowed under Sec. 381 on “unit basis, ” 
by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, July 1971, p. 443-4.
“Contingent liability” to SUB plan held an accrued deduc­
tion. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 634-5.
Contribution deduction based on CSV, not replacement 
value, of insurance policy, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 377-8.
Contributions to profit-sharing plan limited by self-employed 
taxable earned income. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
March 1971, p. 189-90.
Cost of term life insurance held alimony where ex-wife’s 
beneficial interest in ordinary policy was conditional, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 504-5.
Credit card service fees accrue when enrolled merchants 
paid. (Tax trends Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 630-1.
Criteria for bank’s reporting of inactive account balances. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 574-5.
Custodial account cannot purchase U.S. retirement plan 
bonds after 8/30/71. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 
1971, p. 694.
Death benefits for retired employee nontaxable because of 
no-compete condition. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 
1971, p. 630.
Deferred capital gain converted to ordinary income by 
change in law, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 311-12.
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Deny deduction for moving furniture purchased en route, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 251.
Director can waive dividends on “nominally owned” bank 
stock. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 575.
Discuss tax consequences of cancellation of partnership 
liability. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept, 1971, p. 571-2.
Dismissal payments to employees subject to payroll taxes 
and withholding tax. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 
1971, p. 700.
Distribution satisfying Sec 303 — but not Sec 802 — 
requirements not includable in dividends paid deduction, 
by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 251.
Dividend tax court insists ordinary deduction is allowable for 
officer’s repayment of “insiders profits.” (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 765-6.
Division of estate into “separate executor accounts” is not 
“alternate valuation distribution.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 698.
Divorced parents: “clear preponderance of evidence” suffices 
for special exemption rule, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 380-1.
Each community stockholder must file Sec. 302(c)(2)(A) 
agreement. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 632.
Election to delay receipt of director’s fees defers taxation. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 689.
Entertainment expenses: precise, corroborated oral testimony 
acceptable proof — regs. invalid, by Harry Z. Garian and 
John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, 
p. 252.
Estate tax deduction denied for voluntary payment of tax 
due on surviving spouse’s gift. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
2, March 1971, p. 187-8.
Estate tax “deduction” for selling expenses does not bar 
income tax “offset” — IRS bows to Bray, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
May 1971, p. 310.
Estate tax refund arising from decedent’s income tax defi­
ciency, though time-barred, can be recouped, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Aug. 1971, p. 509.
Estate tax treatment of life insurance for divorced spouse. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 765.
Exchange of notes payable with subchapter S corporation 
fails to produce tax basis for shareholder’s NOL deduction. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 120-1.
Exchange of restricted bonus stock for similar stock in “B” 
reorganization doesn’t trigger income — pre-TRA, by Harry 
Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
2, Aug. 1971, p. 506.
Exclude evidence that no-postmark TC petition was timely 
filed, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 507.
Exemplify procedures for identifying Treasury securities 
under book-entry system, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 253.
Extend due date for social clubs’ returns, by Harry Z. Garian 
and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 
1971,p. 252.
Extent of shareholder’s personal use of corporate property 
based on total time actually used. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 114-15.
FMV of household contents equated to “cost less deprecia­
tion” for measuring casualty loss. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 701-2.
Fees paid to psychological study organization which secured 
employment held deductible. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Sept. 1971, p. 573.
Field-of-use restriction prevents transfer of “all substantial 
rights” to patent — regs. upheld by CA-6, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
June 1971, p. 376-7.
“Finance charges” deductible as interest by bank credit card 
holders, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 378.
Finance company trapped as PHC because “withdrawals” by 
shareholder-bondholder considered loans. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 573-4.
For income averaging, base period income can’t be less than 
zero — pre- TRA law, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 245-6.
Form W-2P optional if nothing withheld, by Harry Z. Garian 
and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 
1971, p. 500.
“Full paid” and “savings” shares of S & L ass’n held “voting 
stock” for reorganization purposes. (Tax trends) Tax ad­
viser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 692-3.
Funeral expenses of Cal. decedent now fully deductible, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 508.
Gain recognized on charitable gift of pledge stock to extent 
loan exceeds tax basis. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
March 1971, p. 184.
General definitions of “beneficiary” also apply to PHC and 
collapsible corporations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 
1971, p. 635.
Generally extend time (until 6/15) for filing charitable trust 
return, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 310-11.
Generation of income, alone, doesn’t justify reallocation — 
CA-10 and 7 conflict, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 373-4.
Gift tax: consequences of gift to family corporations. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 694-5.
Gift tax liability assumed by donee reduces value of taxable 
gift, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, July 1971 p. 440.
Guidelines for “charitable” qualification of “public interest 
law firms.” (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 61-2. 
Guidelines for estate taxation of non-probate property
restricted by “contractual wills,” by Harry Z. Garian and 
John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, 
p. 376.
Guidelines for retention of ADP tapes, discs, etc., for IRS 
audit. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 189.
Home-office expenses deductible by TV time salesman — 
limited to facts. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 
115-16.
Hotel costs held medical expenses — used like a hospital 
“institution” during post-surgery recuperation, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
July 1971, p. 446.
IET imposed upon substitution of foreign debtor. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 700.
IRS disapproves single-pool dollar-value Lifo method for 
only unlike raw materials. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Oct. 1971, p. 630.
IRS discusses distribution of excess cash in “C” reorganiza­
tion. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 629.
IRS guidelines for treatment of free meals furnished by 
employer (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 764. 
IRS: IOU is not Sec. 404 payment, by Harry Z. Garian and
John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, 
p. 318.
IRS relaxes rules for granting extensions of time for making 
income tax elections. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 
1971, p. 55-6.
IRS relaxes rules for requesting changes in accounting 
practices and methods. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 
1971, p. 53-5.
IRS studying tax-financial accounting conformity — com­
ments solicited, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 318.
Illustrate seven-year exception to disallowance of interest 
paid to carry life insurance. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Oct. 1971, p. 633-4.
Income from disqualifying disposition of option stock not 
“wages” — but subject to information reports, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
July 1971, p. 441.
Income-producing and personal residences are not “similar in 
use.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 60-1.
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Increase interest and life expectancy factors used in actuarial 
valuation tables. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 
58-9.
Individual can invoke Sec. 108 to exclude income from 
forgiveness of accrued business interest. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 119.
Installment reporting barred by trust arrangement for sale 
price. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 697.
Insurance proceeds included in shareholder’s estate although 
controlled corporation nominally owned policy. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 702.
Interest deduction of cash basis banks. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 695.
Interest on Sec 531 tax runs from notice and demand, not 
from due date of income tax return, by Harry Z. Garian 
and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 
1971, p. 498-9.
Interest on student loan deductible by father-cosigner. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 577.
Interlocking directorship of REIT and lessee does not dis­
qualify rents as REIT income. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
2, March 1971, p. 189.
Involuntary conversions: “similar property” and “like kind” 
tests are alternatives, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 253.
Legal expenses legitimizing confinement for mental therapy 
held medical expenses- Rev. Rul. 68-320 revoked. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 637.
Legal fees in suits vs. U.S. to preserve character of park land 
donated to U.S. in 1924 deductible as contributions. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 628-9.
Legal fees incurred to acquire life estate held amortizable by 
third-party beneficiary of “will contract.” (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 690-1.
Life beneficiary’s interest is “like kind” to trust’s condemned 
land. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 126.
Limit rulings on unfunded deferred compensation plans, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 499-500.
Loss on “bailment” of securities results in ordinary loss, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 249-51.
Loss on loan induced by fraudulent financial reports held 
theft. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 691-2.
Loss of stock acquired to advance secondary business held 
ordinary. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 695-6.
Loss “possession corporation” can join in a consolidated 
return — Rev. Rul. 65-293 rejected, by Harry Z. Garian and 
John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, 
p. 500-1.
Low-risk social purpose investment does not jeopardize SUB 
plan’s exemption, despite low yield. (Tax trends) Tax 
advisor, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 125.
Lump sum from involuntary sale of business may be appor­
tioned among properties - Sec. 1033. (Tax trends) Tax 
advisor, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 60.
Manufacturer’s inventory: prime cost method never accep­
table: full absorption of overhead expenses generally 
preferred to direct costing. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Jan. 1971, p. 56-8.
Market value for goods in process cannot be deducted from 
sale price of finished goods. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Oct. 1971, p. 632-3.
Medical expense reimbursement exclusion. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 693.
Medical expense: special telephone equipment for deaf, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 378.
More favorable alternative stock option plan deemed a 
“modification” of prior plan, by Harry Z. Garian and John 
F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 379- 
80.
Moving expense form 4782 - effective 7/24/71. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 759.
Moving expenses held deductible though “connected with” 
exempt income earned abroad — Tax court divided. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 125-6.
Must start to expense R & E costs in first year payments 
made — though borrowed funds used. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 186.
NOL carryback and per-country foreign tax credit compu­
tation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 691.
New rules and procedures for integrated pension plans. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 638.
New subchapter S consent for custodial stock generally 
unnecessary when minor attains majority. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 631.
New subsidiary’s share of consolidated NOL carryback 
deductible on parent’s separate return — pre-1966 regs., by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 507-8.
1969 capital loss carryover applied against 1970 ordinary 
income before 1970 capital loss, by Harry Z. Garian and 
John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, 
p. 316.
1970 original issue discount reporting rules carried over. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 763.
1971 W-2 forms delayed, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 249.
No-formula, profit-sharing contribution accruable as deduc­
tion in year board resolution adopted and publicized, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 502.
No income to donor-editor of memoirs later sold by donee, 
by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 505-6.
Nominal stockholder’s consent to subchapter S election 
unnecessary. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 
113-14.
Nonexempt charitable trusts: extend time for filing Forms 
990 and 990-AR, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, July 1971, p. 442-3.
Nontaxable dividends must be applied pro rata against 
separate blocks of stock, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 313-14.
Nonvoting convertible stock disregarded in 80% “affiliate” 
test, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 247.
Nunc pro tunc alimony order “may be” recognized retroac­
tively. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 692.
Oil production payment exchanged for equipment held 
taxable to assignor, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 379.
One-payment sale cannot be reported under the installment 
method, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 316-17.
Only insurance premiums paid in contemplation of death 
includable in gross estate. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Dec. 1971, p. 763-4.
Organization recruiting students for internship in government 
is exempt. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 
187.
“Other periodical” defined for Sec. 455 purposes. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 632.
Overhead rate “renegotiation” subject to Sec. 1481. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 574.
Owner-employee profit-sharing plan coverage requirements 
strictly construed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, March 
1971, p. 190.
Pa. professional association held taxable as a corporation. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 631-2.
Pay-as-you-go pension plan not qualified, by Harry Z. Garian 
and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, July 
1971, p. 445.
Pension plan cannot permit distribution-life loans to partic­
ipants. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 696.
Per diem travel allowance increased to $36 for years ending 
after 1970. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, Dec. 1971, p. 762.
Personal foreign exchange loss is non-deductible, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax advisor, v. 2, 
Aug. 1971, p. 509.
Planned contribution and redemption of stock interests held 
taxable exchange between shareholders. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 635-6.
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Positive adjustment due to discontinuance of Lifo method 
may be spread over more than ten years, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
July 1971, p. 439-40.
Practising lawyer was engaged in realty joint venture — 
ordinary income results, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 381-2.
Pre-death interest on contested deficiency is deductible “in 
respect of” accrual basis decedent. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 689.
Preliminary estate tax notice discontinued. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 184.
Prepaid intangible drilling costs currently deductible by cash 
basis taxpayer, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 501.
Previously taxed income cannot be distributed in property — 
regulation valid. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, 
p. 570-1.
Private foundations: extend time for filing forms 990’s Part 
III and 990-AR, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, July 1971, p. 442.
Professionals’ profit-sharing plan disqualified — allocation 
formula (weighted for seniority and experience) practically 
discriminated, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 314-15.
Profit-sharing plan forfeiture may be allocated per account 
balances, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 382.
Property taxes on business and income-producing properties 
must be deducted in computing adjusted gross income, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 249.
Proposed regulation: permit averaging of costs of open-end 
mutual fund shares. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 
1971, p. 56.
“Public support” rulings to charitable organizations remain 
reliable, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 502.
Purchaser of property subject to lease cannot depreciate 
lessee’s building — CA-1 and CA-8 conflict. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 190.
Qualified plans may provide for forfeitures for undefined 
“misconduct” or “dishonesty,” by Harry Z. Garian and 
John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, 
p. 504.
Qualified plans: no loss recognizable by employee on dis­
tribution of depreciated employer’s stock, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
July 1971, p. 445-6.
R & E expenses — new product lines, by Harry Z. Garian and 
John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, 
p. 509.
REIT can issue capital and income shares. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 698.
REIT shareholders can retain certain controls over trustees. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 186.
RICO: undistributed capital gain ruling modified. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 116-17.
Redemption of estate’s shares because of testamentary trust. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v, 2, Sept. 1971, p. 575.
Redemption of “voting trust certificate” terminates share­
owner’s interest in corporation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v.
2, Sept. 1971, p. 575-6.
Reduction in teacher’s pay applied toward annuity exclud­
able under Sec. 403(b). (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
March 1971, p. 189.
Refund period: repayment of tentative NOL adjustment 
considered “payment of tax,” by Harry Z. Garian and John 
F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 252-
3.
Reimbursement of taxable moving expenses to old employee 
not subject to withholding — pre-TRA. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 636-7.
Restate rulings for business clothes deductions. (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 61.
Return itself must indicate Sec 266 election. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 182-3.
Rev. Proc. 71-16 (positive adjustment due to discontinuance 
of Lifo) amplified. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, 
p. 638-9.
Revised procedure for reporting prepayments for services by 
accrual basis taxpayers, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 499.
Revocable trusts and cooperative apartments. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 697.
Rules for cash basis deduction of accumulated interest on 
prior note. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 
185-6.
Sale of subsidiary’s stock to brother corporation results in 
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3-4, 6, 8.
NEW JERSEY SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUN­
TANTS
Comments on report review. (Practitioners forum) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132, Aug. 1971, p. 79.
NEW members, chairman named for APB. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 16.
NEW moving expense form eases fixing of deduction. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 7, Oct. 1971, p. 224.
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ACCOUNTANTS
NEW plan for export trade. (Editorial) Management accountant 
(India), v. 6, Feb. 1971, p. 87-8.
NEW president: Arthur Halsall Walton. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
82, July 1971, p. 368.
NEW president: Mr. G. C. Patterson, C.A. Accountant’s mag­
azine (Scot.), v. 75, April 1971, p. 158-9.




NEW rationale for corporate social policy 
Committee for Economic Development. Research and policy
committee. New rationale for corporate social policy, by 
William J. Baumol (and others). New York, 1970. 70 p. 
(Supplementary paper, no. 31) [*223.9 C]
NEW rules for accounting method changes. (Taxation) Arthur 
Young journal, Winter-Spring 1971, p. 45-6.
NEW Ruling may upset combined group term-permanent 
insurance plans. (Taxation of compensation) Journal of 
taxation, v. 35, Nov. 1971, p. 314.
NEW targets for bank marketers. MBA, v. 5, Dec. 1970, p. 34, 
36.
NEW thinking on environmental and social problems
Armstrong, Marshall S. New thinking on environmental and 
social problems. Adapted from a speech before Town hall 
of California, Los Angeles, February 23, 1971. New York, 
1971. 16 p. [*314.1 A]
NEW thrust and directions in bank marketing. Bankers monthly, 
v. 88, Aug. 1971, p. 12, 14-16, 18-19.
NEW trap for accrued bonuses to shareholders? Practical 
accountant, v. 4, July-Aug. 1971, p. 38.
NEW trends in data display. Business automation, v. 18, March 
1971, p. 38-43.
NEW vistas in public relations. Public relations quarterly, v. 16, 
no. 2, 1971, p. 16-17, 27-9.
NEW wave of tax return preparers: how they’re doing. Practical 
accountant, v. 4, May-June 1971, p. 42-5.
NEW withholding allowances and how they work. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 6, Feb. 1971, p. 123.
NEW York City’s comptroller: second most important financial 
job? Management accounting (NAA), v. 52, June 1971, p. 
48-50.
NEW YORK foreign exchange market
Holmes, Alan, R. New York foreign exchange market, by
Alan R. Holmes and Francis H. Schott. New York, Federal 
reserve bank of New York, 1965. 64 p. [*713 H]
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NEW YORK SOCIETY OF SECURITY ANALYSTS
Savoie, Leonard M. Current developments in accounting 
standards. An address...before the New York society of 
security analysts on January 11, 1971. Chicago, Commerce 
clearing house, 1971. 8 p. (Reprinted in Wall Street tran­
script, v. 31, no. 8, Feb. 22, 1971, p. 23, 308-9.) [*11 1.1 S]
NEW YORK (STATE)
---------Bureau of securities and public financing
Report on the auditors of Wall Street; a report made 
pursuant to Article 23-A of the General business law of the 
State of New York, commonly referred to as the Martin 
act. from David Clurman. New York, 1971. 54 typewritten 
pages. (Report presented to Louis J. Lefkowitz, Attorney 
general of the State of New York.) [*250 Bro 2]
---------Court of appeals
New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants, 
amicus curiae. 1136 tenants’ corporation, plaintiff- respon­
dent. against Max Rothenberg and company, defendant- 
appellant: AICPA-NYSSCPA brief amicus curiae submit­
ted to the Court of appeals of the state of New York, 
Aug. 12, 1971. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 32, Nov. 1971, p. 68-73.
--------- Insurance department
Proposal for a better system. Columbia law review, v. 71, Feb. 
1971, p. 194-206.
--------- Office of the state comptroller
Division of audits and accounts Accounting and control 
manual. Albany, N.Y., 1969. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [321 N]
---------Supreme court. Appellate division
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, amicus 
curiae. Brief in 1136 tenants’ corporation, plaintiff- respond­
ent, against Max Rothenberg and company, defendant- 
appellant. Supreme court of the state of New York, Appel­
late division, First department. Submitted by the American 
institute of certified public accountants and the New York 
State society of certified public accountants, amici curiae. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, 
March 1971, p. 57-63.
1136 Tenants’ corporation v. Max Rothenberg & company: 
decision of the Appellate division of the Supreme court of 
the state of New York. (Statements in quotes) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 132, Nov. 1971, p. 67-8.
NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
---------Tax section. Committee on corporate taxation
Comments on proposed regulations under Section 305 of the 
Internal revenue code of 1954, as amended by Sec. 421 of 
the Tax reform act of 1969. Taxes the tax magazine, v. 49, 
Aug. 1971, p. 460-503.
---------Tax section. Committee on reorganization prob­
lems
Recommendations as to federal tax distinction between 
corporate stock and indebtedness. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Fall 
1971, p. 57-78.
NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
See Cornell university — New York
State college of agriculture
NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS
Bettauer, Arthur. Vital role of a state society in CPA public 
relations. New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Aug. 
1971, p. 573-7.
Kelley, Frederick H. Progress report. (President’s page) New 
York certified public accountant, v. 41, March 1971, p. 185-6.
Official release - minutes of the meeting of representatives 
of the New York state society of certified public accoun­
tants with key officials of the Internal revenue service,
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North-Atlantic region, June 4, 1971. New York certified 
public accountant, v. 41, Sept. 1971, p. 667-9, 695; Oct. 1971, 
p. 739-41.
______Professional development committee
Gray, Robert L. Objectives and goals for the professional
development program. (Executive director’s page) New 
York certified public accountant, v. 41, April 1971, p. 263-4.
NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS, amicus curiae
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, amicus 
curiae. Brief in 1136 tenants’ corporation, plaintiff- respon­
dent, against Max Rothenberg and company, defendant- 
appellant. Supreme court of the state of New York, 
Appellate division, First department. Submitted by the 
American institute of certified public accountants and the 
New York State society of certified public accountants, 
amici curiae. (Statements in quotes) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 57-63.
1136 tenants’ corporation, plaintiff- respondent, against Max 
Rothenberg and company, defendant- appellant: AICPA- 
NYSSCPA brief amicus curiae submitted to the Court of 
appeals of the state of New York, Aug. 12, 1971. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 32, Nov. 
1971, p. 68-73.
Mulcahy, Gertrude. Unaudited financial statements; ap­
proach to accountants’ responsibilities. (Research) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, July 1971, p. 79-82.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Baxter, William F. NYSE fixed commission rates; a private 
cartel goes public. (In Folk, Ernest L., III, ed., Securities law 
review — 1971. Albany, New York, 1971. p. 1-46.) [721 F]
Burger, Howard J. Regulations governing corporate financial 
reporting. Financial executive, v. 39, Aug. 1971, p. 43-6, 48, 
50, 52, 54, 56, 60, 62, 64, 66-7.
Cary, William L. Outlook for securities markets, by William 
L. Cary and Walter Werner. (Thinking ahead) Harvard 
business review, v. 49, July-Aug. 1971, p. 16-18,22-5, 160-1.
Crisis in the securities industry; a chronology, 1967-70. 
Prepared for the Subcommittee on commerce and finance, 
Committee on interstate and foreign commerce, House of 
representatives. New York, 1971. 50 p. [*721 N]
Davant, James W. Answer to the critics. Financial analysts 
journal, v. 27, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 14-18, 88.
Farrar, Donald E. Martin report: Wall street’s proposed 
“great leap backward.” Financial analysts journal, v. 27, 
Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 1416, 59-62.
Graham, Bernard. Time bomb: an analysis of the Martin 
report. (Investment scene commentary) Trusts and estates, 
v. 110, Oct. 1971, p. 838-9, 880; Nov. 1971, p. 937-9, 947.
Hardy, Timothy S. Informal bargaining process: an analysis 
of the SEC’s regulation of the New York stock exchange. 
(Notes) Yale law journal, v. 80, March 1971, p. 811-44.
Mellilo, Patrick M. Public ownership of brokerages. New 
Jersey CPA, v. 41, Winter 1971, p. 3-4, 6, 8.
Miller, Gavin. Recapture of brokerage commission by mutual 
funds, by Gavin Miller and Robert E. Carlson. New York 
university law review, v. 46, March 1971 p. 35-78.
Miller, Gavin. Recapture of brokerage commissions by 
mutual funds, by Gavin Miller and Robert E. Carlson. (In 
Folk, Ernest L., III, ed., Securities law review — 1971. 
Albany, New York, 1971. p. 603-47.) [721 F]
Monaghan, Kevin P. Taking a New York stock exchange 
member firm public. Business lawyer, v. 26, Jan. 1971, p. 667- 
79.
NYSE rules and the antitrust laws — rule 394 — necessary 
restriction - or illegal refusal to deal? (Note) St. John’s law 
review, v. 45, May 1971, p. 812-64.
New York (State). Bureau of securities and public financing. 
Report on the auditors of Wall Street; a report made 
pursuant to Article 23-A of the General business law of the
State of New York, commonly referred to as the Martin 
act. From David Clurman. New York, 1971. 54 typewritten 
pages. (Report presented to Louis J. Lefkowitz, Attorney 
general of the State of New York.) [*250 Bro 2]
1971 fact book. 16th ed. New York, 1971.86 p. [*721 N] 
Reilly, Frank K. Price changes in NYSE, AMEX and OTC
stocks compared Financial analysis journal, v. 27, March- 
April 1971, p. 54-9.
Shareownership, 1970: census of shareowners, New York 
stock exchange. New York, 1971? 25 p. [*223.4 N]
Smidt, Seymour. Which road to an efficient stock market: 
free competition or regulated monopoly? Financial analysts 
journal, v. 27, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 18-20, 64-9.
Stock exchange anti-rebate rule must be necessary to the 
operation of the Securities exchange act in order to be 
immune from the antitrust laws. (Recent developments) 
Columbia law review, v. 71, May 1971, p. 932-9.
Weeden, Donald E. Competition - key to market structure: a 
third market view of the Malin report. Trusts and estates, 
v. 110, Nov. 1971, p. 940-3.
Welles, Chris. Living in a world of negotiated rates: who will 
prosper? Who will fall? (In Folk, Ernest L., III, ed., 
Securities law review — 1971. Albany, New York, 1971. p. 
47-63.) [721 F]
Welles, Chris. War between the big board and the regionals: 
what it means to the business. (In Folk, Ernest L., III, ed.. 
Securities law review — 1971. Albany, New York, 1971. p. 
64-84.) [721 F]
Yaeger, Peter E. Conflict of interest in the allocation of 
mutual fund brokerage business. (Notes) Yale law journal, 
v. 80, Dec. 1970, p. 372-94.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Institute on Federal Taxation, 29th, New York university, 
1970. Proceedings, edited by Henry Sellin. New York, 
Matthew Bender, c1971. 2 v. (2284 p.) [751 N]
---------School of commerce
Schiff named to N.Y.U. accounting chair. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 16.
NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS
Bourn, A. M. Educational policy of the New Zealand society 
of chartered accountants. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 82, Aug. 
1971, p. 447-52.
Goodare, G. C. Monthly operating statements. Paper contrib­
uted for discussion at the New Zealand society of accoun­
tants’ summer school, University of Otago, February, 1971. 
Wellington, New Zealand society of accountants, 1971. 35 
p. (“P-27”) [*174 G]
Jackson, W. R. Chartered accountants and computer bu­
reaux. Paper contributed by W. R. Jackson for discussion 
at the New Zealand society of accountants’ summer school, 
University of Otago, February, 1971. Wellington, New 
Zealand society of accountants, 1971. 11 p. (“P-29”)
[*250 Dat]
Sidebotham, Roy. Tentative theory of financial reporting for 
social corporations. Delivered at Wellington on 25 Septem­
ber 1969. Wellington, N.Z., New Zealand society of ac­
countants, 1969. 35 p. (Invitation research lecture, 1969. DI-6)
[*315 S]
Society’s future educational policy. Accountant's journal 
(N.Z.), v. 49, April 1971, p. 310-13.
Wilson, W. Tax planning for companies and individuals. 
Paper contributed for discussion at the New Zealand 
society of accountants’ summer school, University of 
Otago, February 1971. Wellington, New Zealand society of 
accountants, 1971. 39 p. (“P-28”) [*753 W]
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---------Board of research and publications
Tentative statement on auditing practice: no. 5, Auditing 
standards. Accountings’ journal (N.Z.), v. 49, Feb. 1971, p. 
222-6.
---------Council
Ethical pronouncements. Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 49, 
April 1971, p. 338.
New Zealand Society of Accountants. Society’s future educa­
tional policy. Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 49, April 1971, 
p. 310-13.
New Zealand Society of Accountants. Board of research and 
publications. Tentative statement on auditing practice: no. 
5, Auditing standards. Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 49, 
Feb. 1971, p. 222-6.
Report, to be presented at the sixty-third annual general 
meeting on Tuesday 19 October, 1971..., Nelson. Accoun­
tants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Sept. 1971, insert following p. 56.
---------Taxation review committee
Ross, L. N. Taxation and the accountant. Accountants’ journal 
(N.Z.), v. 49, March 1971, p. 272-8.
NEWELL, GALE E.
Auditor’s role in interim reporting. Michigan certified public 
accountant, v. 22, May-June 1971, p. 40-2.
NEWMAN, FRANK G.
Legal checklist for acquisitions and mergers by insurance 
companies. Business lawyer, v. 26, April 1971, p. 1353-66.
NEWELL, GALE E.
Revisions of reported quarterly earnings. Journal of business 
(University of Chicago), v. 44, July 1971, p. 282-5.
NEWHOUSE JOSEPH.
Financing health care: here’s a fresh solution, by Joseph 
Newhouse and Vincent Taylor, Medical economics, v. 48, 
Oct. 25, 1971, p. 244-6, 249-50, 252, 257.
NEWMAN, ERIC J.
Income taxation of foreign business in Canada. (In Institute 
on federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. 
Proceedings, p. 39-57.) [751 N]
Inventory! the sleeping giant: Canadian tax journal, v. 19, 
May-June 1971, p. 203-10.
NEWMAN, JOSEPH W.
Management applications of decision theory. New York, 
Harper and Row, c1971. 210 p. [*201 N]
NEWMAN, MAURICE S.
Imaginative use of the computer. (In Haskins and Sells. 
Selected papers 1970. New York, 1971. p. 201-14.) 
(Reprinted from Financial executive, v. 38, Sept. 1970, p. 28- 
35.) [110 H]
Statistical estimation of a public utility inventory. (In Haskins 
and Sells. Selected papers 1970. New York, 1971. p. 191- 
200.) [110 H]
NEWMARK, plaintiff- appellee
Exchange of stock pursuant to merger is “sale” by an insider 
under section 16(b) of Securities exchange act of 1934; 
Newmark v. RKO general, inc. (Recent cases) Harvard law 
review, v. 84, Feb. 1971, p. 1012-22.
NEWMARK, RICHARD H.
May be advisable to file “unnecessary” tax return. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 108.
NEWPORT STEEL CORP., defendant- appellant 
Fuller, Allen. Another demise of the Birnbaum doctrine:
“Tolls the knell of parting day?” (Comments) University of 
Miami law review, v. 25, Fall 1970, p. 131-43.
Ruder, David S. Current developments in the federal law of 
corporate fiduciary relations — standing to sue under Rule 
10b-5. Business lawyer, v. 26, April 1971, p. 1289-1303.
NEWSOM, EARL
Philosophy of corporate public relations. Public relations 
quarterly, v. 16, no. 2, 1971, p. 12-13, 25-6.
NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS
Weigand, Robert E. Right to be read. Business horizons, v. 14, 
Oct. 1971, p. 27-36.
Budgeting
Cohrs, James C. Regression analysis helpful in preparing the 
flexible budget. Newspaper controller, v. 24, March 1971, p. 
4-6.
Costs
Loevy, Jay H. Profit planning, controls help newspapers curb 
rising costs. Newspaper controller, v. 24, Feb. 1971, p. 6-7, 
9-10.
Penniman, Nicholas G., IV. Rising competition sharpens 
need for marginal analysis. Newspaper controller, v. 24, July 
1971, p. 2-3, 12.
Finance
Camp, Clifton D., Jr. Savings and prompt collections build 
revenue, aid cash flow. Newspaper controller, v. 24, Sept. 
1971, p. 2-3.
Reports and statements
Youngblood, Ray W. Daily statement for management pin­
points immediate problems. Newspaper controller, v. 24, 
Feb. 1971, p. 1-2, 10.
Statistics
Youngblood, Ray W. Advertising statistical reports help 
maintain share of market. Newspaper controller, v. 24, June 
1971, p. 8-10.
NEWTON, GRANT W.
Inquiry into the nature of the APB’s opinions on business 
combinations. Connecticut CPA, v. 35, Sept. 1971, p. 20-8.
NEWTON, JAMES E.
SEC rules for revelation. Financial executive, v. 39, Oct. 1971, 
p. 28-31.
NEWTON, TOM V.
Appraisal values. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, 
June 1971, p. 36.
NEYHART, CHARLES A., JR., jt. auth.
Francia, Arthur J. Beyond the management audit, by Arthur 
J. Francia and Charles A. Neyhart, Jr. Internal auditor, v. 
28, May-June 1971, p. 32-6.
NIBLETT, JACK.
How to set up a building security program. Skyscraper 
management, v. 56, July 1971, p. 11-13.
NICHOLS, CHARLES H.
Analysis of pricing methods. (In Successful funeral service
practice, edited by Howard C. Raether. Englewood Cliffs,
N. J., 1971. p. 82-101.) [250 Und 2]
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NICHOLS, D.
Discrimination by waiting time in merit goods, by D. Nichols, 
E. Smolensky and T. N. Tideman. American economic 
review, v. 61, June 1971, p. 312-23.
NICHOLS, DONALD R., jt. auth.
Brown, Homer A., Jr. Deterrent to investment mobility — 
some evidence, by Homer A. Brown, Jr. and Donald R. 
Nichols. Oklahoma CPA, v. 10, July 1971, p. 6-11.
NICHOLS, GERALD E.
Accounting and the total information system. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 52, March 1971, p. 27-30.
NICHOLS, GERALD P.
Job enrichment: key to employee productivity and potential, 
by Gerald P. Nichols and David A. Hallowell. Magazine of 
bank administration, v. 47, Nov. 1971, p. 19-21.
NICHOLSON, JOHN W.
New development — ratio of earnings to fixed charges. (SEC 
commentary) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, 
Aug. 1971, p. 592.
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges in SEC reporting. (SEC 
commentary) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, 
May 1971, p. 376-9.
Recent S.E.C. developments, by John W. Nicholson and 
James W. Burke. (Accounting and auditing principles and 
procedures) Louisiana certified public accountant, v. 30, 
Spring 1971, p. 42-5.
NICHOLSON, JOHN W., jt. auth.
Gillette, Charles G. Guidelines for recognition of profit on 
real estate sales, by C.G. Gillette, E. L. Hicks and J. W. 
Nicholson. Arthur Young journal, Summer 1971, p. 1-15.
Martin, John H. New phenomenon: settlor as trustee of a 
funded living trust — unique estate planning tool, by John 
H. Martin and John W. Nicholson. Trusts and estates, v. 
110, March 1971, p. 164-7, 225; May 1971, p. 354-8, 431-2; 
June 1971, p. 458-61, 524.
NICKERSON, CHARLES A.
Cyclical filing — generally endorsed, by C.A. Nickerson and 
Earl F. Davis. (Readers write) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, 
p. 266.
Decker, Robert E. Cyclical filing — generally endorsed. 
(Readers write) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 265-6.
Findley, Barry B. Cyclical filing — generally endorsed. (Read­
ers write) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 265.
Fryar, Marion G. Cyclical filing — generally endorsed. (Read­
ers write) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 264.
Mitnick, Jack. Cyclical filing - generally endorsed. (Readers 
write) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 264-5.
Model for a sound tax: cyclical filing for individual income 
tax returns, by Charles A. Nickerson and Earl F. Davis. 
(Working with the IRS) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 49- 
52.
Serotta, Abram J. Cyclical filing — generally endorsed. 
(Readers write) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 266.
NICKERSON, HERMAN, JR.
Comptrollers, Credit, and credit unions. Armed forces 
comptroller, v. 16, Winter 1971, p. 11-12.
NICKS, EARL G.
Training technicians for managerial positions. (Methods and 
management) Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 72, 
Aug. 1971, p. 68-71; Best review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, Aug. 
1971, p. 71-2, 74-5.
NICOL, ROBERT E. G.
Sunley, Emil M., Jr. Optimum switch from double-declining 
balance to sum-of-the-years digits depreciation. (Corre­
spondence) Accounting review, v. 46, July 1971, p. 574-82.
NICOLSON, MIKLOS SZUCS.
Eiteman, Dean S. Goodwill. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 132, July 1971, p. 31.
Goodwill. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, 
p. 30-1.
NICULESCU, B. M.
Taxation and the New Zealand way of life. Accountants’ 
journal (N.Z.), May 1971, p. 363-7.
NIED, ROBERT M.
Private charitable foundations and contributions to them 
under the Tax reform act of 1969. Maryland CPA Quarterly, 
v. 10, Winter 1971, p. 3-4, 6, 8-10.
NIEDERHOFFER, VICTOR.
Analysis of world events and stock prices. Journal of business 
(University of Chicago), v. 44, April 1971, p. 193-219.
NIEHUS, RUDOLF J.
Generally accepted auditing principles in Germany. Pakistan 
accountant, v. 8, July-Dec. 1970, p. 21-6. (Reprinted from 
International journal of accounting education and research, v. 
4, Spring 1969, p. 113-24.)
Income taxation of foreign business in Germany, by R. J. 
Niehus. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York 
university, 1970. Proceedings, p. 123-36.) [751 N]
Limited partnership; the GmbH & co. KG. Taxes — the tax 
magazine, v. 49, Nov. 1971, p. 689-700.
New German merger law. (In Haskins and Sells. Selected 
papers 1970. New York, 1971. p. 257-70.) (Reprinted from 
Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 48, June 1970, p. 372-81.)
[110 H]
NIELSEN, ERIC H.
Is banking magazine, v. 154, Winter 1971, p. 62-9.
NIELSEN, NIELS H.
Manpower development and continuing education for benefit 
managers. Pension and welfare news, v. 7, Aug. 1971, p. 34-6.
Organizing benefits like a business. Conference board record, v. 
8, Oct. 1971, p. 30-6.
Organizing benefits like a business. Pension and welfare news, 
v. 7, Dec. 1971, p. 85-9.
Running benefits like a business. Pension and welfare news, v. 
7, Jan. 1971, p. 19-22.
NIELSEN, ROBERT A., jt. auth.
Steinberg, Harold I. PPBS for a school district, by Harold I. 
Steinberg and Robert A. Nielsen, Management controls 
(PPM & co.), v. 18, July 1971, p. 136-43.
NIEMOTH, EARL J.
Scheduling EDP operations. Data management, v. 9, Sept. 
1971, p. 43-6.
NIETO G., GENARO.
Income taxation of foreign business in Mexico. (In Institute 
on federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. 
Proceedings. p. 59-75.) [751 N]
NILES, JOHN S., jt. auth.
Gruber, William H. Changing structures for changing times, 
by William H. Gruber and John S. Niles. Financial exec­
utive, v. 39, April 1971, p. 30-4.
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1969 accounting survey
International Association of Blue Print and Allied Industries. 
Accounting survey committee. 1969 accounting survey, 
prepared by Doty, Jarrow and co., certified public accoun­
tants, and the IABPAI Accounting survey committee for 
the members of the International association of blue print 
and allied industries from information submitted by the 
members without audit. Chicago Doty, Jarrow and co.,
1969. 12 p. [*250 Pri]
1971: the anatomy of things to come
Conference Addressed to the Thoughtful Businessman, 9th, 
New York, 1970. 1971: the anatomy of things to come. 
Proceedings...held on December 2, 1970. New York, J. K. 
Lasser & Co., 1971? 61 p. [*209.4 C]
NINI, EUGENE A.
Criteria for recognizing revenue. National public accountant, v. 
16, Dec. 1971, p. 20-3, 26-8.
NIRENBERG, JESSE S.
Hidden tools in persuasive communication. Business man­
agement, v. 40, June 1971, p. 26-8.
NISSEL, HANS E.
Corporate model for the utility industry. Public utilities 
fortnightly, v. 88, Dec. 9, 1971, p. 25-9.
NIVEN, WILLIAM.
Basic accounting procedures, by William Niven and Anka 
Ohman. 2d ed. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, c1971. 
388 p. [110 N]
NIXON, J. F., jt. auth.
Relph, J. M. F. Problems and conflicts encountered in public 
practice, by J.M.F. Relph, J.F. Nixon and R.K.R. Morris. 
Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 41, March 1971, p. 17- 
24. e
NIXON, L. RICHARD.
Empty-nester market aids mobile home acceptance. Journal 
of property management, v. 36, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 268-72.
NO tax break available for legal fees to enforce buy-sell 
agreement. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 35, July 
1971, p. 58.
NOBLE, RALPH.
What the third party wants from the provider. Hospital 
financial management, v. 25, July 1971, p. 15-16.
NOLAN, JAMES.
Arizona CPA plays leading role in local political scene. 
(Profile) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 20, 22.
Black accounting firm faces future. (News feature) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, March 1971, p. 22, 24, 26.
CPA labors in what president Nixon calls “the jungles of the 
federal bureaucracy.” (Profile) Journal of accountancy, v. 
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tration and destination. Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Oct. 14, 
1971, p. 519-22.
TAXATION laws (amendment) act, 1970. (Main amendments 
discussed.) Chartered accountant (India), v. 19, Jan. 1971, p. 
486-96; Feb. 1971, p. 567-71.
TAXATION, LIECHTENSTEIN
Drache, Arthur B. C. Canadian tax planning and the use of
havens in the future. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, March- 
April 1971, p. 130-5.
TAXATION, LOUISIANA
Oil industry
Lee, Francis H. Severance tax in Louisiana. (In Tulane tax 
institute, 20th, New Orleans, 1970. Proceedings. Baton 
Rouge, La., c1971.p. 428-55.) [750.2 T]
Severance tax
Lee, Francis H. Severance tax in Louisiana. (In Tulane tax 
institute, 20th, New Orleans, 1970. Proceedings. Baton 
Rouge, La., c1971.p. 428-55.) [750.2 T]
TAXATION, MALAYSIA
Japan tax association. Asian taxation, 1970. Tokyo, 1971. 229 
p. [*759 J]
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Hong, Lee Fook. History of income tax legislation in Singa­
pore and Malaysia. International accountant, v. 40, Oct.- 
Dec. 1970, p. 102-16.
TAXATION, MARYLAND
Dagurt, Sheldon G. Change of domicile: Maryland to Flor­
ida, by Sheldon G. Dagurt and Fred Feinstein. Maryland 
CPA quarterly, v. 10, Spring 1971, p. 3-4, 6, 8-12.
Everstine, Carl N. Synopsis of laws of interest to CPA’s 
enacted at the 1971 regular session of the General assem­
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Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 11, Oct. 1971, p. 38-42.
TAXATION, MASSACHUSETTS
Commerce clearing house, inc. 1971 guidebook to Mass­
achusetts taxes. Chicago, c 1971. 191 p. [*758.1 M]
Income
---------Individual
Dellorfano, Fred M., Jr. 1971 Massachusetts tax act. Mass­
achusetts CPA review, v. 45, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 7-9, 21.
Revision
Dellorfano, Fred M., Jr. 1971 Massachusetts tax act. Mass­
achusetts CPA review, v. 45, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 7-9, 21.
TAXATION, MEXICO
Commercial receipts
Commerce clearing house, inc. Mexican income and commer­
cial receipts tax laws, as of January 1, 1971. Spanish- 
English ed. Chicago, c1971. 220 p. [*759.1 M]
Foreign corporations doing business within Mexico
Nieto G., Genaro. Income taxation of foreign business in 
Mexico. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York 
university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 59-75.) [751 N]
Foreign income
Nieto G., Genaro. Income taxation of foreign business in 
Mexico. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York 
university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 59-75.) [751 N]
Income
Commerce clearing house, inc. Mexican income and commer­
cial receipts tax laws, as of January 1, 1971. Spanish- 
English ed. Chicago, c1971. 220 p. [759.1 M]
TAXATION, MICHIGAN
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Raterink, Gary J. Michigan intangibles tax. Michigan certified 
public accountant, v. 22, March-April 1971, p. 37-8.
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States try to develop housing. Columbia journal of world 
business, v. 92, July 1971, p. 52-7.
Income
Raterink, Gary J. Article: Act 140, Public acts of 1970. (State 
tax clinic column) Michigan certified public accountant, v. 22, 
Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 13-14.
TAXATION, NEBRASKA
Administration
Peters, William E. Nebraska taxation. Nebraska C.P.A., v. 6, 
Fall 1971, p. 7.
TAXATION, NEW JERSEY
Commerce clearing house, inc. 1971 guidebook to New Jersey 
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Administration
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sion of taxation. New Jersey CPA, v. 42, Summer 1971, p. 
3-4, 6, 8.
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Harris, Kerr, Forster and company. Tax calendar, 1971 (New 
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TAXATION, NEW YORK (STATE)
Commerce clearing house, inc. 1971 guidebook to New York 
taxes. Chicago, c1971. 347 p. [*758.1 N]
Carry-back and carry-over
Capital loss carrybacks and the state franchise tax, by 
William F. Mara and others. (New York taxation) New 
York certified public accountant, v. 41, May 1971, p. 389-92.
Franchise
Capital loss carrybacks and the state franshise tax, by 
William F. Mara and others. (New York taxation) New 
York certified public accountant, v. 41, May 1971, p. 389-92.
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States try to develop housing. Columbia journal of world 
business, v. 92, July 1971, p. 52-7.
Income
Wishman, Harvey B. New York state’s tax reform act, by 
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(Reprinted from New York certified public accountant, v. 40, 
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Real estate investment trusts
Galitzer, Joshua S. New York state legislation affecting real 
estate investment trusts, by Joshua S. Galitzer, Seymour 
Kern and Stuart Kessler. (New York taxation) New York 
certified public accountant, v. 41, Nov. 1971, p. 856-7.
Sales and use taxes
Galitzer, Joshua S. Amount of mandatory sales tax remit­
tance, by Joshua S. Galitzer, Seymour Kern and Stuart 
Kessler. (New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Nov. 
1971, p. 857-8.
TAXATION, NEW ZEALAND
Niculescu, B. M. Taxation and the New Zealand way of life. 
Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), May 1971, p. 363-7.
Ross, L. N. Taxation and the accountant. Accountants’ journal 
(N.Z.), v. 49, March 1971, p. 272-8.
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Baylis, A. W. Investment allowance; alternative accounting 
treatments. Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 49, March 1971, 
p. 288-90.
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Orsman, W. J. Depreciation allowances and farm machinery. 
Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 49, May 1971, p. 368-70.
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treatments. Accountants’ journal (N.A.), v. 49, March 1971, 
p. 288-90.
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Molloy, Anthony P. Arrangements caught by s. 108 Land and 




North Carolina. Department of revenue. Intangibles tax 
division. Stock and bond values as of December 31, 1970, 
for computing intangible personal property tax and income 
tax. Includes taxable percentages for income and intangi­
bles tax purposes. Chicago, Commerce clearing house, 
1971. 55 p. (North Carolina tax reports. Special report.)
[*758.1 N]
Property
North Carolina. Department of revenue. Intangibles tax 
division. Stock and bond values as of December 31, 1970, 
for computing intangible personal property tax and income 
tax. Includes taxable percentages for income and intangi­
bles tax purposes. Chicago, Commerce clearing house, 
1971. 55 p. ( North Carolina tax reports. Special report.) 
[*758.1 N]
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North Carolina. Department of revenue. Intangibles tax 
division Stock and bond values as of December 31, 1970, 
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1971. 55 p. (North Carolina tax reports. Special report.)
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Cameron, John R. Taxation of university property: a case 
study. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 456- 
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TAXATION, NYASALAND PROTECTORATE 
See Taxation, Malawi
TAXATION of payment to or from union depends on purpose. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 6, May 1971, p. 283-4.
TAXATION, OKLAHOMA
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Larason, Timothy M. New Oklahoma income tax law, by 
Timothy M. Larason and Noel Kirch. Oklahoma CPA, v. 
10, Oct. 1971, p. 5-13.
TAXATION, ONTARIO
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Ontario: 1960-1969. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, July-Aug. 
1971, p. 340-78.
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98, May 1971, p. 365-7.
Gains and losses
Arbuckle, J. E. Ontario capital tax — a new area for tax 
planning. (Tax talk) Cost and management (Canada), v. 45, 
May-June 1971, p. 44-7.
Incentives
Bossons, John. Ontario proposals for a small business tax 
incentive. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, May-June 1971, p. 
173-84.
Huggett, Donald R. Here we go round the mulberry bush. 
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p. 77-9.
Russell, T. M. Ontario proposals for small business taxation. 
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---------Negative
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problem in Ontario. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, March- 
April 1971, p. 116-23.
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Huggett, Donald R. Here we go round the mulberry bush. 
(Taxation) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, July 1971, 
p. 77-9.
Small business
Bossons, John. Ontario proposals for a small business tax 
incentive. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, May-June 1971, p. 
173-84.
Russell, T. M. Ontario proposals for small business taxation. 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 98, April 1971, p. 256-9.
Venture capital
Bossons, John. Ontario proposals for a small business tax 




Lucier, Richard L. Oregon tax substitution referendum: the 
prediction of voting behavior. National tax journal, v. 24, 
March 1971, p. 87-90.
Sales and use taxes
Lucier, Richard L. Oregon tax substitution referendum: the 
prediction of voting behavior. National tax journal, v. 24, 
March 1971, p. 87-90.
TAXATION, PAKISTAN
Japan tax association. Asian taxation, 1970. Tokyo, 1971. 229 
p. [*759 J]
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Bhimji, Hyder Ali. Corporate taxation in Pakistan. Finance, 
taxation and company law (Pakistan), v. 3, Feb. 1971, p. 55-6, 
78.
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Pasha, Iqbal Naeem. Comments on working draft of the new 
income tax law. Finance, taxation and company law 
(Pakistan), v. 3, Feb. 1971, p. 57-71.
TAXATION, PENNSYLVANIA
Commerce clearing house, inc. 1971 guidebook to 
Pennsylvania taxes. Chicago, c1971. 184 p. [*758.1 P)
Blockage rule
Taxation — inapplicability of blockage theory in personal 
property evaluation. (Notes) University of Kansas law 
review, v. 19, Fall 1970, p. 153-9.
Corporations
Schwarz, Frederick A. Recent developments in corporate tax 
cases. Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 41, Feb. 1971, p. 
9-11.
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Property
Taxation - inapplicability of blockage theory in personal 
property evaluation. (Notes) University of Kansas law 
review, v. 19, Fall 1970, p. 153-9.
Revision
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Lalley, Robert B. Pennsylvania sales tax, by Robert B. Lalley 
and Terry B. Arch. Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 41, Feb. 
1971, p. 7-8.
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Japan tax association. Asian taxation, 1970. Tokyo, 1971. 229 
p. [*759 J]
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Carague, Guillermo N. Deferred compensation. SVG journal, 
no. 2, 1971, p. 8-13.
TAXATION — property — assessment of leasehold interests in 
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review, v. 46, July 1971, p. 795-804.
TAXATION, PUERTO RICO
Duncan, Egerton W. Current planning with foreign subs; 
WHTCs, Puerto Rico, possessions exclusion. (International 
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Ernst and Ernst. Puerto Rico; a digest of principal taxes. New 
York, c1971. 81 p. (International business series) [*759.1 P]
International tax meeting for clients of Peat, Marwick, 
Mitchell and company, 2d, New York, 1968 (Proceedings.) 
New York, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and company, c1969. 
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name of meeting: International tax roundtable.) [*750.2 I]
Mihaly, Zoltan M. Tax aspects of Puerto Rican Manufactur­
ing operations. Orford, N. H., Equity publishing corp., 
c1968. 149 p. [*759.1 P]
Puerto Rico. Department of the treasury. Office of economic 
and financial research What you should know about taxes 
in Puerto Rico. 1971 ed. San Juan, 1970. 101 p. [*759.1 P]
Puerto Rico. Department of the treasury Office of economic 
and financial research What you should know about taxes 
in Puerto Rico. 1972 ed. San Juan, 1972. 101 p. [*759.1 P]
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Huggett, Donald R. Here we go round the mulberry bush. 
(Taxation) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, July 1971, 
p, 77-9.
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Huggett, Donald R. Here we go round the mulberry bush. 
(Taxation) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, July 1971, 
p. 77-9.
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Japan tax association. Asian taxation, 1970. Tokyo, 1971. 229
p. [*759 J]
Incentives
Hong, Lee Fook. Changes in the tax incentives law of 
Singapore. International accountant, v. 4, Jan.-March 1971, 
p. 20-1.
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Hong, Lee Fook. History of income tax legislation in Singa­
pore and Malaysia. International accountant, v. 40, Oct.- 
Dec. 1970, p. 102-16.
Singapore, university. Department of business administration 
Singapore foreign investment guide. Singapore, First 
national city bank, 1969. 58 p. [*759.1 S]
TAXATION, SOUTH AFRICA
Corporations
Cilliers, H. S. Latest taxation recommendations of the Com­
mission of enquiry into fiscal and monetary policy in South 
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p. 157-9; June 1971, p. 207-12; July 1971, p. 237-41.
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Barrie, J. L. Principles applied in determining the capital or 
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Johannesburg, Transvaal society of accountants, 1965. 15 p.
[*759.1 S]
Cilliers, H. S. Latest taxation recommendations of the Com­
mission of enquiry into fiscal and monetary policy in South 
Africa. South African chartered accountant, v. 7, May 1971, 
p. 157-9; June 1971, p. 207-12; July 1971, p. 237-41.
Revision
Cilliers, H. S. Latest taxation recommendations of the Com­
mission of enquiry into fiscal and monetary policy in South 
Africa. South African chartered accountant, v. 7, May 1971, 
p. 157-9; June 1971, p. 207-12; July 1971, p. 237-41.
Withholding
Cilliers, H. S. Latest taxation recommendations of the Com­
mission of enquiry into fiscal and monetary policy in South 
Africa. South African chartered accountant, v. 7, May 1971, 




Ameiss, Albert P. Developing nations and tax-ordained 
accounting principles — the Swedish model. International 
journal of accounting education and research, v. 6, Spring 
1971, p. 89-102.
Price Waterhouse and company. Information guide for doing 
business in Sweden. New York, c1970. 49 p. [*759.1 S]
Investments
Whitman, George E. How to step up investment. Certified 
accountants journal (Eng.), Jan. 1971, p. 11-13.
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University of Texas at Austin, 1970 Proceedings: December 
13-15, 1970. Austin, Tex., Institute of public affairs. Univer­
sity of Texas at Austin, 1971. 133 p. [*750.2 I]
Mobile home parks
Institute for tax assessors, I2th Institute of public affairs, 
University of Texas at Austin, 1970. Proceedings: December 
13-15, 1970. Austin, Tex., Institute of public affairs. Univer­
sity of Texas at Austin, 1971. 133 p. '[*750.2 I]
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Institute for tax assessors, 12th Institute of public affairs, 
University of Texas at Austin, 1970. Proceedings: December 
13-15, 1970. Austin, Tex., Institute of public affairs, Univer­
sity of Texas at Austin, 1971. 133 p. [*750.2 I]
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should I incorporate? Texas CPA, v. 44, July 1971, p. 30-9.
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Institute for tax assessors, 12th Institute of public affairs, 
University of Texas at Austin, 1970. Proceedings: December 
13-15, 1970. Austin, Tex., Institute of public affairs, Univer­
sity of Texas at Austin, 1971. 133 p. [*750.2 I]
Real estate
Institute for tax assessors, 12th Institute of public affairs, 
University of Texas at Austin, 1970. Proceedings: December 
13-15, 1970. Austin, Tex., Institute of public affairs, Univer­
sity of Texas at Austin, 1971. 133 p. [*750.2 I]
TAXATION, THAILAND
Japan tax association. Asian taxation, 1970. Tokyo, 1971. 229 
p. [*759 J]
TAXATION, TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Price Waterhouse and company. Information guide for doing 
business in Trinidad and Tobago. New York, c1971. 28 p.
[*759.1 T]
TAXATION, UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
See Taxation, Developing countries also Taxation, 
under name of specific country
TAXATION, UNITED STATES
American bar association. Section, of taxation Annual report. 
Tax lawyer, v. 24, Summer 1971, entire issue.
American institute of certified public accountants. Working 
with the revenue code, 1971. Edited by Don J. Summa. 
New York, c1971. 249 p. [*751 A]
Bronfenbrenner, Martin. Diminishing returns from taxation? 
The case re-examined. National tax journal, v. 23, Dec. 
1970, p. 463-7.
Commerce clearing house, inc. Source notes and finding lists 
for the Internal revenue code. Chicago, c1971. 1 v. (various 
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edition.) [*751 C]
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Hotson, John H. Fiscal and monetary policy reconsidered: 
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61, June 1971, p. 448-51.
Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970 
Proceedings, edited by Henry Sellin. New York, Matthew 
Bender, c1971. 2 v. (2284 p.) [751 N]
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management review, v. 13, Summer 1971, p. 5-17.
National tax association conference on taxation, 63rd, 
Honolulu, 1970. Proceedings..., edited by Stanley J. Bowers. 
Columbus, O., National tax association, 1971. 519 p.
[751 N]
Pechman, Joseph A. Federal tax policy, rev. ed. Washington, 
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Prentice-Hall, inc. Federal tax handbook, 1971. Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J., c1971. 619 p. [*751 P]
Raymond, John J. Many 1970 developments directly affected 
preparation of 1971 returns. Taxation for accountants, v. 6, 
Feb. 1971, p. 68-73.
Statham, Robert R. 1971 outlook for federal tax legislation. 
National public accountant, v. 16, March 1971, p. 8-11, 30. 
Cooperative accountant, v. 24, Spring 1971, p. 28-31, 34-8.
Tulane tax institute, 20th, New Orleans, 1970. Proceedings, 
edited by Hoffman F. Fuller. Baton Rouge, La., Claitor’s 
publishing division, c1971. 462 p. (“Sponsored by the 
School of law and the Graduate school of business admin­
istration, Tulane university, New Orleans.”) [750.2 T]
United Spates. Department of the treasury. Asset deprecia­
tion range (ADR) system. Washington, U.S. government 
printing office, 1971. various paging. New asset deprecia­
tion range system. Chicago, Commerce clearing house, 
1971. 176 p. (Standard federal tax reports, v. 58, no. 32, June 
23, 1971, pt. 2, Not as complete as Dept. of the treasury 
ed.) [*751 U]
Viser, Festus Justin, ed. Taxation: dollars and sense. Mem­
phis, Tenn., Memphis state university press, c1971. 84 p. 
(M. L. Seldman memorial town hall lecture series, no. 4)
[751.5 V]
ABC transactions
Bullion, J. W. ABC deal: is there a reasonable facsimile? (In 
Institute on oil and gas law and taxation, 22d, 
Southwestern legal foundation, Dallas, 1971. Proceedings. 
p. 179-96. [250 Oil 2]
Monteith, Edward E., Jr. Future petroleum financing and 
financing post Tax reform act acquisitions. (In Institute on 
oil and gas law and taxation, 22d, Southwestern legal 
foundation, Dallas, 1971. Proceedings. p. 197-206.)
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Peschel, John L. Coping with the problems created by the 
Proposed Regulations under Section 636. (Taxation of oil 
and gas) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Oct. 1971, p. 236-9.
Peschel, John L. Oil and gas tax planning: post-Reform act 
impact of CA-5’s Brooks decision. (Special tax treatment) 
Journal of taxation, v. 34, Jan. 1971, p. 54-6.
Accountants' office
CPA’s cost of acquiring the account of a single client ruled 
deductible as a loss. (Tax roundtable) Connecticut CPA, v. 
35, Dec. 1971, p. 31-2.
Earlier write-off of cost of an accounting practice. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 7, Dec. 1971, p. 335.
Garian, Harry Z. Accountant may deduct purchase price of 
single client upon loss of account. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 638.
Accounting methods
See Also Taxation, United States, under subheadings: 
Accrual basis;
Cash basis
AICPA taxation division testifies on IRS proposal. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 20, 22
American institute of certified public accountants. Division of 
federal taxation. Recommendations for amendments to the 
Internal revenue code; submitted to the Committee on 
ways and means, House of representatives, August 1971. 
New York, 1971. 99 p. [*751 A]
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analysis, by C. Richard Cox and Carl L. Glassberg. Tax 
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p. 239.
Elder, Peter. Sale of accounts receivable before changeover 
to installment method. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, April
1971, p. 241.
Estes, Carl, II. Proposed long-term contract regulation — the 
need for reconsideration, by Carl Estes, II and Donald F. 
Wood. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, Oct. 1971, p. 581-99.
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ular tax purposes. Taxation for accountants, v. 7, Sept. 1971, 
p. 159.
Garian, Harry Z. Amortizing new computer’s software costs 
after expensing old computer’s costs constitutes accounting 
method change, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, July 1971, p. 441-2.
Garian, Harry Z. Book reversal of accrued expense liabilities 
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collection expired. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, 
p. 123-4.
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cycle is a change of accounting method. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 689-90.
Garian, Harry Z. IRS relaxes rules for requesting changes in 
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viser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 53-5.
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Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 56-8.
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Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 122-3.
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ings. p. 1033-54.) [751 N]
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Feb. 1971, p. 108.
Gage, Martin A. New education expense deduction cases 
exhibit a liberalizing trend. (Personal tax problems) Journal 
of taxation, v. 34, Feb. 1971, p. 66-9.
Garian, Harry Z. Barring perennial bachelors from depen­
dent care deduction is constitutional. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 188.
Garian, Harry Z. CPA review course expenses not deductible 
by staff accountant. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 
1971, p. 62.
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accrued deduction. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, 
p. 634-5.
Garian, Harry Z. Contribution deduction based on CSV, not 
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and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 
1971, p. 377-8.
Garian, Harry Z. Dividend tax court insists ordinary deduc­
tion is allowable for officer’s repayment of “insider’s 
profits.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 765-6.
Garian, Harry Z. Estate tax deduction denied for voluntary 
payment of tax due on surviving spouse’s gift. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 187-8.
Garian, Harry Z. Exchange of notes payable with subchapter 
S corporation fails to produce tax basis for shareholder’s 
NOL deduction. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, 
p. 120-1.
Garian, Harry Z. Extent of shareholder’s personal use of 
corporate property based on total time actually used. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 114-15.
Garian, Harry Z. Fees paid to psychological study orga­
nization which secured employment held deductible. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 573.
Garian, Harry Z. No-formula, profit-sharing contribution 
accruable as deduction in year board resolution adopted 
and publicized, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 502.
Garian; Harry Z. Property taxes on business and income- 
producing properties must be deducted in computing 
adjusted gross income, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 249.
Garian, Harry Z. Restate rulings for business clothes deduc­
tions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 61.
Garian, Harry Z. Rules for cash basis deduction of accum­
ulated interest on prior note. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
March 1971, p. 185-6.
Garian, Harry Z. Tentative state income payment in excess 
of liability not accruable as deduction, by Harry Z. Garian 
and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 
1971, p. 507.
Gerson, Gerald A. 1969 Tax reform act changes affecting the 
1970 form 1040. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45, Jan.-Feb. 
1971, p. 6-8, 10. Taxation for accountants, v. 6, Feb. 1971, p. 
74-8.
Glassberg, Car) L. Year of deduction of payroll taxes. (Tax 
talk) Retail control, v. 39, Jan. 1971, p. 41-3.
Goldberg, Steven S. Special care is required in choice of 
appreciated property to be given away. Taxation for ac­
countants, v. 7, Aug. 1971, p. 88-96.
Gourdji, Alfred R. Charitable contributions and tax reform.
(Tax notes) SDL newsletter, v. 8, Winter 1970-71, p. 12-13. 
How to document a deduction for contributed property. (Just
what the agent ordered) Taxation for accountants, v. 6, June 
1971, p. 356-7.
How to increase sales tax deduction on individual 1040. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 6, March 1971, p. 164.
How to lose a deduction when incorporating a business. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 6, June 1971, p. 359.
In what year are taxes deductible? Taxation for accountants, 
v. 6, Feb. 1971, p. 111.
Individual’s tax deduction depends on what is taxed and who 
the taxpayer is. Taxation for accountants, v. 7, July 1971, p. 
28-9.
Kalish, Richard H. Allocation and apportionment of deduc­
tions between U.S. and foreign source income, by Richard 
H. Kalish and Paul M. Bodner. Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, 
p. 534-42.
Katten, Melvin L. New tax rules for charitable contributions. 
(Tax practitioner’s workshop) National public accountant, v. 
16, Aug. 1971, p. 27-9.
Katz, Gerald M. Deductibility of legal fees. Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Feb. 1971, p. 81-90.
Katz, Gerald M. How to get the maximum deduction for 
professional fees. Practical accountant, v. 4, July-Aug. 1971, 
p. 56-62.
Lee, Lawrence J. Income taxation of estates: an outline. Tax 
counselor’s quarterly, v. 14, Sept. 1970, p. 375-417.
Livsey, Robert C. Charitable deductions: planning under the 
new restrictions. (Tax notes) American bar association 
journal, v. 57, March 1971, p. 274-77.
Luby, J. Carroll. Assault on the interest deduction. Arthur 
Young journal, Winter-Spring 1971, p. 27-32.
Mauriello, Joseph A. Businessman’s federal tax guide. 
Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin c1971. 1012 p. (“Also 
published under the title The Irwin federal income tax 
course: a comprehensive text. ”) [754 M]
Not all employee expenses are deductible. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 6, Jan. 1971, p. 50.
Olsen, Hans P. Prop. Regs, clarify many aspects of new 
complex charitable contribution deduction rules, by Hans 
P. Olsen and Howard L. Gleit. (Personal tax problems) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Aug. 1971, p. 66-74.
O’Neill, Albert C., Jr. Reasonable, but nondeductible, “Com­
pensation”? (Tax notes) American bar association journal, v. 
57, Jan. 1971, p. 82-5.
Price, William E. “Eat, drink and be merry” at the expense of 
the federal fisc. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, March 
1971, p. 175-86.
Prop. Regs for trusts and estates charitable deduction. 
(Estates, trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Oct. 
1971, p. 243-4.
Regs issued on deductions of bribes and kickbacks. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 7, Sept. 1971, p. 163.
Sanden, B. Kenneth. Tax aspects of President Nixon’s new 
economic game plan, by B. Kenneth Sanden and Robert C. 
Odmark. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Oct. 1971, 
p. 194-7.
Senate committee points out common deductions often 
overlooked by taxpayers. Practical accountant, v. 4, Nov.- 
Dec. 1971, p. 14.
Sjostrand, Gene O. Rising taxes cut consumer spending 
power. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, June 1971, p. 341- 
50.
Some “gifts” to charities are not deductible. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 7, Aug. 1971, p. 126-7.
Tax court strictly construes year of loss realization. (Account­
ing) Journal of taxation, v. 34, March 1971, p. 183-4.
Teitell, Conrad. Pooled income funds under the Tax reform 
act. Trusts and estates, v. 110, Aug. 1971, p. 625-7, 690-3.
When are a taxpayer’s activities a trade or business? Taxation 
for accountants, v. 6, April 1971, p. 206-7.
When does ownership of tax-exempt bonds kill deduction? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 6, June 1971, p. 358-9.
Deferred compensation
See Taxation, United States — Compensation for 
services
Deferred taxes
See Taxes — Accounting
Deltide fishing and rental tools, inc., case
Cunnane, Thomas F. Acquiring capital items for non-capital 
purposes, or when is a capital asset not a capital asset? (In 
Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York university,
1970. Proceedings. p. 705-27.) [751 N]
Demolition losses
Building demolition. Taxation for accountants, v. 7, Sept. 1971, 
p. 153.
Deductibility for lessees’ demolition: split widens. (Account­
ing) Journal of taxation, v. 35, July 1971, p. 58-9.
Demolition deduction depends on purpose in buying prop­
erty. Taxation for accountants, v. 6, April 1971, p. 228-9.
Dependents
Due process-equal protection — Internal revenue code’s 
provision allowing deduction for care of certain depen­
dents held not to discriminate unconstitutionally against 
never-married males — Moritz v. Commissioner. (Com­
ments) New York university law review, v. 46, May 1971, p. 
597-605.
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Oct. 1971, p. 629.
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What is support? (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, 
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for accountants, v. 6, June 1971, p. 338-41.
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accountants, v. 6, June 1971, p. 336.
Deposit funds
See Taxation, United States — Investment companies 
and trusts
Taxation, United States — Mutual funds
Depreciation and depletion
Bersch, Neil R. Minimum tax for tax preferences, by Neil R. 
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Bittker, Boris I. Treasury authority to issue the proposed 
“asset depreciation range system” regulations. Taxes — the 
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Block, Julian. Unclaimed depreciation in a net worth pros­
ecution can be a two-edged sword. (Fraud and negligence) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, July 1971, p. 44-6.
Borini, Mario P. Disproportionate allocation of depreciation 
deduction to a partner. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 
1971, p. 555-6.
Cohen, Albert H. Effect of Rev. proc. 70-27 on bad debt and 
depreciation changes. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, July 
1971, p. 434.
Commerce clearing house, inc. New business depreciation 
rules, announced by the Treasury department on January 
11, 1971. Statements of President Nixon and Treasury 
secretary Kennedy. Chicago, 1971. 56 p. (Standard federal 
tax reports, v. 58, no. 4. Extra edition.) [*751 C]
Commerce clearing house, inc. 1971 depreciation guide, 
including new ADR system. Chicago, c1971. 221 p. (Stan­
dard federal tax reports, v. 58, no. 40 (extra ed.), Aug. 17, 
1971. CCH tax analysis series.) [751 C]
Farber, Paul. New elevators and escalators still eligible for 
SYD or DDB depreciation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
June 1971, p. 361-2.
Feinschreiber, Robert. Selecting assets for additional first 
year depreciation. Michigan certified public accountant, v. 22, 
Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 21-4.
Finkston, Herbert. Proposed regulations: ADR and account­
ing for long-term contracts. (Professions at work) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, July 1971, p. 425-9.
Garian, Harry Z. Increase interest and life expectancy factors 
used in actuarial valuation tables. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 58-9.
Gatewood, Robert P. Tax shelters. CLU journal, v. 25, July 
1971, p. 46-50.
Gilhooly, J. R. Low income housing projects: sales and tax- 
free reinvestments; the new rules. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
1069-74.) [751 N]
IRS adopts asset depreciation range (ADR) system. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Aug. 1971, p. 16, 18.
Jacoby, Richard A. Earnings and profits: a not so theoretical 
concept — some winds of change. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
649-85.) [751 N]
Joraanstad, Sig. Investment credit life may be longer than 
depreciation life. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 
734-5.
Leighton, Richard V. Tax and accounting problems on the 
purchase/sale of a basket of assets. (In Haskins and Sells. 
Selected papers 1970. New York, 1971, p. 288-307.) [110 H]
Many depreciation changes may be made without permis­
sion. Taxation for accountants, v. 6, May-June 1971, p. 328-9.
Mauriello, Joseph A. Businessman’s federal tax guide. 
Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin c1971. 1012 p. (“Also 
published under the title The Irwin federal income tax 
course: a comprehensive text. ”) [754 M]
Monyek, Robert H. New ADR proposed Regs: how to use 
them for maximum advantage. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 34, May 1971, p. 306-8.
Monyek, Robert H. New depreciation revision raises quest­
ions as to prior years. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 
34, March 1971, p. 182-3.
Mullen, Louis E. Is too much depreciation being charged? 
Georgia CPA, v. 12, no. 4, 1970-71, p. 27-8.
Nurnberg, Hugo. Tax allocation for differences in original 
base. Journal of accounting research, v. 8, Autumn 1970, p. 
217-31.
Pye, Allen E. Current developments in oil and gas taxation. 
(In Institute on oil and gas law and taxation, 22d, 
Southwestern legal foundation, Dallas, 1971. Proceedings. 
p. 329-39.) [250 Oil 2]
Recent developments make additional first-year depreciation 
even more attractive. Taxation for accountants, v. 7, Nov. 
1971, p. 273-4.
Specialized depreciation methods. (Taxes in figures) Taxation 
for accountants, v. 7, Dec. 1971, p. 375.
Stevenson, Willis C. What Congress hath wrought, let tax 
advisers put together (Sections 167, 1231, 1245 and 1250), 
by Willis C. Stevenson and J. Bruce Sefert. Tax adviser, v. 
2, Aug. 1971, p. 475-82.
Tax foundation’s national conference, 22nd, New York, 1970 
Shifting tax burden: implications for capital investment. 
New York, Tax foundation, 1971. 56 p. [*750.2 T]
United States. Congress. Revenue act of 1971; conference 
report to accompany H.R. 10947, December 4, 1971. Eng­
lewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1971. 59 p. (House report, 
no. 92-708. 92d Congress, 1st session. Federal taxes report 
bulletin, v. 52, section 2, no. 49, Dec. 8, 1971.) [*751 U]
United States. Congress. Revenue bill of 1971; text of H. R. 
10947 as it goes to the House and Senate for final approval. 
New York, Commerce clearing house, c1971. 86 p. (Stan­
dard federal tax reports, v. 58, no. 57, Dec. 7, 1971. Extra ed. 
CCH special 7. 92d Congress, 1st session. “. . . CCH editors 
have ‘pieced together’ the pertinent portions of the House 
and Senate provisions to produce the final version of the 
bill in this Special report.”) [*751 U]
Worthy, K. Martin. ADR depreciation regulations. Tax 
adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 267-71.
---------Accelerated
Brookings conference on the effects of tax policy, Washing­
ton, 1967. Tax incentives and capital spending; papers 
presented at a conference of experts held on November 3, 
1967. Gary Fromm, editor. Washington, Brookings institu­
tion, c1971. 301 p. (Studies of government finance) [751.5 B]
Faulty depreciation election does not limit taxpayer to the 
straight-line method. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 
34, June 1971, p. 332-3.
Holt, William L. Short analysis of depreciation. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 52, Feb. 1971, p. 21-2.
Kelley, William A., Jr. Proposed Regs on depreciating 1250 
property contain unexpected limitations. (Real estate) 
Journal of taxation, v. 34, April 1971, p. 232-5.
Kelly, Michael G. Taxes, depreciation, and capital waste. 
National tax journal, v. 24, March 1971, p. 31-6.
Sunley, Emil M., Jr. 1971 depreciation revision: measures of 
effectiveness. National tax journal, v. 24, March 1971, p. 19- 
30.
---------Asset depreciation range system
Bersch, Neil R. New asset depreciation range system — what 
does it mean to your business? By Neil R. Bersch and 
Cheryl Golnick. Valuation consultant, v. 8, Aug. 1971, p. 1.
Commerce clearing house, inc. 1971 depreciation guide, 
including new ADR system. Chicago, c197l. 221 p. (Stand­
ard federal tax reports, v. 58, no. 40 (extra ed.), Aug. 17, 
1971. CCH tax analysis series.) [*751 C]
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ization policy explained. Motel/ motor inn journal, v. 35, 
Nov. 1971, p. 44, 46-7.
Monyek, Robert H. Asset depreciation range regulations 
adopted with no major changes. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 35, Sept. 1971, p. 150-2.
National conference on depreciation reform and capital 
recovery policy, Washington, 1971. Proceedings: April 21,
1971. Washington, Committee on taxation, National as­
sociation of manufacturers, 1971. 39 p. [*751 N]
O’Keefe, John P. Asset depreciation range system. (Federal 
and state taxation) New Jersey CPA, v. 42, Summer 1971, p. 
23-9.
O’Keefe, John P. How to get maximum benefits from the new 
ADR depreciation rules, by John P. O’Keefe and Robert 
W. Buesser. Practical accountant, v. 4, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p.
21-3 .
Phillips, Lawrence C. Recent Treasury proposals and their 
impact upon business investment decisions and financial 
accounting practices. Texas CPA, v. 44, Oct. 1971, p. 6, 8, 
10-12, 14.
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Thomas Scholler, Irwin Wagner and Gerald Warnick. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 7, Sept. 1971, p. 132-41.
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(ADR) election. Taxation for accountants, 7, Nov. 1971, p. 
315-16.
Svanberg, Lance C. Liberalized depreciation system propo­
sed. (Federal and Louisiana income taxation) Louisiana 
certified public accountant, v. 30, Summer 1971, p. 59-62.
United States. House of representatives. Revenue bill of 
1971: text of H.R. 10947 as ordered reported to the House 
on September 29, 1971 (and) CCH highlights. Chicago, 
Commerce clearing house, c1971. 108 p. (Standard federal 
tax reports, v. 58, no. 47, September 30, 1971. Extra ed. 
CCH special 1.92d Congress, 1st session.) [*751 U]
United States. House of representatives. Committee on ways 
and means. Revenue act of 1971; report, with dissenting 
views, to accompany H.R. 10947, to provide a job develop­
ment investment credit, to reduce individual income taxes, 
to reduce certain excise taxes, and for other purposes, 
September 29, 1971. Chicago, Commerce clearing house, 
1971. 110 p. (Cover title: Revenue bill of 1971 (H.R. 10947); 
report of the House Committee on ways and means, 
general explanation. House report, no. 92-533, 92d Con­
gress, 1st session. Standard federal tax reports, v. 58, no. 47, 
October 1, 1971. Second extra ed. CCH special 2)
[*751 U] A
United States. House of representatives. Committee on ways 
and means. Tax proposals contained in the President’s new 
economic policy. Hearings, 92d Congress, 1st session, 
September 7, 9, 13-17, 1971. Washington, U.S. Government 
printing office, 1971. 4 v. (1362 p.) [*751 U]
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explanation.) Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1971. 
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11, 1971.) [*751 U]
Wisniewski, Henry G. Tax depreciation reform — the asset 
depreciation range (ADR) system, by Henry G. Wisniewski 
and William E. Parker. Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 592- 
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---------Assets, Intangible
Glover, James M. Depreciation of intangibles: the patent 
application. (Notes) Washburn law journal, v. 10, Winter 
1971, p. 306-14.
Intangibles can be amortized if taxpayer can prove a limited 
useful life. Taxation for accountants, v. 7, Aug. 1971, p. 78-9.
---------Buildings
Building depreciation: the whole or the sum of its parts. 
(Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 6, April 1971, 
p. 231.
Component depreciation of real property. (Federal taxation) 
New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Nov. 1971, p. 861, 
863.
Depreciation on leased building? CA-1 disagrees with CA-8. 
(Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 34, Jan. 1971, p. 24.
Garian, Harry Z. Purchaser of property subject to lease 
cannot depreciate lessee’s building — CA-1 and CA-8 
conflict. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 190.
Grey, Francis J. Real estate shelters and tax reform. Real 
estate review, v. 1, Summer 1971, p. 19-25.
Schoenfeld, Marcus. “Federal income tax in relation to 
housing:” a commentary, by Marcus Schoenfeld and Ivan 
S. Steinberg. Tax lawyer, v. 24, Winter 1971, p. 347-63.
Schwartz, Sheldon. “Harsh” means “lenient” for real estate 
investors. (Tax topics) Real estate review, v. 1, Fall 1971, p. 
98.
Simon, Martin. Six “bread and butter” planning techniques 
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1971, p. 94-7.
---------Chemical industry
Pitts, James E. Impact of tax policy on investment behavior 
in the chemical industry, 1951-65, by James E. Pitts and 
William M. Whitaker, III. (Functional and behavioral 




Sunley, Emil M., Jr. Optimum switch from double-declining 
balance to sum-of-the-years digits depreciation. (Corre­
spondence) Accounting review, v. 46, July 1971, p. 574-82.
---------Farmers
Durham, Ben F., Jr. Farms and farming: gentleman farmers, 
new hobby loss rules; holding period; etc. (In Institute on 
federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceed­
ings. p. 1527-68.) [751 N]
---------Foreign
See Taxation — Depreciation and depletion, under 
name of specific political area
---------Foundations
Linden, William M. Oil and gas interests held by private 
foundations after the Tax reform act. (In Institute on oil 
and gas law and taxation, 22d, Southwestern legal founda­
tion, Dallas, 1971. Proceedings. p. 279-303.) [250 Oil 2]
---------Gas, Natural
Lane, Norman H. Effect of the Tax reform act on the 
investor in oil and gas. (In Southern California tax insti­
tute, 23rd, University of Southern California law center, 
1971. Major tax planning for 1971. p. 673-95.) [750.2 S].
Miller, Kenneth G. Oil and gas federal income taxation. 1971 
ed. Chicago, Commerce clearing house, 1971. 553 p.
[250 Oil 2]
Peschel, John L. Oil and gas tax planning: post-Reform act 
impact of CA-5’s Brooks decision. (Special tax treatment) 
Journal of taxation, v. 34, Jan. 1971, p. 54-6.
---------Housing
Sunley, Emil M., Jr. Tax incentive for the rehabilitation of 
housing. Appraisal journal, v. 39, July 1971, p. 381-94.
---------Leased buildings
Acquirers of lease property: depreciation problem. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 6, Jan. 1971, p. 33-4.
Depreciation on leased building? CA-1 disagrees with CA-8. 
(Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 34, Jan. 1971, p. 24.
Taxation — depreciation — purchaser of leased property may 
not take deductions for depreciation of lessee’s im­
provements. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 24, 
May 1971, p. 851-61.
---------Leased equipment
Goldstein, William M. Equipment leasing after the 1969 act. 
(In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York univer­
sity, 1970. Proceedings. p. 1589-1630.) [751 N]
---------Leases
Meyer, Charles R. Tax aspects of lease transactions. Tax 
executive, v. 23, July 1971, p. 616-50.
---------Machinery and equipment
Kelly, Michael G. Taxes, depreciation, and capital waste. 
National tax journal, v. 24, March 1971, p. 31-6.
Larger depreciation deductions under new ADR system. 
Practical accountant, v. 4, March-April 1971, p. 44-5.
Sanden, B. Kenneth. What does the Task force report mean 
to business? Price Waterhouse review, v. 16, Spring 1971, p. 
4-11. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, June 1971, p. 351-62.
Simplified and modernized system of depreciation allowances 
for machinery and equipment. (Under control) Retail 
control, v. 39, April-May 1971, p. 40-7.
Sunley, Emil M., Jr. 1971 depreciation revision: measure of 
effectiveness. National tax journal, v. 24, March 1971, p. 19- 
30.
---------Mining and metallurgy
Peel, Fred W. “Gross income from mining” for hard miner­
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nonresident aliens in foreign personal holding companies. 
(Notes) Virginia law review, v. 57, May 1971, p. 657-75.
Section 963
Gifford, William C., Jr. “Excess” distributions under Section 
963: computation of the foreign tax credit. (Notes) Tax law 
review, v. 26, Jan. 1971, p. 317-28.
Section 1011
Fine, James G. Donations of appreciated property: the 
illusory constructive sale election and the impact of the 
1969 Tax reform act. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, July 
1971, p. 417-32.
Jackson, James K. New rules governing bargain sales to 
charitable organizations under the Tax reform act of 1969. 
Tax lawyer, v. 24, Winter 1971, p. 279-86.
Olsen, Hans P. Prop. Regs. clarify many aspects of new 
complex charitable contribution deduction rules, by Hans 
P. Olsen and Howard L. Gleit. (Personal tax problems) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Aug. 1971, p. 66-74.
Section 1012
Garian, Harry Z. Nontaxable dividends must be applied pro 
rata against separate blocks of stock, by Harry Z. Garian 
and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, May 
1971, p. 313-14.
Section 1014
Basis of jointly-held property. (Estate planning) New York 
certified public accountant, v. 41, Sept. 1971, p. 687-8.
Section 1031
Fleisher, Norma. Tax-free exchanges: how like-kind property 
can be transferred without tax cost. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 6, June 1971, p. 366-9.
Righter, Ralph. Pyramiding your way to wealth with the real 
estate exchange. Real estate review, v. 1, Fall 1971, p. 89-97.
Scheffer, David M. Tax-free voluntary and involuntary 
exchanges. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New 
York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 231-53.) [751 N]
Section 1033
Clurman, Herman. Who is a qualified “taxpayer” for the 
nonrecognition benefits of Section 1033? (Accounting) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Sept. 1971, p. 154-6.
Garian, Harry Z. Income-producing and personal residences 
are not “similar in use.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 
1971, p. 60-1.
Garian, Harry Z. Life beneficiary’s interest is “like kind” to 
trust’s condemned land. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 
1971, p. 126.
Garian, Harry S. Lump sum from involuntary sale of business 
may be apportioned among properties — Sec. 1033. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 60.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 1033: proceeds of single fire insurance 
policy allocable among “different kind” properties. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 124-5.
Johnson, Tom G. Federal income taxation: taxability of 
condemnation awards. (Notes and comments) Oklahoma 
law review, v. 24, May 1971, p. 257-61.
Nonrecognition of gain on involuntary conversions — effect 
of mortgages. (Federal taxation) New York certified public 
accountant, v. 41, Dec. 1971, p. 950.
Scheffer, David M. Tax-free voluntary and involuntary 
exchanges. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New 
York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 231-53.) [751 N]
Scholwinski, Joseph P., Jr. Drought: possible income tax 
relief. (Tax topics) Texas CPA, v. 44, Oct. 1971, p. 51-2.
Watch the involuntary conversion: there may be an “involun­
tary” election. Taxation for accountants, v. 7, July 1971, p. 
37.
Section 1038
Repossessions can yield varying tax results. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 7, Aug. 1971, p. 96-7.
Section 1039
Gilhooly, J. R. Low income housing projects: sales and tax- 
free reinvestments; the new rules. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
1069-74.) [751 N]
Katcher, Richard. Tax-sheltered investments in real estate 
under the 1969 Tax reform act. (In Southern California tax 
institute, 23rd, University of Southern California law 
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center, 1971. Major tax planning for 1971. p. 587-626.) 
[750.2 S]
Section 1201
Bell, Irving. Capital gains and losses: new rules, new results. 
(In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York univer­
sity, 1970. Proceedings. p. 137-54.) [751 N]
Orlin, Howard J. Planning capital gains under the 1969 act. 
(In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York univer­
sity, 1970. Proceedings p. 255-76.) [751 N]
Section 1221
Cunnane, Thomas F. Acquiring capital items for non-capital 
purposes, or when is a capital asset not a capital asset? (In 
Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 
1970. Proceedings. p. 705-27.) [751 N]
Finkston, Herbert. TRA proposed regulations: comments. 
(Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 495-7.
Section 1231
Cunnane, Thomas F. Acquiring capital items for non-capital 
purposes, or when is a capital asset not a capital asset? (In 
Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 
1970. Proceedings. p. 705-27.) [751 N]
Finkston, Herbert. TRA proposed regulations: comments. 
(Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 495-7.
Gain on installment sale of Section 1245 property. (Taxes in 
figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 6, June 1971, p. 341.
Holding period requirements a burden for livestock breeders. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 6, June 1971, p. 348.
Lehrfeld, William J. Annual tax on foundation income; rules 
governing distributions of income. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
1799-1868.) [751 N]
Muir, Hugh B. Tax advantage in farming before and after 
the Tax reform act of 1969: how much reform? Tax 
counselor’s quarterly, v. 15, March 1971, p. 1-59.
Operation of revised 1231 clarified by proposed Regs. (Ac­
counting) Journal of taxation, v. 34, April 1971, p. 210.
Reserve clause in player contracts complicates tax picture. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 7, July 1971, p. 36.
Stevenson, Willis C. What Congress hath wrought, let tax 
advisers put together (Sections 167, 1231, 1245 and 1250), 
by Willis C. Stevenson and J. Bruce Sefert. Tax adviser, v. 
2, Aug. 1971, p. 475-82.
Section 1232
Javaras, George B. Reform act changes in the original issue 
discount rules. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, April 1971, 
p. 197-210.
Landis, William B. Original issue discount after the Tax 
reform act of 1969. Tax lawyer, v. 24, Spring 1971, p. 435-52.
Section 1235
Breier, Robert G. Special provision for inventors insures 
capital gains but requires strict compliance. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 7, Oct. 1971, p. 226-31.
Gilbert, Ralph J. Recent developments in capital gain licen­
sing, by Ralph J. Gilbert and Lawrence H. Weltman. (Tax 
notes) American bar association journal, v. 57, June 1971, p. 
621-4.
Section 1237
Higgins, J. Warren. “Dealer” taint in real estate and how to 
avoid it. Taxation for accountants, v. 7, Aug. 1971, p. 98-102.
Section 1239
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 1239 inapplicable to sale of depreciable 
property between corporations controlled by same individ­
ual, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 317-18.
Watch those transfers to a controlled corporation. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 7, Oct. 1971, p. 223-4.
Section 1244
Cannon, Allan T. Small business corporation losses, an 
important deduction to gain: a checklist. (In Institute on 
federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceed­
ings. p. 839-52.) [751 N]
Chandler, H. Clayton. 10 tax planning ideas under Sub S. 
Practical accountant, v. 4, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 38-42.
Ellentuck, Albert B. Tax aspects of organizing and operating 
hotels and motels. LKHH accountant, v. 51, no. 3, 1971, p. 
24-31.
Frankel, Samuel A. Business investigation expenses may be 
deductible through Sec. 1244. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Feb. 1971, p. 108.
How to substantiate an ordinary loss on 1244 stock. (Just 
what the Agent ordered) Taxation for accountants, v. 6, 
May 1971, p. 305.
Taylor, Samuel. Section 1244: avoiding its problems. (In 
Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 
1970. Proceedings. p. 201-30.) [751 N]
Section 1245
Farber, Paul. New elevators and escalators still eligible for 
SYD or DDB depreciation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
June 1971, p. 361-2.
Gain on installment sale of Section 1245 property. (Taxes in 
figures) Taxation for accountants, v. 6, June 1971, p. 341.
Geller, Morton. Depreciation on real estate and its recapture: 
resolving problems raised by the 1969 act. (In Institute on 
federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceed­
ings. p. 1033-54.) [751 N]
Heath, John, Jr. Optimizing cash flow and tax benefits in new 
plant construction. Management accounting (NAA), v. 52, 
March 1971, p. 35-8.
Holtz, Gerald J. Treatment of reserves in taxable and tax- 
free exchanges. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New 
York university, 1970. Proceedings, p. 729-62.) [751 N]
Stevenson, Willis C. What Congress hath wrought, let tax 
advisers put together (Sections 167, 1231, 1245 and 1250), 
by Willis C. Stevenson and J. Bruce Sefert. Tax adviser, v. 
2, Aug. 1971, p. 475-82.
Section 1248
Lerner, Herbert J. Effect on Sec. 1248 on Sec. 367 realignment 
of Canadian subsidiaries. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, p. 
491-2.
Section 1250
Doyle, Michael C. New developments in taxation and finan­
cing affecting real estate ventures. Oklahoma CPA, v. 10, 
Oct. 1971, p. 16-29.
Farber, Paul. New elevators and escalators still eligible for 
SYD or DDB depreciation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
June 1971, p. 361-2.
Geller, Morton. Depreciation on real estate and its recapture: 
resolving problems raised by the 1969 act. (In Institute on 
federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceed­
ings. p. 1033-54.) [751 N]
Gilhooly, J. R. Low income housing projects: sales and tax- 
free reinvestments; the new rules. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
1069-74.
Grey, Francis J. How the new proposed depreciation recapt­
ure rules for 1250 property will operate. (Real estate) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, July 1971, p. 40-3.
Gray, Francis J. Real estate shelters and tax reform. Real 
estate review, v. 1, Summer 1971, p. 19-25.
Holtz, Gerald J. Treatment of reserves in taxable and tax- 
free exchanges. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New 
York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 729-62.) [751 N]
Horvitz, Selwyn A. Problems and benefits in working with 
depreciable property after the Tax reform act of 1969. Tax 
lawyer, v. 24, Spring 1971, p. 569-88.
Katcher, Richard. Tax-sheltered investments in real estate 
under the 1969 Tax reform act. (In Southern California tax 
institute, 23rd, University of Southern California law 
center, 1971. Major tax planning for 1971. p. 587-626.) 
[750.2 S]
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Kelley, William A., Jr. Proposed Regs on depreciating 1250 
property contain unexpected limitations. (Real estate) 
Journal of taxation, v. 34, April 1971, p. 232-8.)
Krancus, John A. Depreciation methods and recapture under 
the 1969 Tax reform act. (In National society of public 
accountants. Proceedings of the 1971 annual professional 
institute. Washington, c1971. p. 11-27.) [102 N]
Stevenson, Willis C. What Congress hath wrought, let tax 
advisers put together (Sections 167, 1231, 1245 and 1250), 
by Willis C. Stevenson and J. Bruce Sefert. Tax adviser, v. 
2, Aug. 1971, p. 475-82.
Wong, Henry G. Practical real estate income tax planning. 
Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, Nov. 1971, p. 650-8.
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Durham, Ben F., Jr. Farms and farming: gentleman farmers, 
new hobby loss rules; holding period; etc. (In Institute on 
federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceed­
ings. p. 1527-68.) [751 N]
Eiland, G. Merwyn. Methodology of tax minimization for the 
plowboy and cowboy after the Tax reform act of 1969. 
(Tax topics) Texas CPA, v. 43, April 1971, p. 56-63, 72.
Lewis, Marvin H. Farm and hobby losses after tax reform. 
(In Southern California tax institute, 23rd, University of 
Southern California law center, 1971. Major tax planning for 
7977. p. 627-71.) [750.2 S]
Muir, Hugh B. Tax advantage in farming before and after 
the Tax reform act of 1969: how much reform? Tax 
counselor’s quarterly, v. 15, March 1971, p. 1-59.
Section 1252
Durham, Ben F., Jr. Farms and farming: gentleman farmers, 
new hobby loss rules; holding period; etc. (In Institute on 
federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceed­
ings. p. 1527-68.) [751 N]
Eiland, G. Merwyn. Methodology of tax minimization for the 
plowboy and cowboy after the Tax reform act of 1969. 
(Tax topics) Texas CPA, v. 43, April 1971, p. 56-63, 72.
Lewis, Marvin H. Farm and hobby losses after tax reform. 
(In Southern California tax institute, 23rd, University of 
Southern California law center, 1971. Major tax planning for 
7977. p. 627-71.) [750.2 S]
Section 1253
Campbell, Leonard W. Tax planning for franchising. LKKH 
accountant, v. 50, Fall 1970, p. 20-31.
Ellentuck, Albert B. Tax aspects of organizing and operating 
hotels and motels. LKHH accountant, v. 51, no. 3, 1971, p. 
24-31.
Hall, John H. Tax aspects of franchising operations. (In 
Tulane tax institute, 20th, New Orleans, 1970. Proceedings. 
Baton Rouge, La., c1971. p. 102-46.) [750.2 T]
Section 1341
Casey, Robert J. Aftermath of Skelly. (In Tulane tax institute, 
20th, New Orleans, 1970. Proceedings. Baton Rouge, La., 
c1971.p. 400-27.) [750.2 T]
Garian, Harry Z. “Claim of right” deduction denied for 
“voluntary” repayment of improper withdrawal from pens­
ion trusts, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, June 1971, p. 372-3.
Lee, John W. Shareholder withdrawal — loan of dividend: 
repayments, estoppel, and other anomalies. Tax counselor’s 
quarterly, v. 15, March 1971, p. 61-123.
Ziegler, Stephen S. Extricating a corporation from a change 
in circumstances: reversing or modifying a reorganization 
or a liquidation. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, 
New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 313-45.) 
[751 N]
Section 1348
Asimow, Michael. Maximum tax on earned income: tax 
planning for the seventies. (In Southern California tax 
institute, 23rd, University of Southern California law 
center, 1971. Major tax planning for 1971. p. 19-109.) 
[750.2 S]
Asimow, Michael. Section 1348: the death of Mickey Mouse? 
Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 15, June 1971, p. 213-300.
Ehrlich, Gordon M. Tax planning as affected by the max­
imum tax on earned income. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
1471-91.) [751 N]
Income in respect of a decedent can be eligible for the 50 per 
cent maximum tax rule. (Federal taxation) New York 
certified public accountant, v. 41, Nov. 1971, p. 866-7.
Maximum rule on earned income (Section 1348) may apply to 
accrued, unpaid salaries. (Taxation of compensation) Jour­
nal of taxation, v. 35, Nov. 1971, p. 313-14.
Miller, Peter. Employee stock options and the new maximum 
tax rate on earned income, by Peter Miller and V. Henry 
Rothschild, 2d. Tax executive, v. 23, Jan. 1971, p. 413-23.
Reichler, Richard. Impact of the maximum tax on earned 
income on compensation planning. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
1321-41.) [751 N]
Section 1371
Crumbley, D. Larry. Tax planning for shareholders of Sub­
chapter S corporations, by D. Larry Crumbley and P. 
Michael Davis. (Notes) Tax law review, v. 26, March 1971, 
p. 643-58.)
Fischer, Welton J. Proposals to revamp Subchapter S. Taxes
— the tax magazine, v. 49, July 1971, p. 407-16.
Landon, James H. Approach to legislative revision of Sub­
chapter S. (Notes) Tax law review, v. 26, May 1971, p. 799- 
828.
Section 1372
Fischer, Welton J. Proposals to revamp Subchapter S. Taxes
— the tax magazine, v. 49, July 1971, p. 407-16.
Frank, Walter C. Completed contract accounting may ter­
minate subchapter S election. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
Oct. 1971, p. 613.
Landon, James H. Approach to legislative revision of Sub­
chapter S. (Notes) Tax law review, v. 26, May 1971, p. 799- 
828.
Timely Subchapter S election for a newly organized corpo­
ration. (Federal taxation) New York certified public accoun­
tant, v. 41, Sept. 1971, p. 693-4.
Section 1375
CA-4 upholds Regs on in-kind distributions from Sub S 
corps. (Corporations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 
35, Dec. 1971, p. 337.
CASG from and loan to Sub S corporation results in con­
structive dividend. (Partnerships) Journal of taxation, v. 35, 
Aug. 1971, p. 126.
Landon, James H. Approach to legislative revision of Sub­
chapter S. (Notes) Tax law review, v. 26, May 1971, p. 799- 
828.
Mock, Randall D. Subchapter S distribution rules and recent 
developments. (Tax notes) American bar association journal, 
v. 57, Sept. 1971, p. 929-32.
Section 1378
Ellentuck, Albert B. Tax aspects of organizing and operating 
hotels and motels. LKHH accountant, v. 51, no. 3, 1971, p. 
24-31.
Monyek, Robert H. Withdrawing funds from closely held 
corporations (at the lowest cost). Taxes — the tax magazine, 
v. 49, Dec. 1971, p. 802-4, 811-14.
Section 1379
Simmons, Sherwin P. Effect of the 1969 act on qualified 
profit-sharing and pension plans: lump sum distributions; 
subchapter S corporation plans. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
1237-72.) [751 N]
Section 1381
Magnuson, Richard H. All farmer cooperatives and other 
corporations operating on a cooperative basis. Cooperative 
accountant, v. 24, Summer 1971, p. 52-9.
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Section 1481
Garian, Harry Z. Overhead rate “renegotiation” subject to 
Sec. 1481. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 574.
Section 1491
Adams, Charles W. Sec. 1491 — Internal revenue code. Taxes 
— the tax magazine, v. 49, Feb. 1971, p. 68-78.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 1491 tax: appreciation and depreciation 
in blocks of same stock cannot be netted. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 691.
Section 1492
Lerner, Herbert J. Recent amendments of Sections 367 and 
1492, by Herbert J. Lerner and Julian Block. Taxes — the 
tax magazine, v. 49, June 1971, p. 337-40.
Section 1502
Consolidated return — effects of acquisitions of the stock of 
the common parent. (Federal taxation) New York certified 
public accountant, v. 41, Dec. 1971, p. 950-2.
Consolidated returns — deemed dividend election may in­
crease basis of stock received in a “B type” reorganization. 
(Federal taxation) New York certified public accountant, v. 
41, Nov. 1971, p. 865-6.
Section 1504
Garian, Harry Z. Nonvoting convertible stock disregarded in 
80% “affiliate” test, by Harry Z. Garian and John F. 
Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, April 1971, p. 247.
Lerner, Herbert J. IRS: Sec. 1504(d) election requires Sec. 367 
clearance. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Aug. 1971, p. 490-1.
When is a Western hemisphere trade corporation not a 
possessions corporation — and vice versa? (Federal tax­
ation) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Oct. 1971, 
p. 775-777.
Section 1551
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 1551 taint irremovable, by Harry Z. 
Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, 
April 1971, p. 247-8.
Warhaftig, S. L. Multiple corporations: advantages, disad­
vantages and risks. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, 
New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 533-65.)
[751 N]
Zisook, Jerrold R. Tax planning for “multiple corporations” 
in today’s more restrictive climate. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 6, April 1971, p. 196-9.
Section 1561
Mims, G. Burke. Brother-sister corporations and the surtax 
exemption. National public accountant, v. 16, Sept. 1971, p. 
26-31.
Section 1562
Caldwell, John. Tax aspects of multiple corporations and new 
debt-equity tests under Tax reform act of 1969. (In 
Southern California tax institute, 23rd, University of 
Southern California law center, 1971. Major tax planning for 
1971. p. 319-43.) [750.2 S]
Mims, G. Burke. Brother-sister corporations and the surtax 
exemption. National public accountant, v. 16, Sept. 1971, p. 
26-31.
Snodgrass, Anne D. Corporate entities. (Tax forum) Woman 
CPA, v. 33, July 1971, p. 16-18.
Section 1563
Gans, Ernest. 1969 Tax reform act and brother-sister corpo­
rations. New York certified public accountant, v. 41, July 1971, 
p. 495-500.
Libin, Jerome B. Multiple corporations: a surprising interp­
retation of Sec. 1563(a)(2) in temporary regulations, by 
Jerome B. Libin and George R. Abramowitz. Tax adviser, 
v. 2, June 1971, p. 326-30.
Summa, Don J. Application of broadened controlled group 
rules. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 42.
Section 1564
Cohen, Albert H. Election under Sec. 1564. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, July 1971, p. 432-3.
Is dividend limitation on Form 1120 correct? (Shop talk) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Nov. 1971, p. 328.
Summa, Don J. Ambiguity in phase out of multiple surtax 
exemptions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 42-3.
Section 2011
Turner, James M., Jr. Gross estate and the death tax credit. 
(Case comments) Washington and Lee law review, v. 28, 
Spring 1971, p. 254-67.
Section 2013
Kruger, Daniel F. Gift and estate tax on security transac­
tions, by Daniel F. Kruger, Howard J. Misthal and Richard 
H. Stone. (Estate planning) New York certified public accoun­
tant, v. 41, Jan. 1971, p. 75-7.
Section 2032
Is arm’s-length sale required for alternate valuation? (Shop 
talk) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Nov. 1971, p. 329.
Section 2035
Delson, Benjamin. Gifts in contemplation of death, by 
Benjamin Delson and Edwin Shmerler. (Estate planning) 
New York certified public accountant, v. 41, July 1971, p. 529- 
30.
Dopheide, Fred J. Assigning group life insurance: how can 
the current problems be overcome? (Estates, trusts and 
gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 34, April 1971, p. 220-4.
Section 2036
Ben-Horin, Giora. Recent cases highlight the estate and gift 
tax implications of divorce. Journal of taxation, v. 34, Feb. 
1971, p. 87-91.
Buchignani, Alvin G. Commissioner’s new valuation tables 
and the widow’s election. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 49, 
May 1971, p. 278-84.
Power to vote stock doesn’t result in estate inclusion. (Es­
tates, trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Aug. 1971, 
p. 110-11.
Tax court minimizes importance of “practical considerations” 
in 2036 power. (Estates, trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, 
v. 34, April 1971, p. 225-6.
Section 2039
Benefits from annuity-life contracts includable. (Estates, 
trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Sept. 1971, p. 165.
Brorby, Thomas J. Designation of inter vovos or testamen­
tary trustees as beneficiary of employee benefits. Trusts and 
estates, v. 110, March 1971, p. 178-82.
Rodgers, Lionel A., Jr. Employee death benefits. (Notes) Tax 
law review, v. 26, Jan. 1971, p. 329-64.
Zink, Joseph J. Impact of proposed Treasury department 
changes on qualified pension and profit-sharing plans. 
Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, May 1971, p. 285-9.
Section 2040
Gerver, Eli. Filling in the pitfalls of jointly held property. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 163.
Hocky, Joseph S. Wife’s services may avoid inclusion of 
jointly held property in husband’s estate. (Estates, trusts 
and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 34, March 1971, p. 174-8.
Section 2042
Dopheide, Fred J. Assigning group life insurance: how can 
the current problems be overcome? (Estates, trusts and 
gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 34, April 1971, p. 220-4.
Eliasberg, Kenneth C. Life insurance: recent estate tax 
developments. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 14, Sept. 1970, p. 
347-73.
Trust-owned insurance excluded from insured-trustee’s es­
tate. (Estates, trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 35, 
Dec. 1971, p. 386.
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Section 2043
Ben-Horin, Giora. Recent cases highlight the estate and gift 
tax implications of divorce. Journal of taxation, v. 34, Feb. 
1971, p. 87-91.
Buchignani, Alvin G. Commissioner’s new valuation tables 
and the widow’s election. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 49, 
May 1971, p. 278-84.
Collins, Rick. Section 2043: its bite is worse than its bark. 
Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, June 1971, p. 363-7.
Section 2053
Garian, Harry Z. Estate tax “deduction” for selling expenses 
does not bar income tax “off-set” — IRS bows to Bray, by 
Harry Z. Garian and John F. Kalben. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, May 1971, p. 310.
Section 2055
Garian, Harry Z. All-inclusive tax charge on pre-1969 TRA 
charitable remainder trust bars Sec. 2055 deduction. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 547.
Goldberg, Steven S. Recent cases provide guidelines for 
deductible gifts to foreign governments. (Estates, trusts 
and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Aug. 1971, p. 111-13.
Section 2056
Berall, Frank S. Using disclaimers effectively: an analysis of a 
useful post-mortem tax planning tool. Journal of taxation, v 
34, Feb. 1971, p. 92-7.
Bodnar, Raymond L. Dower is a marital deduction: what 
current factors influence a court’s decision? By Raymond L. 
Bodnar and Mario Zangari. (Estates, trusts and gifts) 
Journal of taxation, v. 34, May 1971, p. 262-4.
Condition of survival to probate can bar deduction. (Estates, 
trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Oct. 1971, p. 243.
Section 2104
Azzara, Andrew J. Eurodollars — withholding taxes and 
estate taxes. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 617.
Section 2503
Bauerschmidt, Frank H. Gifts involving a future interest, by 
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cases) Taxation for accountants, v. 6, March 1971, p. 145.
Treble damages
See Taxation, United States - Damages
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Trust funds
Kaufman, J. Ozias. Trustee responsibility of jointly trusteed 
fringe benefit funds. Pension and welfare news, v. 7, April 
1971, p. 38-45, 56; May 1971, p. 49-51.
Tuition tax credit plan
See Taxation, United States — Education expense
Turnover tax
See Taxation, United States - Gross receipts tax
Underwriters
Tannenbaum, Donald M. Special tax problems of investment 
banking companies and security brokers. (In Institute on 
federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceed­
ings. p. 781-813.) [751 N]
Undistributed profits
Abrams, Maurice. Closely-held U. S. corporations with 
“close” U. K. subsidiaries face many problems, by Maurice 
Abrams and Douglas P. Garrett. (International trade) 
Journal of taxation, v. 34, Feb. 1971, p. 123-4.
Bagley, Ron N. Case for FAET. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 
49, July 1971, p. 390-9.
Bittker, Boris I. Federal income taxation of corporations and 
shareholders, by Boris I. Bittker and James S. Eustice. 3d 
ed. Boston, Warren, Gorham and Lamont, c1971. Various 
paging. [754.2 B]
CA-4 upholds Regs on in-kind distributions from Sub S 
corps. (Corporations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 
35, Dec. 1971, p. 337.
CA-6 says interest on 531 tax starts from notice date. 
(Corporations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Oct. 
1971, p. 261.
Caldwell, John. Tax aspects of multiple corporations and new 
debt-equity tests under tax reform act of 1969. (In Southern 
California tax institute, 23rd, University of Southern Cal­
ifornia law center, 1971. Major tax planning for 1971. p. 319- 
43.) [750.2 S]
Careful planning needed for Subchapter S distributions. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 7, Aug. 1971, p. 97.
Eaton, Berrien C., Jr. 531 penalty tax and Subchapter S: 
applying them to professional corporations. (Taxation of 
compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 34, March 1971, p. 
143-4.
Elting, Charles E. New income tax rules for accumulation 
trusts with some drafting suggestions. Tax lawyer, v. 24, 
Spring 1971, p. 453-88.
Freeze partially suspends accumulated earnings penalty. 
(Corporations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Dec. 
1971, p. 335-6.
Gilliam, Dale. Current look at penalty tax on undistributed 
earnings; 1969 act adds tax-saving provisions. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 6, May 1971, p. 308-10.
Holzman, Robert S. New dividend “freeze” can create 
accumulated earnings tax problems. (Corporations, 
stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Oct. 1971, p. 260.
IRS lays down rules for reasonable accumulations. (Corpo­
rations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Oct. 1971, p. 
260-1.
Katten, Melvin L. Continued review of new rules for trust 
taxation. (Tax practitioners workshop) National public 
accountant, v. 16, May 1971, p. 20-1, 26.
Levin, Jack S. Effect of the tax reform act of 1969 on 
recapitalizations, redemptions, and the public policy doc­
trine. (In Southern California tax institute, 23rd, University 
of Southern California law center, 1971. Major tax planning 
for 1971. p. 293-318.) [750.2 S]
Loening, Michael. Personal holding companies: re-viewing 
an old problem; new implications. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
815-37. [751 N]
McLean, James H. Additional “reasonable needs” recognized 
— code Section 537 amended by the tax reform act of 1969, 
by James H. McLean and Robert Clark. Taxes — the tax 
magazine, v. 49, Jan. 1971, p. 45-9.
Mullis, Harold W., Jr. Interest on the accumulated earnings 
tax (Tax notes) American bar association journal, v. 57, April 
1971, p. 378-80.
Unincorporated businesses




Miller, Peter. State income taxation of multiple corporations 
and multiple businesses. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, 
Feb. 1971, p. 102-21.
“Unitrusts”
American bar association. Section of real property, probate 
and trust law. Committee on taxation of trust income. 
Charitable remainder trusts under the Tax reform act. Real 
property, probate and trust journal, v. 6, Fall 1971, p. 384-98.
Berall, Frank S. Trusts and estates as tax shelters; estate 
planning under the new accumulation trust and charitable 
trust rules. Louisiana certified public accountant, v. 30, 
Summer 1971, p. 34-41.
Conway, Hewitt A. First priority in estate and gift tax reform 
— reform the tax reform act. Trusts and estates, v. 110, Dec. 
1971, p. 978-81, 1061-5.
Olsen, Hans P. Prop. Regs, clarify many aspects of new 
complex charitable contribution deduction rules, by Hans 
P. Olsen and Howard L. Gleit. (Personal tax problems) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Aug. 1971, p. 66-74.
Peter, Arthur, Jr. Analytic comparison of the three split- 
interest charitable trusts vehicles. (Estates, trusts and gifts) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Oct. 1971, p. 240-3.
Sacher, Charles P. Proposed Regs on charitable remainder 
trusts point up value of unitrust. (Estates, trusts and gifts) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Dec. 1971, p. 380-3.
University presses
See Taxation, United States — Publishers
Unknown quantities
See Taxation, United States — Variables
Unreasonable accumulation of surplus
See Taxation, United States - Undistributed profits
Unrelated business income
Answers to your questions on advertising tax. Association 
management, v. 23, Nov. 1971, p. 58, 63-4.
Beller, H. Neil. Exempt organizations; taxation of debt- 
financed income. Tax lawyer, v. 24, Spring 1971, p. 489-521.
Bolton, Howard A. What should a private foundation do to 
meet the new rules of the 1969 tax reform act. (In Institute 
on federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. 
Proceedings. p. 2083-2111.) [751 N]
Cooper, George. Trends in the taxation of unrelated business 
activity. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York 
university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 1999-2022.) [751 N]
Durham, Ben F., Jr. Farms and farming: gentleman farmers, 
new hobby loss rules; holding period; etc. (In Institute on 
federal taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceed­
ings. p. 1527-68.) [751 N]
Eliasberg, Kenneth C. Exempt organizations and charitable 
contributions: the tax reform act of 1969 - Sections 501(c) 
and 170. (In Southern California tax institute, 23rd, Univer­
sity of Southern California law center, 1971. Major tax 
planning for 1971. p. 357-418.) [750.2 S]
Ellicott, John. Proposed changes in the taxation of advertis­
ing income of exempt organization publications. Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 710-16.
Finkston, Herbert. TRA proposed regulations: comments. 
(Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971,p. 755-7.
Gardner, Reece A. Tax reform act of 1969; its effect on 
private foundations, unrelated business taxable income, 
charitable contributions, excess distributions by trusts, and 
trust income for benefit of grantors. University of Kansas law 
review, v. 19, Fall 1970, p. 43-69.
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Guidelines for determining member and non-member in­
come. Club management, v. 50, July 1971, p. 33.
Horn, George M. Unrelated business income of social clubs. 
Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, Dec. 1971, p. 738-49.
Linden, William M. Oil and gas interests held by private 
foundations after the Tax reform act. (In Institute on oil 
and gas law and taxation, 22d, Southwestern legal founda­
tion, Dallas, 1971. Proceedings. p. 279-303.) [250 Oil 2]
Miller, Eldon. IRS issues proposed tax regulations, but... Club 
management, v. 50, July 1971, p. 32, 34.
Piro, Robert J. Charitable foundations, by Robert J. Piro and 
Stanley C. Beyer. Texas CPA, v. 43, April 1971, p. 9-10, 12- 
21.
Steinke, Leroy A. Handy guide to unrelated business income 
for your hospital. Hospital financial management, v. 25, Nov. 
1971, p. 31-4.
Swados, Robert O. Charitable remainder trusts drafting and 
valuation guidelines. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, 
New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 2023-60.) 
[751 N]
Troyer, Thomas A. Private foundations and the tax reform 
act of 1969: new program restrictions; business limitations. 
(In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York univer­
sity, 1970. Proceedings p. 1909-77.) [751 N]
Young, Donald C. Debt-financed income: proposed Regs 
show many questions remain in its application, by Donald 
C. Young and Joseph D. Hinkle. (Tax-exempt institutions) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Dec. 1971, p. 346-50.
Valuation factors
Buchignani, Alvin G. Commissioner’s new valuation tables 
and the widow’s election. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, 
May 1971, p. 278-84.
Dorau, Herbert B. Institutional approach to unit valuation of 
regulated enterprise for ad valorem tax purposes. (In 
National tax association conference on taxation, 63rd, 
Honolulu, 1970. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1971. p. 409-24.)
[751 N]
Fulton National Bank. Trust division. Business tax values. 
Atlanta, Kennedy Sinclaire, 1966. 68 p. [*141.1 F]
Garian, Harry Z. Actual sale price during alternate valuation 
period supersedes regulation formula price. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 118-19.
Garian, Harry Z. Appraisals of taxpayer’s experts for contrib­
uted property upheld. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 
1971, p. 700-1.
Garian, Harry Z. Alternate valuation of interests in produc­
ing mineral properties — Rev. Rul. 66-348 clarified. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 633.
Garian, Harry Z. CAsualty loss measured by before and after 
FMV test, not restoration costs — IRS bucks regulations. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 698-700.
Garian, Harry Z. Charitable contribution keyed to “adjusted 
gross estate” must be based on alternate valuation (if 
elected). (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 123.
Garian, Harry Z. FMV of household contents equated to 
“cost less depreciation” for measuring casualty loss. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 701-2.
Is arm’s-length sale required for alternate valuation? (Shop 
talk) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Nov. 1971, p. 329.
Garian, Harry Z. Market value for goods in process cannot 
be deducted from sale price of finished goods. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 632-3.
Gray, Robert Hanes. Supreme court, accounting, and the tax 
accrual of “true” income. Washington and Lee law review, v. 
28, Spring 1971, p. 1-74.
Meyer, Melvin. Alternate valuation is a basic postmortem 
planning tool for the tax man. Taxation for accountants, v. 
7, Nov. 1971, p. 302-7.
Ovens, George. Preliminary notes on Canadian price and 
value problems resulting from tax reform. Canadian tax 
journal, v. 19, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 401-9.
Paine, Jerold M. Ten-year trusts and the new present interest 
valuation tables. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Feb. 1971, p. 
104.
Regis, Andrew S. Assessment administration in a changing 
society. (In National tax association conference on tax­
ation, 63rd, Honolulu, 1970. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 
1971. p. 87-93.) [751 N]
Shenkel, William M. Computer assisted assessments: poten­
tialities and implications for the organizational structure of 
property tax administration. (In National tax association 
conference on taxation, 63rd, Honolulu, 1970. Proceedings. 
Columbus, O., 1971. p. 66-86.) [751 N]
Wakeford, H. W. Casualty loss valuation may entrap estates. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 1971, p. 735-6.
Yopp, Edward A. Handling businesses. (Operating a trust 
department) Trusts and estates, v. 110, Feb. 1971, p. 134-7, 
145; April 1971, p. 304-7; May 1971, p. 410-13; June 1971, p. 
494-6; July 1971, p. 583-5; Oct. 1971, p. 862-5; Dec. 1971, p. 
1030-4.
Value-added tax
American bar association. Special subcommittee of the 
committee on general income tax prob­
lems on the value-added tax. Report. Tax lawyer, v. 24, 
Spring 1971, p. 419-34.
Bauer, David. U.S. value-added tax? Conference board record, 
v. 8, April 1971, p. 29-32.
Berglas, Eitan. Effect of the public sector on the base of the 
value added tax. National tax journal, v. 24, Dec. 1971, p. 
459-64.
Bogan, Eugene F. Federal tax on value added — what’s 
wrong with it? Plenty! Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, Oct. 
1971, p. 600-8, 615-19.
Chamber of commerce of the United States. Taxpayer’s stake 
in tax reform; a discussion of federal tax reform proposals 
and an evaluation of their effects on business, individuals, 
government, and the national economy. Washington, 
c1968. 61 p. [*751.5 C]
Davis, Earl F. Value-added tax: implications for accountants. 
National public accountant, v. 16, July 1971, p. 12-16.
Due, John F. Discussion. National tax journal, v. 24, Sept. 
1971, p. 417-19.
Lindholm, Richard W. Integrating a federal value added tax 
with state and local sales levies. National tax journal, v. 24, 
Sept. 1971, p. 403-11.
Lynch, Thomas D. Indirect taxation — value added tax. 
Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 75, Sept. 1971, p. 486-9.
Papke, James A. Discussion. National tax journal, v. 24, Sept. 
1971, p. 413-15.
Phillips, Lawrence C. Simplification of our tax structure and 
obtaining relief from balance of payments deficts — two 
possible benefits from the imposition of a value added tax. 
Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, Nov. 1971, p. 674-8.
Pogue, Thomas F. Value-added vs. property taxation of 
business: effects on industrial location, by Thomas G. 
Pogue and L. G. Sgontz. Land economics, v. 47, May 1971, 
p. 150-7.
Sanden, B. Kenneth. Look at value-added taxation. Retail 
control, v. 39, March 1971, p. 2-14. (Reprinted from Price 
Waterhouse review, v. 15, Autumn 1970, p. 30-7.)
Sanden, B. Kenneth. What does the Task force report mean 
to business? Price Waterhouse review, v. 16, Spring 1971, p. 
4-11. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, June 1971, p. 351-62.
Value added tax — is it blessing or bane? Management 
accounting (Eng.), v. 49, Aug. 1971, p. 235-6.
Wallich, Henry C. Brewing interest in VAT. Fortune, v. 83, 
April 1971, p. 94-5, 115-16.
Weinrobe, Maurice C. Corporate taxes and the United States 
balance of trade. National tax journal, v. 24, March 1971, p. 
79-86.
Voting stock
Dailey, Richard R. Voting stock requirement of B and C 
reorganizations. Tax law review, v. 26, May 1971, p. 725-79.
Deming, Frank S. How “solely” is “solely for voting stock”: 
current problems in “B” and “C” reorganizations. (In 
Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York university,
1970. Proceedings, p. 397-418.) [751 N]
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Garian, Harry Z. “Full paid” and “savings” shares of S & L 
ass’n held “voting stock” for reorganization purposes. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 692-3.
Liles, Kenneth H. Initial problems and considerations of 
foundations organized before and after the 1969 Tax 
reform act, by Kenneth H. Liles, Leigh B. Middleditch, Jr. 
and Howard J. Privett. (In Southern California tax insti­
tute, 23rd, University of Southern California law center,
1971. Major tax planning for 1971. p. 419-99.) [750.2 S]
Oehring, Thomas S. Give up of voting rights terminates 
subchapter S election (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Dec. 
1971, p. 734.
Power to vote stock doesn’t result in estate inclusion. (Es­
tates, trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Aug. 1971, 
p. 110-11.
Voting trusts
Covey, Richard B. Estate, gift and income taxation. (In 
Institute on estate planning, 5th, University of Miami, Law 
Center, 1971. Proceedings. Chapter 71-1.) [750.2 I]
Garian, Harry Z. Redemption of “voting trust certificate” 
terminates share-owner’s interest in corporation. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 575-6.
Garian, Harry Z. Voting trustee status bars Sec. 302(b)(3) 
termination of interest. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 
1971, p. 691.
Wagering
See Taxation, United States — Gambling
Warden V. Hayden
Lipton, Paul P. Constitutional protection for books and 
records in tax fraud investigations. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
945-85.) [751 N]
Wash sales
Cohen, Albert H. Commodity future contracts and the“wash 
sale” rule. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, July 1971, p. 434.
Frank, Walter C. Wash sales rules inapplicable to “traders.” 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 615-16.
Garian, Harry Z. Wash sale applies to securities purchased 
on margin. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Sept. 1971, p. 572.
Soil, Roy. Traders vs. investors: excess investment interest 
and wash sales of commodity traders. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 615.
Wash sale rules continue to cause confusion. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 7, Oct. 1971, p. 214.
Western hemisphere trade corporations
Duncan, Egerton W. Current planning with foreign subs: 
WHTCs, Puerto Rico, possessions exclusion. (International 
trade) Journal of taxation, v. 34, June 1971, p. 366-9.
Tillinghast, David R. United States income taxation of 
foreign source income: a survey of the provisions and 
problems. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York 
university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 1-37.) [751 N]
Warhaftig, S. L. Multiple corporations: advantages, disad­
vantages and risks. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, 
New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 533-65.)
[751 N]
When is a Western hemisphere trade corporation not a 
possessions corporation - and vice versa? (Federal tax­
ation) New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Oct. 1971, 
p. 775, 777.
Whipple case
When is a bad debt business connected to permit immediate 
deduction? (Landmark tax cases) Taxation for accountants, 
v. 7, Oct. 1971, p. 251.
White case
Lipton, Paul P. Constitutional protection for books and 
records in tax fraud investigations, (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
945-85.) [751 N]
Widow’s election
See Taxation, United States Community property.
Widows of employees
See Taxation, United States — Employee benefits
Wills
Condition of survival to probate can bar deduction. (Estates, 
trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Oct. 1971, p. 243.
Garian, Harry Z. General definitions of “beneficiary” also 
apply to PHC and collapsible corporations. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 635.
Garian, Harry Z. Legal fees incurred to acquire life estate 
held amortizable by third-party beneficiary of “will con­
tract.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Nov. 1971, p. 690-1.
Wilson, case
Lipton, Paul P. Constitutional protection for books and 
records in tax fraud investigations, (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
945-85.) [751 N]
Wine
United States. Internal revenue service. Alcohol and tobacco 
summary statistics: distilled spirits, wine, beer, tobacco, 
enforcement, taxes; fiscal year 1970. Washington, U.S. 
Government printing office, 1971. 80 p. (Publication 67 (3- 
71)) [*250 Bev]
Withholding
Amounts withheld may not necessarily do the job. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 7, July 1971, p. 48.
Garian, Harry Z. Accelerate deposits of employment and 
excise taxes; original proposals finally relaxed. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 2, Jan. 1971, p. 59-60.
Garian, Harry Z. Reimbursement of taxable moving ex­
penses to old employee not subject to withholding — pre- 
TRA. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 2, Oct. 1971, p. 636-7.
King, Alan J. Multi-payroll tax liabilities threaten affiliated 
groups. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 2, March 1971, p. 162-3.
New rules in effect for payroll tax deposits. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 6, March 1971, p. 137.
New withholding allowances and how they work. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 6, Feb. 1971, p. 123.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1970 federal withholding tax tables, effec­
tive July 1, 1970. Federal percentage withholding tables; 
social security tax calculator. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., c1970. 
40 p. (Federal taxes report bulletin 19, v. 51, section 2, May 7, 
1970) [*754.11 P]
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1970 federal withholding tax tables, effec­
tive January 1, 1970; federal percentage withholding 
tables; social security tax calculator. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 
1969, c1970 . 40 p. (Federal taxes report bulletin, v. L, no 52. 
Extra issue, Dec. 26, 1969) [*754.11 P]
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1971 withholding tax tables effective Jan. 
1, 1971: federal percentage withholding tables, Social 
security tax calculator. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice- 
Hall, 1971. 48 p. (Federal taxes report bulletin, no. 51, Extra 
issue, v. 51, Dec. 19, 1970.) [*754.11 P]
Schain, George M. Employment tax cases cause special 
problems with Internal revenue service. (Practicing before 
the IRS) Taxation for accountants, v. 6, Jan. 1971, p. 62-3.
United States. House of representatives. H.R. 25, a bill to 
simplify the Internal revenue code of 1954 by repealing 
provisions which are obsolete or are unimportant and 
rarely used; January 22, 1971, referred to the Committee on 
ways and means. Washington, 1971. 187 p. (92d Congress, 
1st session.) [*751 U]
Woodward investment co., case
Jacoby, Richard A. Earnings and profits: a not so theoretical 
concept — some winds of change. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
649-85.) [751 N]
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Work-in-process inventories
See Taxation, United States — Inventories, Work-in­
process
Worthless stock
See Taxation, United States — Stock, Worthless
TAXATION, WASHINGTON
Ad valorem
Taxation — property — assessment of leasehold interests in 
publicly-owned lands for purposes of the ad valorem 
property tax — value not to be reduced by the extent of 
indebtedness. (Recent developments) Washington law 
review, v. 46, July 1971, p. 795-804.
Leaseholds
Taxation — property — assessment of leasehold interests in 
publicly-owned lands for purposes of the ad valorem 
property tax — value not to be reduced by the extent of 
indebtedness. (Recent developments) Washington law 
review, v. 46, July 1971, p. 795-804.
TAXATION, WESTERN EUROPE




Schueppert, James F. Transamerica case — treatment of 
interest expense in allocation under Wisconsin law. (Wis­
consin tax topics) Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, Summer 1971, 
p. 25-6.
Interest
Schueppert, James F. Transamerica case — treatment of 
interest expense in allocation under Wisconsin law. (Wis­
consin tax topics) Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, Summer 1971, 
p. 25-6.
TAXES
Brewer, Allan J. Practical applications of a time-sharing 
computer service in the state income tax area. Taxes — the 
tax magazine, v. 49, Oct. 1971, p. 620-6.
Haley, Charles W. Taxes, the cost of capital, and the firm’s 
investment decisions. Journal of finance, v. 26, Sept. 1971, p. 
901-17.
Maital, Shlomo. When is a temporary tax hike inflationary. 
National tax journal, v. 24, Dec. 1971, p. 507-10.
Accounting
Accountants international study group. Accounting for corpo­
rate income taxes; current recommended practices in 
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States. New 
York, American institute of certified public accountants, 
c1971.22 p. [*117 A]
Accounting for income taxes. (In Corporate financial reporting, 
by David F. Hawkins. Homewood, Ill., 1971, p. 253-92.)
[150 H]
American institute of certified public accountants. Division of 
federal taxation. Recommendations for amendments to the 
Internal revenue code; submitted to the Committee on 
ways and means, House of representatives, August 1971. 
New York, 1971. 99 p. [*751 A]
Bank administration institute. Accounting commission. Ac­
counting for income taxes. Park Ridge, Ill., c1970. 5 p. 
(Accounting bulletin, 5) [*605 B]
Barnett, Bernard. Advising clients on record-keeping for 
calculation of throwback distributions. (In Institute on 
estate planning, 5th, University of Miami, Law center, 
1971. Proceedings. Chapter 71-11.) [750.2 I]
Borini, Mario P. Important new questions to ask your individ­
ual and corporate clients in assembling 1970 tax infor­
mation. New York certified public accountant, v. 41, Feb. 
1971, p. 119-25.
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v. 39, Nov. 1971, p. 68-9, 84.
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mini-tax. Nebraska C.P.A. magazine, v. 6, Spring 1971, p. 
15-17.
Davis, Earl F. Value-added tax: implications for accountants. 
National public accountant, v. 16, July 1971, p. 12-16.
Davis, Michael M. Current thoughts on installment method 
reporting: old problems revisited, new problems under the 
1969 act. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York 
university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 605-47.) [751 N]
Faber, Peter L. Expenditures for the protection of property 
rights: expense or capital. (In Institute on federal taxation, 
29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 155-99.)
[751 N]
Gray, Robert Hanes. Supreme court, accounting, and the tax 
accrual of “true” income. Washington and Lee law review, v. 
28, Spring 1971. p. 1-74.
Holtz, Gerald J. Treatment of reserves in taxable and tax- 
free exchanges. (In Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New 
York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 729-62.) [751 N]
IRS changes rules for deferring prepaid income. (Accounting) 
Journal of taxation, v. 35, Sept. 1971, p. 157.
International study group issues tax accounting report. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, May 1971, p. 18.
Jacoby, Richard A. Earnings and profits: a not so theoretical 
concept — some winds of change. (In Institute on federal 
taxation, 29th, New York university, 1970. Proceedings. p. 
649-85.) [751 N]
Laibstain, Samuel. New look at accounting for operating loss 
carry-forwards. Accounting review, v. 46, April 1971, p. 342- 
51.
Linden, William M. Oil and gas interests held by private 
foundations after the Tax reform act. (In Institute on oil 
and gas law and taxation, 22d, Southwestern legal founda­
tion, Dallas, 1971. Proceedings. p. 279-303.) [250 Oil 2]
Meyer, Charles R. Tax aspects of lease transactions. Tax 
executive, v. 23, July 1971, p. 616-50.
Nurnberg, Hugo. Cash movements analysis of the nature of 
the accounting for corporate income taxes. 1968. 265 p. 
(Thesis (Ph.D.) — Columbia university.) (Photocopy of 
typescript.) [149.59 N]
Nurnberg, Hugo. Observations on the financial reporting of 
depreciation and income taxes. Financial executive, v. 39, 
Dec. 1971, p. 32, 34-7.
Nurnberg, Hugo. Tax allocation for differences in original 
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Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 14.
Sawicki, Phil. New directions in rural electrification. Cooper­
ative accountant, v. 24, Spring 1971, p. 44-8.  
---------Securities and exchange commission
Accounting series release no. 119. Computation of ratio of 
earnings to fixed charges. Washington, 1971. 1 p. [*721 U]
Accounting series release no. 120: Notice of revision of 
annual report form N-1R for management investment 
companies and withdrawal of proposal to amend rule 30a- 
1. For release Thursday, July 15, 1971. Washington, 1971. 31 
p. [*721 U]
Accounting series release no. 121. Adoption of amendments 
to Regulation S-X and to Forms 10 and 10-K to revise the 
exemption from certification of financial statements of 
banks filed under the Securities act of 1933 and the
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Securities exchange act of 1934. For release Monday, July 
19, 1971. Washington, 1971. 2 p. [*721 U]
Accounting series release no. 122: Coverage of fixed charges. 
Washington, 1971. 1 p. (“For release Tuesday, August 10, 
1971.”) [*721 U]
Administrative law — judicial review of SEC decisions — no- 
action letter under Commission’s proxy rules procedures 
has sufficient finality and formality to be reviewable. 
(Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 24, March 1971, p. 
387-96.
Baker, Richard T. Why aren’t we solving our problems? 
Cleveland? 1971. 9 p. (Talk at annual meeting, American 
accounting association, Aug. 24, 1971, Lexington, Ky.)
[*111 B]
Barr, Andrew. Financial reporting under the Securities acts in 
the U.S.A. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 2, Winter
1970, p. 34-43.
Bloomenthal, Harold S. Market-makers, manipulators and 
shell games. St. John’s law review, v. 45, May 1971, p. 597- 
643.
Causation and liability in private actions for proxy violations. 
(In Folk, Ernest L., III, ed. Securities law review — 1971. 
Albany, New York, 1971. p. 367-402.) [721 F]
Chisum, Donald S. Napalm, proxy proposals and the SEC. 
Arizona law review, v. 12, Fall 1970, p. 463-76.
Directory of companies filing annual reports with the Secur­
ities and exchange commission, alphabetically and by 
industry groups, June 1969. Washington, U.S. government 
printing office, 1970. 334 p. [*721 U]
Fotenos, James F. Accounting for business combinations: a 
critique of APB opinion number 16. (Notes) Stanford law 
review, v. 23, Jan. 1971, p. 330-48.
Fraser, Ian. Case for the voluntary system. Journal of business 
finance (Eng.), v. 2, Winter 1970, p. 14-23.
Gates, Allan. Securities investor protection act of 1970: a new 
federal role in investor protection. (Notes) Vanderbilt law 
review, v. 24, April 1971, p. 586-613.
Gillis, John G. Prospectus is a prospectus. (Securities law and 
regulation) Financial analysts journal, v. 27, Sept.-Oct. 1971, 
p. 6-10, 24.
Greidinger, B. Bernard. Securities and exchange commission 
requirements. (In Cashin, James A., ed. Handbook for 
auditors. New York, c1971. Chapter 45.) [170 C]
Hardy, Timothy S. Informal bargaining process: an analysis 
of the SEC’s regulation of the New York stock exchange. 
(Notes) Yale law journal, v. 80, March 1971, p. 811-14.
Institutional investor study report, March 10, 1971. Washing­
ton, U.S. government printing office, 1971. 9 v. (House 
document, no. 92-64, 92d Congress, 1st session. Vol. 9 — 
Summary volume — photocopied from working copy; not 
published as part of House document series.) [*721 U]
Kripke, Homer. SEC, the accountants, some myths and some 
realities. (In Folk, Ernest L., III, ed., Securities law review —
1971. Albany, New York, 1971. p. 506-62.) [721 F]
Leach, Ronald. Is a British S.E.C. required to improve
financial reporting? a British professional point of view. 
Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 2, Winter 1970, p. 24-33.
Levenson, Alan B. Role of SEC as a consumer protection 
agency. Business lawyer, v. 27, Nov. 1971, p. 61-70.
  Lowenfels, Lewis D. SEC “no-action” letters: some problems 
and suggested approaches. Columbia law review, v. 71, Nov. 
1971, p. 1256-79.
Lowenfels, Lewis D. Securities and exchange commission 
investigations: the need for reform. St. John’s law review, v. 
45, May 1971, p. 575-82.
Medical committee for human rights v. SEC: judicial review 
of SEC no-action determinations under the proxy rules. 
(Comments) Virginia law review, v. 57, March 1971, p. 331- 
44.
Needham, James J. SEC and variable annuities. Best’s review 
(Life-health ed.), v. 71, Feb. 1971, p. 67-8.
Owens, Hugh F. Securities and exchange commission devel­
opments; address before Chicago group, American society 
of corporate secretaries, Chicago, Illinois, January 13, 1971. 
n.p., 1971. 10 typewritten pages. [*721 O]
Painter, William H. Rule 10b-5: the recodification thicket. St. 
John’s law review, v. 45, May 1971, p. 699-732.
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Proxy rule 14a-8: omission of shareholder proposals. (In Folk, 
Ernest L., III, ed., Securities law review — 1971. Albany, 
New York, 1971. p. 327-57.) [721 F]
Proxy rule 14a-8: omission of shareholder proposals. (Notes) 
Harvard law review, v. 84, Jan. 1971, p. 700-28.
Ratner, David L. SEC: portrait of the agency as a thirty- 
seven year old. St. John’s law review, v. 45, May 1971, p. 
583-96.
Regulation S-X; form and content of financial statements, as 
in effect October 14, 1970. Washington, U.S. Government 
printing office, 1971. 80 p. (Code of federal regulations, 
Title 17, part 210.) [*721 U]
Rice, Denis T. Potential effects of pending Securities and 
exchange commission rules on private financing and busi­
ness acquisitions. Stanford law review, v. 23, Jan. 1971, p. 
287-305.
SEC adds requirement that banks be audited. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 1971, p. 14, 16.
SEC amends practice rule on suspension. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, June 1971, p. 16.
SEC and “no-action” decisions under proxy rule 14a-8: the 
case for direct judicial review. (Notes) Harvard law review, 
v. 84, Feb. 1971, p. 835-68.
SEC broadens use of short form registration. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Jan. 1971, p. 14-15.
SEC commissioner traces relations with profession. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 132, July 1971, p. 18.
SEC considering small offering exemption. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Nov. 1971, p. 16, 19.
SEC determinations not to enforce its shareholder proposal 
rule held subject to judicial review. (Recent developments) 
Columbia law review, v. 71, Feb. 1971, p. 344-52.
SEC issues new release on “restricted” securities. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 18, 20.
SEC opens hearings on securities industry. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Oct. 1971, p. 20.
  SEC proposed letter stock rules; proposed new fee schedule 
for SEC filings and services; adoption of new OTC quo­
tation controls. Chicago, Commerce clearing house, 1971. 
55 p. (Federal securities law reports, no. 387, extra ed. Special 
report, September 15, 1971.) [*721 U]
SEC proposes amendments to regulation S-X. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Oct. 1971, p. 24.
SEC urges plain language in security filings. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 131, Feb. 1971, p. 20.
Schneider, Carl W. Uncertainty under the Securities act — an 
open letter to William J. Casey, Chairman, Securities and 
exchange commission, by Carl W. Schneider and Robert S. 
Kant. Business lawyer, v. 26, July 1971, p. 1623-36.
Senate confirms Walters as IRS commissioner. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Sept. 1971, p. 24.
36th annual report, 1970, for the fiscal year ended June 30th. 
Washington, U.S. government printing office, 1971. 227 p. 
(House document, no. 92-19, 92d Congress, 1st session)
[*721 U]
United States. House of representatives. Committee on 
interstate and foreign commerce. Securities investor pro­
tection act of 1970; report to accompany H.R. 19333, 
October 21, 1970. Washington, U.S. Government printing 
office, 1970. 28 p. (House report, no. 91-1613, 91st Congress, 
2d session [*721 U]
United States. House of representatives. Committee on 
interstate and foreign commerce. Special subcommittee on 
investigations. Review of SEC records of the demise of 
selected broker-dealers: staff study, July 1971. Washington, 
U.S. Government printing office, 1971. 155 p. (Subcommit­
tee print, 92d Congress, 1st session) [*250 Bro 2]
United States. Laws, statutes, etc. Public law 91-598, 91st 
Congress, H R. 19333, December 30, 1970, an act to provide 
greater protection for customers of registered brokers and 
dealers and members of national securities exchanges. 
Washington, 1971? 22p. (“Securities investor protection act 
of 1970”) [*721 U]
Whitman, Martin J. Corporate reality and accounting for 
investors, by Martin J. Whitman and Martin Shubik. 
Financial executive, v. 39, May 1971, p. 52-6, 58, 60, 62, 64, 
66, 68, 70, 72, 81.
---------Securities investor protection corporation
See Securities investor protection corporation
---------Senate
H.R. 5432, an act to provide an extension of the interest 
equalization tax, and for other purposes; March 11, 1971, 
referred to the Committee on finance. Washington, 1971. 15 
p. (92d Congress, 1st session.) [*754.8 U]
H.R. 10947, an act to provide a job development investment 
credit, to reduce individual income taxes, to reduce certain 
excise taxes, and for other purposes. November 22, 1971, 
ordered to be printed with the amendments of the Senate 
numbered. Commerce clearing house, c1971. 290 p. (Stand­
ard federal tax reports, v. 58, no. 55, Nov. 26, 1971. Extra ed. 
CCH special 5. 92d Congress, 1st session. Cover title: 
Revenue bill of 1971;... CCH highlights of Senate floor 
amendments.) [*751 U]
S. 1022, a bill to revise and restate certain functions and 
duties of the Comptroller general of the United States; to 
change the name of the General accounting office to 
“Office of the Comptroller general of the United States”, 
and for other purposes, March 1 (legislative day, February 
17), 1971 referred to the Committee on government oper­
ations. Washington, 1971. 16 p. (92d Congress, 1st session.)
[*319.1 G]
S. 1615, a bill to amend the Internal revenue code of 1954 to 
provide income tax simplification, reform, and relief for 
small business; April 22, 1971, referred to the Committee 
on finance. Washington, 1971. 53 p. (92d Congress, 1st 
session.) [*209.5 U]
S. 1885, a bill to require periodical financial disclosure by 
officers and certain employees of the federal government, 
and for other purposes; May 17 (legislative day, May 14), 
1971 referred to the Committee on government operations. 
Washington, 1971. 13 p. (92d Congress, 1st session.)
[*301 U]
S. 2399, a bill to require under the supervision of the Federal 
trade commission a full and fair disclosure of the nature of 
interests in business franchises, to provide increased pro­
tection in the public interest for franchises in the sale of 
business franchises and to provide for fair competitive 
practices in the operation of franchise businesses and the 
termination of franchise agreements. August 2, 
1971,...referred to the Committee on commerce. Washing­
ton, 1971. 22 p. (92d Congress, 1st session.) [*250 Fra]
---------Senate. Committee on appropriations. Legislative
subcommittee
Staats, Elmer B. Statement before the Legislative subcommit­
tee, Appropriations committee, United States Senate, on 
budget estimate for fiscal year 1972. Washington, 1971. 32 
typewritten pages. [*314.5 U]
---------Senate. Committee on banking and currency
Spacek, Leonard P. Statement before the Senate Committee 
on banking and currency on cost accounting standards, 
April 2, 1970, Washington, D.C. 17 typewritten pages. 
(Letters to Elmer B. Staats, December 1, 1969 and to 
members of IAC, January 21, 1970, attached [*850 S]
---------Senate. Committee on banking and currency.
Subcommittee on production and stabilization
Rickover, Hyman G. Statement on uniform cost accounting 
standards for negotiated defense contracts; before the 
Subcommittee on production and stabilization, Senate 
Banking and currency committee, April 2, 1970. n.p., 1970. 9 
typewritten pages. [*850 R]
Sciarrino, Joseph A. Testimony of the Financial executives 
institute before the Subcommittee on production and 
stabilization of the Senate Banking and currency commit­
tee, April 2, 1970. 11 typewritten pages. [*850 F]
---------Senate. Committee on commerce. Special sub­
committee on freight car shortages
Stafford, George M. Statement of George M. Stafford, 
Chairman, Interstate commerce commission, before the 
Special subcommittee on freight car shortages of the
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subcommittee on freight car shortages.—(Continued)
Senate Committee on commerce, on S. 1415, S. 1729, S. 
1730 and S. 1731, June 16, 1971. Washington, 1971. various 
paging (typewritten) [*510 S]
---------Senate. Committee on finance
H.R. 10947 (calendar no. 428; report no. 92-437), and act to 
provide a job development investment credit, to reduce 
individual income taxes, to reduce certain excise taxes, and 
for other purposes. October 7, 1971, read twice and referred 
to the Committee on finance; November 9, 1971, reported 
by Mr. Long with amendments. New York, Commerce 
clearing house, c1971. 17, 209 p. (Standard federal tax 
reports, v. 58, no. 53, Nov. 11, 1971. Extra ed. CCH special 4. 
92nd Congress, 1st session. Cover title: Revenue bill of 
1971; ...announcement of Senate Finance committee de­
cisions.)
Revenue act of 1971. Hearings, ninety-second Congress, first 
session, on H. R. 10947, an act to provide a job develop­
ment investment credit, to reduce certain excise taxes, and 
for other purposes, October 7, 12-15, and 18, 1971. 
Washington, U.S. Government printing office, 1971. 2 v. 
(907 p.) [*751 U]
Revenue act of 1971; report, together with additional views, 
to accompany H.R. 10947. November 9, 1971, ordered to be 
printed. New York. Commerce clearing house, c1971. 154p. 
(Senate report, no. 92-437. 92d Congress, 1st session. Stand­
ard federal tax reports, v. 58, no. 53, Nov. 11, 1971. Sup­
plement. CCH special 3. Cover title: Revenue bill of 1971 
(H.R. 10947); report of the Senate Finance committee; 
general explanation.). (Same). Englewood Cliff's, N. J., 
Prentice-Hall, 1971. 134 p. (Federal taxes report bulletin 45, v. 
52, section 2, Nov. 11, 1971.) [*751 U]
United States. Congress. Joint committee on internal revenue 
taxation. Summary of H. R. 13270, Tax reform act of 1969, 
as reported by the Committee on finance, November 18,
1969. Prepared by the staff of the Joint committee on 
internal revenue taxation, for the use of the Committee on 
finance. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1969. 133 p. 
(Federal taxes report bulletin, v. 50, sect. 2, no. 47, November 
20, 1969) [*751.5 U]
---------Senate. Committee on government operations
Revising and restating certain functions and duties of the 
Comptroller general of the United States; to change the 
name of the General accounting office to “Office of the 
Comptroller general of the United States,” and for other 
purposes, October 2, 1970. Washington, 1970. 41 p. (Senate 
report, no. 91-1264, 91st Congress, 2d session) [*319.1 G]
S. 4432 (report no. 91-1264), a bill to revise and restate certain 
functions and duties of the Comptroller general of the 
United States; to change the name of the General account­
ing office to “Office of the Comptroller general of the 
United States”, and for other purposes, October 2, 1970, 
ordered to be placed on the calendar. Washington, 1970. 18 
p. (Calendar no. 1282, 91st Congress, 2d session.)
[*319.1 G]
---------Senate. Committee on government operations.
Subcommittee on government research
Staats, Elmer B. Statement of Comptroller general of the 
United States before the Subcommittee on government 
research, Committee on government operations. United 
States Senate, April 22, 1969. 26 typewritten pages.
[*316 S]
---------Senate. Committee on government operations.
Subcommittee on intergovernmental relations
Intergovernmental revenue act of 1971 and related legis­
lation. Hearings, ninety-second Congress, first session on S. 
1770...and S. 241..., June 1, 3, and 8, and August 3, 1971. 
Washington, U.S. Government printing office, 1971. 430 p.
[*314.6 U]
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---------Senate. Select committee on small business
Ozanne, Urban B. Economic effects of franchising. Report 
prepared for the small business administration by Urban B. 
Ozanne and Shelby D. Hunt. Washington, U.S. Govern­
ment printing office, 1971. 354 p. (Committee print, 92d 
Congress, 1st session. Printed for the use of the Select 
committee on small business, Sept. 8, 1971.) [*250 Fra]
---------Small business administration
Barker, Phyllis A. Budgeting in a small service firm. Washing­
ton, Small business administration, 1971. 7 p. (Small 
marketers aids, no. 146) [*262 B]
Caley, John D. Computers for small business; service bureaus 
of time sharing. Washington, U.S. Government printing 
office, 1971. 7 p. (Small business administration. Small 
marketers aids, no. 149) [*209.5 C]
Chase, Anthony G. Role of SBA in supplying venture capital 
to small business. Business lawyer, v. 26, Jan. 1971, p. 739- 
46.
Greene, Mark R. Insurance checklist for small business. 
Washington, Small business administration, 1971. 15 p. 
(Small marketers aid, no. 148) [*209.5 G]
Johnson, Glenn. Starting and managing a small shoe service 
shop. Washington, Small business administration, 1968. 86 
p. (Starting and managing series, v. 16) [*250 Sho]
Mayer, Raymond R. Equipment replacement decision. 
Washington, Small business administration, 1971? 7 p. 
(Management aids for small manufacturers, no. 212) 
[*140.7 M]
Meddaugh, Charles E. Termination of DOD contracts for the 
government’s convenience. Washington, Small business 
administration, 1971. 15 p. (Management aids for small 
manufacturers, no. 211) [*850 M]
Murphy, John F. Sound cash management and borrowing. 
Washington, Small business administration, 1971. 7 p. 
(Small marketers aids, no. 147) [*209.5 M]
Ozanne, Urban B. Economic effects Of franchising. Report 
prepared for the small business administration by Urban B. 
Ozanne and Shelby D. Hunt. Washington, U.S. Govern­
ment printing office, 1971. 354 p. (Committee print, 92d 
Congress, 1st session. Printed for the use of the Select 
committee on small business, Sept. 8, 1971.) [*250 Fra]
Starting and managing a small retail jewelry store. 
Washington, U.S. Government printing office, 1971. 78 p. 
(Starting and managing series, v. 21) [*250 Jew 2]
Turner, Richard D. Cryptic resource for small business. 
American bar association journal, v. 57, July 1971, p. 691-4.
---------Social security administration
Clark, Vincent J. World’s largest recordkeeping operation. 
Footnote (HEW audit agency), Spring 1971, p. 10-15.
White, Paul Anthony. How to help a client obtain the 
maximum Social security benefits, by Paul Anthony White 
and Lyell Henry Carver. Practical accountant, v. 4, May- 
June 1971, p. 54-7.
Statistics
United States. Office of business economics. National income 
and product accounts of the United States, 1929-1965; 
statistical tables. Washington, U.S. Government printing 
office, 1966. 165 p. (“A supplement to the Survey of current 
business.”) [*317 U]
United States. Office of business economics. 1967 business 
statistics. 16th biennial ed. Washington, U.S. Government 
printing office, 1967. 1 v. (various pagings) (“Biennial 
supplement to the Survey of current business.”) [*317 U]
United States. Office of business economics. 1969 business 
statistics. 17th biennial ed. Washington, U.S. Government 
printing office, 1970. 1 v. (various pagings) (“Biennial 
supplement to the Survey of current business.”) [*317 U]
---------Supreme court
Dunfee, Thomas W. Professional criminal liability; United 
States v. Simon. (Case notes) American business law journal, 
v. 8, Winter 1971, p. 315-19.
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Gray, Robert Hanes. Supreme court, accounting, and the tax 
accrual of “true” income. Washington and Lee law review, v. 
28, Spring 1971. p. 1-74.
---------Tariff commission
Metzger, Stanley D. Judicial review of Tariff commission 
actions and proceedings, by Stanley D. Meager and Alfred 
G. Musrey. Cornell law review, v. 56, Jan. 1971, p. 285-341.
---------Tax court
Drennan, William M. New status of the tax court. (In 
Institute on federal taxation, 29th, New York university,
1970. Proceedings, p. 1017-32.) [751 NJ
Drennen, William M. Tax court’s new look: a view of its new 
powers and small tax case procedure. Journal of taxation, v. 
34, Feb. 1971, p. 82-6.
Erbacher, Philip J. Tax court examination of the validity of 
issuance of a 90-day letter. Taxes — the tax magazine, v. 49, 
Feb. 1971, p. 79-86.
Goldfein, Laurence. New Tax court small claims division: 
how it will operate, by Laurence Goldfein and Michael I. 
Saltzman. (Effective tax procedures) Journal of taxation, v. 
34, Jan. 1971, p. 2-4.
How to use the new small tax case procedure. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 6, April 1971, p. 218-19.
Rules of practice. Revised April 1, 1958 (with amendments 
and additions through January 25, 1971). Washington, U.S. 
Government printing office, 1970. 54 p. [*751.4 U]
Stark, Alan M. U.S. Tax court after the 1969 Tax reform act. 
New Jersey CPA, v. 42, Summer 1971, p. 30-1.
---------Veterans administration
Dervan, John M. 26 years of service to housing: the VA 
guaranteed loan program. Mortgage banker, v. 31, April
1971, p. 44, 46-7,49.
UNITED STATES SAVINGS AND LOAN LEAGUE
Savings and loan fact book, 1971. Chicago, c1971. 144 p. 
[*677 U]
UNITED STATES TREASURY BILLS
See Treasury bills
UNITED STATES WHOLESALE GROCERS’ ASSOCIATION 





See Taxation, United States - “Unitrusts”
Trusts — Unitrusts
UNIVERSITIES
See Schools and colleges
UNJAMMING the bottleneck of dollars. Savings and loan news, 
v. 92, June 1971, p. 40-3.
“UNKNOWN” shareholder can kill a Subchapter S election. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 6, June 1971, p. 337.
UNREASONABLE ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS
See Taxation, United States — Undistributed profits
UNSIGNED return is no return — even with payment attached. 
(Effective tax procedures) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Nov. 
1971, p. 321.
UNUSUAL CHARGES OR CREDITS
See Statements, Financial — Income — Extraordinary
items
UPBIN, SOL J.
Parallel (“tandem”) stock options. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 
2, Nov. 1971, p. 681.
URANIUM
See Mining and metallurgy, Uranium
URBAN housing — HUD must institutionalize procedures for 
determining racial and socioeconomic effects of site 
location for federally assisted housing projects — Shannon 
v. HUD. (Comments) New York university law review, v. 46, 
May 1971, p. 560-78.
URBAN LAND INSTITUTE
---------Community builders council
Standard manual of accounting for shopping center oper­
ations. Washington, c1971. 39 p. (“...issued first as the 
Standard manual of expense accounts for shopping centers. ”)
[*262 U]
URBAN law - urban renewal — relocation and demolition may 
be enjoined until local public agency demonstrates it is 
ready, willing and able to proceed with the urban renewal 
project — Talbot v. Romney. (Comments) New York 
university law review, v. 46, March 1971, p. 199-208.
URBAN RENEWAL
See Also Slums
Addison, Stuart. Project cornerstone — an auditor’s chance to 
think of his social responsibility. Federal accountant, v. 20, 
1971, p. 64-72.
Ashley, Thomas L. Urban growth and new community 
development act. Mortgage banker, v. 31, Feb. 1971, p. 20, 
22-3.
Brown, James K. Business and the development of ghetto 
enterprise, by James K. Brown and Seymour Lusterman. 
New York, Conference board, c1971. 105 p. (Conference 
board report, no. 517.) [*223.9 B]
Callender, Eugene St. Clair. ‘We must embark on a large- 
scale program of rehabilitation.’ Mortgage banker, v. 31, 
June 1971, p. 59-61.
Hartman, Chester W. Relocation: illusory promises and no 
relief. Virginia law review, v. 57, June 1971, p. 745-817.
Housing — public purpose — legislation establishing agency 
to finance mortgage loans without restriction on income of 
recipients serves a public purpose. (Recent cases) Harvard 
law review, v. 84, June 1971, p. 1921-30.
Johnson, Albert L. Renewal appraisal responsibility restated, 
by Albert L. Johnson and Ray E. O’Bier. Appraisal journal, 
v. 39, July 1971, p. 415-19.
Spiezio, Nicholas J. Housing and urban development act of
1970. Mortgage banker, v. 31, Feb. 1971, p. 12, 14-19.
Troxel, Jay C. Reply. Appraisal journal, v. 39, July 1971, p. 
419-21.
Urban law - urban renewal — relocation and demolition may 
be enjoined until local public agency demonstrates it is 
ready, willing and able to proceed with the urban renewal 
project — Talbot v. Romney. (Comments) New York univer­
sity law review, v. 46, March 1971, p. 199-208.
Finance
Callender, Eugene St. Clair. ‘We must embark on a large- 
scale program of rehabilitation.’ Mortgage banker, v. 31, 
June 1971, p. 59-61. e
Valuation
Theiss, William R. Appraiser’s responsibility. (Appraisal 
docket) Appraisal journal, v. 39, Jan. 1971, p. 115-17.
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URBANUS, J. H.
Construction and contents of an internal control question­
naire on Electronic data processing (E.D.P.). Journal UEC, 
April 1971, p. 93-6.
Impact of ADP on internal control, prepared by J. Urbanus 
and Odd Hunsbedt under the chairmanship of V. Ras­
mussen. Journal UEC, no. 4, Oct. 1971, p. 209-14.
URFER, RICHARD P.
“Where is the money coming from?” (Appendix) Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 88, Sept. 2, 1971, p. 62-4.
URIS, AUREN.
Executive deskbook. New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1970. 269 p. [223.7 U]
Work simplification — the new way to manage. Business 
management, v. 39, Jan. 1971, p. 14-17.
URY, BERNARD E.
Public relations: a vital force in shaping your market. Journal 
of property management, v. 36, Jan.-Feb. 1971, p. 4-14.
URY, ROBERT I.
Tax savings available under new seven-year averaging for 
lumpsum distributions. (Taxation of compensation) Journal 
of taxation, v. 34, Jan. 1971, p. 30-3.
USE OF CLIENT’S STAFF
See Accountants’ office — Clients
USE of computers in accounting
Sweeney, Robert B. Use of computers in accounting. Eng­
lewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, c1971. 160 p. [*203.9 S]
USE of trusts will not shift income automatically. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 7, Nov. 1971, p. 280-1.
USE TAX
See Taxation, United States — Sales and use taxes
USED CAR DEALERS
See Also Automobile dealers
USED MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT
See Also Junk dealers Scrap, waste, spoilage
USING a corporation to effect charitable contributions. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 7, Dec. 1971, p. 364.
USING accounting information
Fertig, Paul E. Using accounting information: an introduc­
tion, by Paul E. Fertig, Donald F. Istvan and Homer J. 
Mottice. 2nd ed. New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1971. 770 p. [110 F]
USING the work and reports of other auditors
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on auditing procedure. Using the work and reports of 
other auditors. New York, c1971. p. 92-101. (Statement on 
auditing procedure, 45) [*170 A]
USING warrants for leverage
Schwartz, William. Using warrants for leverage. Hempstead, 
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